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EDINBURG. TEXAS

VOL. XXVIU NO. 5

'Beer Issue' Records Only 6 Percent Of
Students' Interest In Referendum
Approximately six per•
cent of PAO-Edinburg
campus' 8559 students
voted in a special referendum conducted by the student government regarding the restricted sale of
alcoholic beverages on
campus, Oct. 2 and 3.
(These are figures as of 1
p.m., Oct. 3) .
Only 381 votes had
been cast at the LRC,
while only 155 were counted at the UC voting area, a
total of 536 votes.
"There has just been a
low turnout," said Cande
Ontiveros, Student Goverment president.

One reason for the low
turnout was cited by Ontiveros: "Many student did
not know about the election ."
If the referendum shows
that the majority of students who voted were in
favor of the restricted sale
of alcoholic beverages on
campus. then the Student
Senate will discuss the
issue and possibly pass a
resolution in favor of It.
If the the resolution does
not pass, the Student Senate will assume the student
body did not want alcoholic beverages to be sold on
campus on a restricted

I
WHERE'S EVERYONE? -Student government

vice president, Larry Garcia, waits patiently
tor students to vote on the "beer issue."
"There was a slow tum-out," said Garcia.

basis , at this time.
According to Ontiveros ,
there were a lot of misunderstandings and misconceptions regarding the
referendum.
A false impression which
some students had about
the issue was beer would
be avaLlable "all over the
place." The referendum,
however , stated specifically that the alcoholic beverages would be kept In a
restricted area which
would be the UC complex.
Another misconception
wa
that the alcoholic
beverages would be avallable at all hours. The
referendum states that they
would be available only
from 5-11 p .m .• which Is
after regular class hours.
The idea that the passage of this issue would Insure it being permanent on
the PAU campus is also a
misconception .
The referendum also
states that should the issue
pass, It would be only on a
trial basis of six months . If it
has been passed and the
subsequent evaluations on
the issue were favorable,
then alcoholic beverages
on campus would be eliminated .
The major purpose of
the referendum wa to get
"the true representation of
the PAU students' feelings
about the issue," said Ontiveros.
If the "beer issue' was
passed. campus organizations would be able to have
beer at their gatherings
which they could conduct
on campus (in the UC
complex) and would not
have to rent a place as Is

Proponents of the "beer
issue" feel that the passage
of this referendum by the
students and by ail the required authorities will help
develop more of a social
life for students.
Some opponents believe
that It would encourage
non-drinkers to start drinking. Others are not in favor
of the idea because it is
against their personal
values.
A similar poll conducted
during the second summer
session by the student
government revealed that
62 percent of the student

who were polled were In
favor of the measure, while
38 percent voted against It.
If the Student Senate
passes a resolution in favor
of this issue , it will be sumbitted to Dean of Students,
Dr . Gilbert de los Santos
and Director of Student
Activities. Tony Vela.
If the proposal passes
this stage, it would be presented to the PAU board of
regents for their official opinion. The next step would
Involve the Edinburg city
commission, as well as the
Edinburg Planning and
Zoning commisslons's ap-

proval.
The Texas Alcoholic Beverages Commission
would have the final word
on permitting the sale of
alcoholic bevetages and
sets up the guidelines.
A similar proposal was
passed by the PAU board
of regents in mid-November of 1975. There was
only one dissenting vote
cast and the issue was not
passed because it failed to
pass all the required channels.

REFERENDUM - Tuesday and Wednesday voting polls were set up

at two lobbies to allow students to voice their opinions on a "beer
Issue." Shown ls student, Esau Pena. voting.

the case now.

News Persons Conduct
Editor's Conference

INTERVIEW SEMINAR · Tom Crothers of Republic National Bank,
Dallas was on campus Tuesday with four other companies to speak

to students on interviewing techinques.

Two PAU student, Doug
Krueger and Cynthia Garcia, and Mrs . Pat Klem •
Gray, mass communications instructor, attended
the 1979 Student Editors
Conference at Lakeway
Resort near Austin .
The conference, which
included student and faculty representatives from the
ma1or universities fn Texas,
was sponsored by Exxon
Co . D.s A ., the Texas
Press Association and the
Texas Association o f
Broadcasters
The purpose of the conference was to provide a
unique, condensed lea_rnlng experience to comple·
ment and supplement the
editors' class room work
and practical experience

Dianne Pingree, editor
and publisher of Texas
Woman. a magazine which
began its publication in
January of this year. led a
session on the research,
planning and development
of a magazine.
Travis Linn, CBS News'
Southwest bureau manager, led a session on the
coverage and production
of news pr~rams
"The Law and the
Press" was the topic of a
presentation given by Fred
Graham , CBS news law
correspondent. Graham , a
three -time Emmy award
winner . gave his interpretation of the U.S .
Supreme Court system
which he has studied. as
well as reported on . for at

least 10 years. He also
covers the Justice Depart•
men I. FBI and the activities
of the legal profession.
Panels of three ex •
perienced newsmen and
business men In the print
and broadcast media led
discussions on com municatons in stnall-tomedi um s ized communities .

Both panels emphasized
the benefits of working for
a small newspaper. TV or
radio station
''Politics and the Press"
was presented by Sander
Vanocur , vice -president of
ABC News . Vanocur is experienced in both print and
broadcast Journalism and is

... . .
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University Students, Faculty
Fail In 'Beer' Referendum
An Open Letter to PAU
Student Government·
It is a sad lum of events,
when a university holds a
rl!ferendum on alcoholic
beverages. If this is the only i.ssue relevant on cam·
pus. then the University
and Its student have fotled.
I l!ke beer just as much
a any other beer drinker
does, but~ census on his
is a wastP nf man hours,

money and is a disgrace to
the University.
The television commercial which states. "A mind
is a terrlble thing to waste''
was not meant to apply to
those wh want lo pursue
higher" education
lhrough the bottom of a
glass,
A unlversilv should
open minds not dose
them. As leaders at PAU

you should take a greater
commitment on the quality
of education that you wtll
receive
In lhes
tasl,
t.echnologlcal and complex
limes. II will make you orbreak you and worrying
boUI the king of beers will
nor help the prince or fools
Raul Arredondo. Jr.
Alumni PAU
Class of 1978

Inter- Varsity Bible Study

L_

BRUNCH TIME· Lamba Alpha Epsllon had a
fajita cook out last Thursday during activity
period for fund raising. Many students par-------'
ticipated in the event making It a worth while
proJect.

Inter-Varsity has begun
Bible study meetings during acitivlty period on
Tuesdays in the LRC's Experimental ClaSSJoom 107
and 416. Meetlng are
open o all students
According to staff direc•
tor Rudy Hernandez. InterVarsity is not an athletics
formed organization The
name originated approx•
lmately 100 years ago
when groups of students
from different universities

Coinedy BeginsPAU'sTheatre Season
"Man and Superman'
opened Wednesday night
in the Media Theatre to
begin the new Pan American University Theatre

season. The George Bernar Shaw romantic comedy wlll run for four consecutive night~ through
Saturday with curtain tlme

Pan Am'• Claaalfled Ada

,.,,.,-.1

OVERSFAS JOBS-s.n,111 1, ,
Ea.t.- s ,\mm... Au,,,. ,... h:

EDITORS NOTE: - The Pan American welcomes
letter from readers Letters musl be signed and
must include the writers address and telephone
number . Letters should not exceed 200 words. The
Pan American reserves the right to edit

a : 15 p.m . for all performances.
Directed by Dr. Marian
Monta, communications
'lrof essor, "Man and
Superman.. will be Pan
American's entry In the
American College Theatre
Festlval.

General Admission fee is
$3 and for senior cltlzens
and high school students,
tickets w1II b sold for 2.
Groups of 10 or more can
purchase tickets al $1.50
each and groups of 20 or
more are offered additional
savings with tickets at a $1

Tickets for all performances, are available
Southwick Hall 210, For
students faculty and taff,
reserved seats are $2 and
two tickets may be reserved wiln an ID card. Free
tickets will be available at
8:05 p.m. and by presenting an LD card and taking
whal seat is available.

each

~--r-a-ACTIVmEs CALENDARna.-,

-H1WlmlRl80llU

Oct.4
10 a m.-12 noon El Sol
Circle
10+25- 11.25 a.m. IFC UC

306
10.25 a.m.- 1 p.m BSU
Walkwriy
10:30-11 :30 a.m. Rodeo
Club

10·30-11.30 a.m Coop
Employment Council

UC

306A

11:35 a.m 12:50 p.m
PAUSA UC 306-306A
7 p.m ·8.30 pm NCF 5
Oct 5
6:30-10:30 p,m. Kappa
Delta UC 307. 307 A

The
Pan American

Oct . 7
6:30 p.m.• :30 p m Tekes
UC307
6:30 p m.-9 pm . APO UC

305A
Oct. 8
S p.m.-8 p m . Kappa Delta
UC 307 307A
6 00 p.m 9 p .m
Zeta UC 305

Delta

4.30 p.m 7·30 Kappa
Delt11 UC 319
Oct 9

t0.25 11 35

a ,m

American Chemistry Society

S83
10,25-11:25 a.m. Christian
Science UC 307 A

N ws Edirnr ............ ... . L ticia Diaz
Associate Editor . . ....••.. Cynthia Garcia

11 35 a m. 12:50 p m.
PAUSA UC 306, 306A
10;35 a m 11 ·45 a .m. IK's

Sports Edilor . . .

305
10:30-11 30 am . Campus

• ....•....• Victor Garcia

Reporter . . .....•....... lean A.on Darnall
Anna Martinez
Advertising • ... .•....••..• Josepb Mangin
Photographer - ......•....•. Ruben Cuzman
Humberto Silva

Circulation Manager ......•.... Mike Saenz
Adviser . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Harry Quin

Ministry Chapel

7 p,m.-9:30 p.m. BSU
10.30· l L30 am. APO UC
307
10 25-11 25 a.m

SNEA

Ed Bldg 119
10·25-11 ·25 a.m IFC UC

306A

The Pan >.ml:1t4'an u I puhh tion ui P n llmotCllll Um'l'c,:,lcy
Pubhca11oiu, tmlha Hall 100, EdLDbw,:, Tc ,.s ~8::,J9 It 1$ puhh,h,

cJ tdCh rh11rM!ay c,cccpl Ju11ng cxam1n~uons nnd bolt\!ays unde1
the lllvis:1on ol Student All111r,, Or Mike l'J,:vnc:., v,tc pm,1dcn1
anJ H1ny Qu1a, advoo Vttw, prcscnt~d .uc thn
I h ,.-ruri
1,id d(I oor nttc
nly reflect those ol the Univcn11~ minu u •
tion Subsc:rtp11un pncc by rna,1 ,s S3 • 'fc~r of SI ~} a cm~ ,~r
Conmhullom .ad lcmir, u, lhc cc:Utur 1hou.ld be sulmuttoi •be FIi·
day rrlo• • • .,,,bhi;ation

5.30 p.m
Camelot UC
Oct lO
11 am "'I 10 p .m

9 pm , Ladle
305, 305A

or

p .m BSU
IK·s UC 306A

Oct 11
10.25-11 ·25
306

m. IFC UC

a,o
10·25-11:25 a .m
Circl
11 35 a.m 12:50 p m

PAUSA UC 306, 306A

"Man and Superman"
probes the "life force," the
"irresistable instincl that
empowers women to pursue and capture men In or•
der lo continue the race."
This force is exemplified
when Ann Whitefield,
played by Tina Atkins ls Involved in a pitched battle"
wilh Jack Tanner, portrayed by Doug Cummins
of the communication fa.
culty.
Other major roles are
that of Roebuck Ramsden
played by Manuel Zarate
and Otavlous Robinson
played by Paul Cantu_
Others in the cast Include
Anna de Haro, Ale><ander
Klein-Gray, Lorraine
Mate\, Dr Glenn Newsman and Ricardo E, Saldivar .

In England met to share
with one another the
goings-on within their own
smaU Bible study groups.
Towards the end of the
meeting the various stu•
dents decided to give
themselves a name. Since
they were from different
universities It seemed
"Inter-Varsity" would be a
proper title Tne Christian
students, thus started a
fellowship that has pro- _
spered and grown n
membership all over the
world.
Accordil'lg to Rudy Hernandez. Jnter-Varslty staff
adviser. "this is no1 an
athletic formed organization "
"The name Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship orginated appro,dmately 100

years. Students from Cambridge, Oxford and other
neighboring unwersiiies
met al an lnter-vars,ty soccer tournament Through
their insplr tfon, they en•
couraged one another. exchanged id· as about being
more ef!l:lr.tive on there
own university campuses
and to grow in their f ilh in
Christ" said Hernandez
Thus the name 1lntervarsity" was adopted from
the so named soccer tourney by students in various
university fellowships
"We invite an students
who are interested to at•
tend our meetings" said
Rene Serna, president.
Danny Carrales Is vicepresident (686-8688). and
Roxanne Zamora 1s pubUcity chairman (686-0468).

r--Recreation Room~
I _ Used To Capacity _ . I
Recreational faciUties on
the second floor of the
University Center are being

come up here and relax
before their next classes.''
"New plnbal1 machines

u ed to !he utmost capacity

by PAU students, said Antonio Vela. head of the stu-

are in the process of being
'We
want to 1-eep at least thr~e

dent recreational building.
"The busiest hours in lhe
game room are in the early

to four machines at all
times due to the Increasing
number of students. We're

morning hours. Almost
every morning you eisn't
get a pool table or a ping

also going lo get new digItal machines instead of the
old machines we have

pong table until you wait in
line.'' added Vela .

now."
For thE' advantage of the

·· Almost every day of the
week you con see students
In here, students Just llke to

ludents, the game room is
open from 8 a.m . to 10
pm.

put up." said Vela.

Oaxaca Set For Sponsored Trip
Oxaca will be the
destination of a trip sponsor~d by he Art Department at Pan American
University, according to
Scrndra Swenson, art
history instructor.
The trip wlll be from Oct
19-27, and Sanborn's
Travel Agency of McAllen
has made arrangements
for the trip . Transpmtation
will be by bus, and there
will be openings for 30

students.
According lo Miss Swenson, art students w!ll have
the first chance lo go on
the hip. and then it will be
open to all PAU students
Students must sign up
for the trip by Oct 12, in
the art office of the Art Annex Building
The cost of the trip will
be $182 for transportation
and hotel expenses. This
must be paid when

students sign up for the
trip
Swenson said
students should take an
additional $5 to 7 per day
for meals.
Two nights will be spent
In Mexico City on the way
to Oaxaca, and stops wlll
be made In Veracruz and
Tampico Students will
have a chance to see preColumbian art and other
art ex.hlbl1s while on the
trip
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Applications Being Accepted
Appllcatlona are now being accepted for Spring,
1980, student teaching. These forms may be picked
up In the Education Bulldlng 116. Deodlfnefor recelulng applications if Oct. 15.
Along with the oppllcatton, each opp/leant must
haa,e an up~to-date uno.tflclal tra1111crlpt and a copy of
hla degree p/gn, In addition. each proapectlve student
tmcher must have completed the following requlremen'8:
1. At least 90 semester hours of colle,e work.
2. At least 3/4 semester hours In major with a 2.25
GPA.
3. At least 1/2 semester houra ln minor with 2.25
GPA.
4. All general education counea.
5. Engllah 1301 and 1302 with (Jt least a C In each
courae.
6. Additional requlttment. era spec.ffted by the
dqartment of the major field.

Fiest;a Highlights Year
Rftlta Hidalgo 79 will kick of with a dance to be
held at the Edinburg Acdlllly Cfflta, Oct. 5 at B p.m.
unth the Country Roland Band prof1fdl11g mu.le.
Humberto Rodrfgua of the Edinburg Chamber of
Commerce u,elcoma any PAO at>rorfty or frotemlty
cohfch &00nm to enter a booth at the Fiesta or a car In
the parade.
The entry fee for a booth •pace u,UI be $25. The
parade. u,lll be Oct. 6 at 2 p.m.
M011t ofthe ftota 79 actluitfa wlll he held at South
Park on aauth U.S. 2Bl and Palm Drloe.

For more Jn/ofmatlon lntoattd organlaalfona may

can Rodriguez at 383-4974, or Inna Medrano. parade
coordinator, at 383-5~.

Book St:all Works Contin.ouslg
'The El Bronco staff is working hard to meet deadllne.s
end .create a memorable annual." said Oscar Gana the
editor. "We've made a lot of progress and we will continue fo work hard."
This year's edition of El Bronco will cany better
coverage- of campu,s organizations and activtttes In hopes
of provfding an accurate record of the 1979,80 school
year. The annual wlll be something to look back on in
years to come and remembe, things the wny they really
were. Gana urges organizations to participate and help
make this year'.s ann1.1al one or the best ever.
The Brom:o will be 314 pages, with many pages In color. The theme -although a secret will have something to
do with fountains. "We Just want lo make an annual for
the people to enjoy." said Garza, "It will be very exciting.''

PeaceCorps Seeking Volun'leen
The Peace Corps ls seeking an ex-Corps volunteer to
work as a recruiter here at Pan American .
Any interested ex-Peace Corps volunteer who now !Sa
Pan Am student, may contact Mrs. Feme Dreyer at LA
224 (381-3428) or D.r. Gilberto de los Santos, UC 102,

381-2471.

lnfonnallon concerning recruitment will be announced
at a later date.

Retreat Plans Being Made
Pfana /or the South Texae BSU retreat to be held
Oct. J 9-21 at uphyr Encampment on Lake Corpua
Chrutl are now being made by the BSU •tudents at
PAU. Approximately 30 student. will be attending thla
retreat, along with Bruce McGowan. BSU director at
Pan Am.
Pan Am-. BSU atudent. are planning to hold a
talent •how, one o/ the many actlultles ot thla retreat.
There wf/f be recreation. actlultfea guut speakers who
unll talk to the. ,tudenll during the Bible ,rudy seulona
(the main purpose for the retreat) and a creatlue
worb.hop ..
Other •choola attending this retreat are Bee County
College, Corpus Chriatt State, Del Mar, San Antonio,
Texas A&J, U. T.S.A. and Victoria.
BSU atudenls 1aho have not already •lgned up to at~
·tend thla retrea, may do so by gofng to lbe BSU
Center.
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Chapter Announces Council

In addition, club spo11$or R. W. Rodgus has planned
stops at a uranium mfne near Benauides, the Bat one,

Kappa Delta sorority at Pan American has named a
new executive council for the Fall semester.
Members of the Counctl are Norle Gont.al~ of MISSlon ,
president; Pat Gonza.le2 of Mission , vice presiden~ Cindy
Jasso of Edinburg, secretary: Susie Guerrero of Mission,
treasurer; Velma Sanez of McAllen, assistant -treasurer;
and Nellie Garza of Edinburg, membership chaJrman;
and Estela Cantu of McAllen, editor . The Council will
preside over chapter functions for this semester.

Knob, mud diapirs In Che coa$tal bend, and oo'rlou
fossil collecting sites on the way to and from the ftetd
trip.

Courses A Convenience
Off-campus courses offer students ,teachers, teachers
aides and local people an opportunity to take basic education courses within their own school district, according
to David Zungla, assistant director of admissions.
The courses offered are history, math, government,
English and Spainsh on a freshman and sophomore level.
All courses are held at night With both undergraduate
and graduate courses offered. Before any of these
courses can taught they have to be approved by the Texas
Coordinating Board in May.

ChlbsAdded
The Director of Sludent Actlulttea, Tony Vela ha.a
added up the number of student o.rgonlaatfon. on the
Pan Am campu.. There are 79 dub. currently
operotfng on campua, ocoordfng to Velo.
Among the 79 cluba, 18 haue been dttlared lnactlue. Vela o.plalned that the clui. declared were lnactlue becauae, "'A club,. declared fnactfue when ltjafla
to meet the ,ttpulatla,.. far campu, argonl.rotfona ut
Jort1i In the aludent handbook...

APO Mee-ling Set
Alpha Phi Omega wlll hold ,,_ flrwt recruiting
meeting /or the Fan semester al Unluerwlly Cenlel'
301, during actlulty pmod today. The lat day for
anyone lnteroted In Joining thla o,ganlmtloi, fa Od.
11.

Group Takes Field Trip

escarpment and fault zone. a uolconlc ialand at Pilot

Residence HallElect.s Officers
The Residence Hall Association elected Oa90 Barrera
president and Mmed, other offic:ers Sept. 26 at a University circle meeting.
Other officers are Dolly Soils, social vice-president; Armando Flores, fund raslng vice-president; .Elisa Ramos,
service vice-president; Debbie Munoz, secretary; Luis
Ortega, ireasury: Frank de Leon reporter~hlstorlan; Toni
Blake, parltmentarian and Pete Hamm, coach
Advisers for ihe club are Dane) Troxel, Mildred Fagg,
and Judy Prantet Vinson
Business discussed at the meellng wes the state c-0n•
vention. The president and his ·t hree Vice-Presidents will
attended a convention late next week.

Government Vacancies
There were six applications fUed last week for the two
vacant student 5enate seats, according to 1.aff!1 Garica,
Student Goverment vice-president.
From these six applications, two wUI be selected by Student Government President Cande Ontiveros; and submitted to the cunent student senate for approval.
The regular sh,tdent senatorial term Is from May 1 to
April 30. with elections In the month of April,
Students wanting to run for student SE:nalor in the
regular term should check with the Student Government
office, University Center 314.

Office Screens Video Tape
Oct. io, the Office of Career Planning, Placement,
Testing and Cooperative Education will "5Cfeen a videotape covering test taking strategies for the Grad1,1ate
Record Examlnallon (GRE).
The tape was prepared by Dt. Donald Hood, regional
director for Educational Testing_ Service.
On the tape, Dr. Hood works through a sample aptitude test demonstrating the various kinds of questions
which will be fo\lnd on the aptitude test,:methods for ap•
proaching the questions and time management techniques. The tape is approximately 45 minutes long and will
be screened on Oct. 10, at 6 p.m., at the Leamlng
Resource Center Experimental Cwsroom.

Eighteen members of the Pan American Unluenrily
Geological Society will be attending a fteld trip sponaored by the Southweatan ANoclotlon of Sludent
Geological Soclettea (SASGS) to be held In the Waco
area Qct. 5-1.
TI,e trip uros raearched and organized by memben
of the Geology Deportment at Stephen F. Austin State
University to study and de.terlbe h'onagJ"efflue and
regreulve marine lime.tone aequences In the
Cretaceol.d section between Temple and Fort Worth.
The tour u,111 atart at Belton Lake near Temple on
Saturday momfng. moue north paat Waco, and terminate on Benbrook Lake southwat of Fart Worth.
Groups from T~as, Arkansaa, lou.lalano and
Oklahoma are expected to attend.
nlvcrnl
Eketro/lla

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
NEW MANAGEMENT

Paauonl

Special discounts for PAV students

-au,

goal i. your 1atfafadfon"'

Bob's Sewing Machine Center
Sale. and Servl.ce

Sewing Machin.- ,VacuulD Clune.rs.
Bob Castillon
owner

Steak Sandwich & Frtea $1,39
Ba.nua SpUt U.29
2 pc· ChJclcen, RoUa. Ma.heel Pou.toe• SJ .39
Of/"'

gc,od el P.,rfkllM.Hfl!I Oo.!ry Qwo.,n, only No
N<II lo be uffd In comb!,,.11or, """' &I\ otha

tUb;:titu,~

=.._poo "'offllf

SIDEWALK SKATING

HAS

OFFER GOOn

T~RU OCTOBER 10, 1979

Edinburg

383-7542

1220 East University

COME TO PAN AM.
SKATE, pon't run to class.
You'll be saving

energy and exercise

Contact: Peny WilsOI\
WILSONS SKATE CENTER
SAN BENITO 3.99-6500
Edinburg Area 687-7475
Lessons vailabl

Por&er's
••
·"

v/llen Jlo,al
ly B,lly Inc.
1320 N, CLOSNER

N HWY. 281

TELEFORA,

PH. A. C. (5121 383-6822

HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appoJntment

EDINBURG. TEXJ,S 78539

FTD,

~-•4

AFS

383-9012

383-8611

520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

• Watdla

• Diamonds
110.N. 121h

•• Gifta
Fine Jewelry
For All 0cca1iG01
F.dinburt
---

t
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Forensic Squad Returns

Advertising Outlined For Organizations

With Two Trophies
Pan American University's

test. At the end of the touma-

Forensic Squad traveled to St.
Mary's University last weekend to compete in Intercollegiate debate. Nine schools
attended the debate tournament In San Antonio, Including lwo major unlvers.llles ,
Baylor and the University of
Houston, who travel the national circuit successfully.

ment, Pan Am remalned undefeated In varsity competltion; thus winning the
Superior award In debate.
The team of Watts and Franz
also were recognized as the

Pan Am's varsity debate
team of Larry (Bear) Watts, a
Junior from KingsviOe, and
John David Franz, a Hidalgo

junior. met Baylor's top two
varsity teams and Houston' s
top varsity team In the con•

top team In the tournament.

Watts, last year's No 1
debater In the nation In Pi
Kappa Delta, advanced hls
personal winning streak in
debate to 12-0. Watts was
recognized as the top speaker
in this tournament

Pan Am's novice debate
team of J~ Salazar, Jr , a
senior from Mercedes, and

Steve Alden , a sophomore
from McAllen, made their
debut on the debate circuit by
going 2-2 at the contest.
Alden was top speaker in two
of these rounds.

Pan Am's Director of
Forensics, Neal Rieke, said,
"I was extremely pleased with
the squad's performance. especially this early In the competitive year ," Next competition Will be at Louisiana Tech
University in Ruston , La. Oct.
19-20, where the squad will
compete in both indiVldual
events and Intercollegiate
debate .

Business School Sponsors Seminar
Pan American University's School of Business Administration is sponsoring a
management seminar entitled "Management by Objectives" in cooperation
with the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce beginning on Nov . 26.

coordinator of community
programs, or Miss Norma
Ramirez , secretary , at the
Division

of Community

Programs, in Room 122 of
the School of Business Administration . The office
telephone number is

381-3366.
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Students and student
organizations who wish to
advertise on or off campus activities are reminded that they must register
the activity with the University Center and Student Activities office
before permission to
advertise is granted
All signs must be
stamped APPROVED
FOR POSTING , UNIVERSITY CENTER and
dated by the Office. Signs
or advertising literature
must not be placed on
any glass surlace of any
buildjng. No tape or glue
may be used on any
building or walkway or
column .
AU advertising media
must be approved by the
building supervisor in
which it is to be posted or
distributed .
Distribution of commercial advertisement
such as leaflets, posters,

advertising sales or other
such written commercial
endeavors are not permitted on campus. All
advertisement must be
removed by the individual or organization
posting it bv the date

placed on ii by the
University Center office
Advertising literatute
may not be distributed on
automobile windshields
on University parking
lots .

Interview
Schedule••••••••
Job lntervlews scheduled

Oct . 10. 11 Texas Employ-

for Oct 4-11, in Romulo Mar-

ment Commission
{TEC)
(People for
clarical & Interview positions)

tinez's office (UC 116) , are as
follows:
Oct. 4 Crystal City

ISO

(Elementary & Secon dary teachers)
Martne Corps
(All Majors)

Oct. 11 Merit System Council
Oct . 9 Harvard Law School
(Any maJors going 10
graduate law school)

(AH majors)
Positions rn 10 state
agencies

The three-part seminar.
designed to acquaint
managers with the mana gement by objectives
(MBO) method will meet
Monday evenings ft-om
7:15 to 9:15 p .m . through
Dec. 10 in Room 110 ln
the Business Administration Building.
The first session will deal
with a managment philoso•
phy, leadership styles for
effective management ,
and organizational structure.
The second class will investigate the area of
motivation including job
analysis, motivators versus
dlssatisfactors, and maintenance and motivation
factors. Also discussed will
be delegation: what it takes
to delegate prperly, degrees of delegation, and
measuring oneself as a
delegator.
Topics to be discussed in
the final meeting deal
directly with establishing
the proper procedures to
manage effectively by objectives. These include
proper organizations, proper assignment of personnel, definition of tasks,
establishing the objectives
and priorities. planning for
the outcome, and how to
hold the interview.
The class will be taught
by Douglas Bartley,
assocla te professor of
management at PAU. He
received his B.S. in education from the University of
Illinois and his M .A. from
the University of Pittsburgh
and personnel management. He has extensive
teaching and industry experience in the area of
management by objectives.
A fee of $45 per person
will be charged for the
class . Certificates of
achievement with continuing education units will be
awarded to participants
successfully completing the
seminar.
Further Information or
registration may be obtain•
ed by calling Rohen Lopez.

Register every time you visit
Wbatabwgerl There's nothing to
buy. Just fill in the entry blank. Prizes
being given away every week at this
restaurant And the Grand Prize H 0,000 wonh of 24 karat gold
nuggets!

Wed #J-Wlnrn:r
r l'iVt:i. a han(bome
ostrich-grain~ buft;ilo

...

caifTOn)' Lama bd1 and
C,OU«io~ Solld flra.-..,
bc:11 budde cumplcic

\\ ilh ynur ..c.aic·:; sew
and 1Lig.

.._ #1-lkgistcr to
win a

no.OO Tony Lam.a

Gift Ccnillc:atc.

Wedi #J-You n11gt11
Win a beau11ful 'fon) l..un.l "

lc;tlher handbag and
nwching durdi bag.

This offer good at
all participating
Whataburger® location
Offt'r uplre-. 10/ 31171

Wttfi. #t-An exo;:IIUljt
priTc1 An all•lc ,rher p-.ur
of l"ioul5- hanJcr.lltc:d
bv li:ln~• l..un;,
uvcr $1000(1

\1! t>l1h
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P AU Woinan Selected For All-Male Fraternity
A formerly all-male Pan
American University service fraternity has a
woman presidenl for the
first time ever this {all.
while the other service
fratemity on campus still
maintains some sexual bar-

to achieve full member
ship also ," said Ms. Vela
Ms Tones said she had
been associated with APO
since 1976 and had been
asked to run for president

before but had been afraid

Both organizations respond to isolated special
cases of people in need.
Al o on the agenda for
the Knights is their 20th
reunion 10 be held Oct. 29
at the HIiton Inn . Anyone
seeking more information
should call Roy Rosas at

IK has pledged 20 pages

APO will be finished
with its rush Oct 9 and
freshmen pledge
must
devote 30 hours to service
projects and meet with
three four hs of the

who will be initiated by
proving themselves worthy
through service of full
knighthood the end of this

members for lnterv ews.
Anyone seeking more m•
formation should call
Richard Trevino at

year

383-6 23.

longo of dlnbucg. treasurer . and Ivan Solis of
Edinburg ,
ergeant - at
arms.

the men might resent havrier . Betty Torres of Edining a woman for president.
burg was elected president "I decided lo try it and I 787-8276
by acclamation of Alpha sincerely hope I will be a
Other officers of the !Ks
Phi Omega . while !he unifying force ," said M ·. are Juan Jasso of San
ladle of Camelot the Torre .
Juan. vice president. Joe
auxiliary of Intercollegiate
Roy Rosas of San Juan Cortez of Pharr'. secretary;
Knights. are still denied is the president of the IKs
Benny Banera of Donna .
voling rights.
"Although we have sepa- treasurer, and Raymond
The two service frater- ratf' officers and eparate Rosalez, sergeant -at-arms
nilies were mterated sexmeetings, we work toge
Officers of the Ladies of
ually after the Department ther In most of our service Camelot are : Ada Gomez
of Health, Education and projects," said Rosas.
of San Juan, vice presiWelfare Issued a directive
Both organizations stress dent . Cris Cobos of Edinunder Title IX In 1976 leadership . friendship and burg secre1.ary .
orma
tat,ng wo1 en could not
rvice Annual p ojects al Garza of Edinburg, lTeabe barred from member- the !Ks include a canned surer and Hllda Fuentes of
ship.
food drive for the poor and McAllen , parliamentarian
Angle Vela of Mission is a Christmas part for Casa
lhe newly elected president Mira Sol, a half-way house
ewly elected officers of
of the Ladies of Camelot
tor children without pa
APO are rreddy Pl!sina of
rents who are waiting for Edinburg , first vice presiAccording lo Ms Vela , thi~ foster homes Annual cha
dent In charge of service
is the o nly auxiliary still In r11able events to which activities: Richard Trevino
existence ln a service fl'aPO donat lls time in - of Edinburg second vice
ter nit y . " ationw1de , clude the Jerry Lewis president In chdrge of
women have full status Telethon for Muscular membership , D1annc1 Man with men In the other IK' Dys1rophy
nd
th~ cha of McAllen recording
organization -. h is our goal Amencan He rl Fund .
ecreta ry, Lupe Monte-

LRC Changing Dewey System
The Leaming Resource
Center is in the process of
changing the Dewey Decimal Sysrem of library
numbering lo the Library
o( Congress System. The
Center began this process
of conversion in 1971 as
dld many large universities
and other educational in stitutions
The Dewey Decimal
System is organized by a
set of numbers from 000
to 099. There are approx imately three lines of call
numbers When read dow
nwards
each number
represents d specific area in
that particular subject,

The Library of Congress
operates much lhe same
way except that tlils system
is b sed on the lphabet
The syslem is a little bit
more specific and It is
easier 10 find books
"It ls more flexible, and II
has more growing room
it also makes it much easter
to assign a book 10 a st\Jden1,"
ays Mrs . A .V .
Haynie head catalogue
librarian.
Out of 184.000 volumes
only 40 000 are yet to be
changed
''We feel that more time
should be spent on shel mg new books lor the sru-

dents. so we do not active•
ly work on the system This
way the students have the
advantage of learning both
,..ystems " added Ms.
Haynie

Lifts Installed
For Students
Pan American University works h rd to continual-

ly meet the need

o ts
tudents . The University,
aware of th insurmount ble ob !acles handicapped studenh ally fac~. ln5talled a hfl In the men's
and women's dorrmtor'les.
The lifts allow handicapped students to go abou
their daily routines unaid-

,ed , Plus, tt e psycholog,
effects of the indepen-

Brain food.
When you m:~d omc IOl'O
for 1hought. come ,n io

of fre h kttuce. Jui tomatoes, ,c,1y onion~ an~ p1cy

Whataburger
We'll serve you a me I
tw11;e about c:a11ng an, •

pickle,.
AJJ me piping hot
freoch fr1e~ Or om~
cmp), gol11t:n I ni,10 1 tng, .

whcrecht ,
'tart off with our b1ggt:r.
~tter buri;c1. ,1zz1tn· ht t
tfthe gnll .
We'll make irju,1 th w.:i
you hke ii nd lhen p,lc 11
high"' ith your combenahon

And 1op i1 all c.1ff lo\ 1th .i
fro._,y c1.>hJ drink nd , h I
fruit pie for des l!:n.
, nd you've nol on! g la
foll cou.- c meal ou'vc got
the best ourse on .impus.

1ha1'll make )-'\lu 1hink

dence from the need o1 ~
constant companion boo ts the ludents' moral ""
said Mrs Mildred Fagg,
director of the women's
dorm .
The lifts, bull! on the f,rst
floor balcon1es on lhe east
side of each dorm , operaie
electrically Speclal keys.
distributed only to handicapped stud nts, turn on
the machlne.s.
Both the women'i. and
men's dorms designated
the first rloor in the as1
wing as the area for han·
dicapped students to reside . At lhe presen time.
IWo handicapped studenis
live in each dorm
In order to provide better living conditions for the
handicapped, Pan American Installed the regulation-bars, added high
tools and alt-ered the
re troom .

Build your nwn T-s11,r1
1

Ot.count for group orders
differ~nl ,1ylb

c;,I T•\hlrl

nd
lOO's trt1m,ler tn choose' flvm

681-ROT,
LO' Pla.i-a /,fall Mt Allen Tn

WHATABURGER

r--------------------------------~

Fr e Fri nch Frie

One 11ec

order ol french frit, \',llh th" c,1upm1.

t,, f th,•n,,.Jc ur, ► l n,hu n , , 1o r o 1 J"ft H"• 11Ut<t
COUPON REDEEMABLE AT WHA.TABURGEA NUMBER 60 EDINBURG
J' lt•..,cpt,:'\ffU

l) VJ' ,01 1•

OFFEA EXPIRES OCTOBER 10. 1979
f,,i!f t•

UtlrJ di

l' •lf ~

p,ahn

'Art, II

~i,

~t .... C • " .

""- i t

w•'~HIWI ,..

WHATABURGER.

!
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
l
I

l

DAY MA

10:30 •

WfDNESDAY~
MedH•tlG

Wori..h.op

7 ·00 p.a .
Meditation ClHa

1-00 p.m .

Cta

, ...

c.l:~-

n11-. . . . . . . .Ah
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Teaching
Deadline
Nears
Applications for student
teachlng for Spring 1980
must be submitted by the
deadline Oct. 15, at Pan
American University .

Dr. Nolan Wood, director of student Leaching at
Pan Am , said forms may
be obtained in Education
building 116. He said each
applicant must have an upto -dat~ unofficial transcript
and a copy of his degree
plan.

f
Other requirements are

t

at least 90 hours of college
work c~mpleted, at least
three-fourths of the
semester hours completed
in the major with a 2.25

.

C

CAMP OFFICERS • Recently elected off ice rs. Shown are (left to
ight) Mara Luevano, treasurer; Jose Leal, parllmentarlan; Frances
Morales, secretary; Enrique Reynosa, 2nd vice-president; Tomas
Serna, president, not shown Terry Vega, 1st vice-president.

J

University Committees Awaits Senate Approval
Cande Ontiveros, Stu·
dent Association President, says the University
committees, uformed to
keep open communica·
tlons between students and
the University," have been
appointed but have not
been approved. "As soon
as the senate makes approvals, the Ust will be
made public.
There are no vacancies
for these departments:

Student Affairs, Student•
Faculty Publications Com•
mlttee, and FacultyStudent O1,ctpllnary Com•
mittee.
Three departments do
have vacancies. Tney are:
Student Financial Aid
Committee, Food Commlttee and the Committee
on Student Organizations.
Students wishing to appeal traffic violations ad•
ministered by the Pan Am

Traffic and Security Office,
students with questions
concernJng discrimination
and employment or based
on sex or
handicap,
should contact the Student
Rights Committee.

By Oct. 14, students
wishing to participate in the
trip should turn In a deposit
of $50 to the Division of

According to Garcia,
questions concerning the
trip should be directed to
Dr . James Maloney, foreign language department
Inter-American Affairs of• head; or Dr. Hubert J.
fice in the Education Build- Miller of the Hlstory
Ing.
[)epartment at PAU .

38,3--8361

mlnor wlth a 2.25 GPA, all
general education courses
completed, English 1301 ,
and 1302 completed with
at least a C in each course,
and any additional requirements as specified by
the department of the student's major field.

The purpose for Unlvers i ty committees, said
Cande, Is "to keep communications open between
students and tbe University."

Departments Sponsor
Informative Trip To Mexico
An Informative trip focusing on the culture of
Mexico will be sponsored
by the Department of
Foreign languages, Department of History and
division of Inter American
Affairs from Nov. 14-18,
according to Lino Garcia
Jr., assistant professor of
foreign languages.
A total of 34 students
w\U have an opportunity to
participate in this infor•
matlve cultural awareness
expenditlon through Mexico to San Luis Potosi. The
group wlll visit San Miguel
Allende, Guanaguato and
other smaU towns and villages. They will travel by
chartered bus, and will
have an opportunity to visit
schools and historical sites.
There wlll be two tour
guides on the trip.
The trip is Universitysanctioned, so students will
be allowed to make up the
work they missed while on
the trip.
A fee of $100 per student wlU cover transporta~
tlon, hotel accomodatlons,
two meals and the two tour
guides. According to Garcia, students should take
$16 to $25 for meals.

grade-point a\ietage, at
least one-half the semester
hours completed In the

NEW OFFICERS · The Bahal Club recently
elected officers (left to right) are Melvin
Thomas vice-chairman; Madelyn Magee,
chairman and Steve Ramirez, secretary.

\

1012 South Closner

Edinburg

g

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER
OFFER GOOD UNTIL
THRU OCTOBER 11, 1979

ooi

What's Happened

to

RECORD
PRICES

Save up to $3.00!
................... Major label LP's! Top artists!
: SPOT BURGER :

•

•

•
:
•

Hamburgers . Fried Chicken
•
Fish • Shrimp• Fries• Burritos :
• Onion Rings •
•

•
•

Call In your order 383-9093
319 East Cano Edinburg

•

•
•
•

.................,
COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE

Bus. 682 -1 791

en Bhage f3eair @omJ>any
Dixie Word, Owner

(')

25c off any dally SP"lal fl

University
Book Store
COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

GET YOUR FAVORITES AT

5019 North 10th - McAllen, Texas

BIG DISCOUNTS
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Beau~.xy BreaksTrack,

SPf:)RTS

Field Records

Last week, The Pan
American featured the
track accomplishments of
husband and wife Roberto
and Victoria Contreras.
The person who introduced. Contreras to the National Masters Meet in Pennsylvania In which he placed first In the triple }ump
last summer Is also an accomplished track and £\eld
performer
Dr. Charles E. Beaudry,
French instructor at Pan
American University has
succeeded in rewriting
some of the Masters track
and field records this past
competitive season.

At the Amrrican
Masters, Beaudry competed in the 60 year-old
and over division and officially broke the long jump
record with a leap of 17-3.
tied the World's Masters
record in the 100 yards
with 11.1 seconds and set
a new World mark of 5.84
In the 50 yard dash formly
held by Virgil McIntyre at

11.6
Beaudry also set seven
National Masters records ln
Pennsylvania seven Senior
Olympics marks at Springfield, Ill. and 28 new
regional records in Texas.
Beaurdry is the living
American to have both
Penthathelon and Decathalon . He was also a
qualifier for the 1940
Olympics but the events - were cancelled due to the
outbreak of war.

POUNDS OF CLUB . The weight lifting club is now becoming active
in this sportsfleld. Pictured above all the members who WIii initiate
programs for students. See related story next week.

Get On The Track To
1980 Boston Marathon
Registrations are curently
being accepted for a
marathon sponsored by
Las Colonias Marathon
Association, the YMCA of
San Antonio, the San Antonio Express-News with
help from City Parks and
Recreation .
'Th~ marathon will consist of a 26 mile, 385 yard
U shape route starting from
three miles from downtown San Antonio running
into town through neighborhood streets and
through Kelly Air Force
Base and terminating ~1
the Westside Branch YMCA.
Diego M. Vacca, marathon director anddirector
of health and fitness at the
Westside YMCA , announced that Rick Rojas,
the country's fifth ranked
long distance runner from
Boulder, Colo., who holds
the record for 15,000
meters, will participate in
the marathon
The winner of the run
and a guest will earn an all
expense-paid trip to the
1980 Boston Marathon
where the winner will be-

qualified to run . The winner will also be outfitted
completely with ru.ning
g~ar and receive a plaque
Every entrant will receive an official marathon
T-shirt and be Invited to a
free awards banquet for all
runners.

Awards will be presented in these catagories:
• Overall fastest time for
male and female runners
• Oldest and youngest runner finishing the race.
• First 100 runners
• Top five runners in eight
age division which include
male and female; 19 and
under, 20-35: 36-49 and
over so_
• Aid stations with ice and
water will be located every
three miles along the
course and split times will
be at the one, five, ten,
13. 1 and 20 miles points.
Times will be recorded up
to five hours.
Entry fee 1s $5 wlth entry
deadline set for Oct. 15.

Dr. Charles E. Beaudry, trench Instructor,

Is the only llvlng American to have won the

penthathelon and decathalon. He was also a
quallfler for the 1940 0'-'1plcs but the
events were cancelled due to the outbreak of
war.

JOSIE'S STYLE & BARBER SHOP
JOSIE

MARY

MEN AND Wm,1EN HAIR STYLING
WHERE THE STYLE IS PRECISE AND CASUAL
McALLEN. TEXAS

"l never jog", polntea
out Beaudry, "I sprint or
stride, jogging doesn't help
a sprinter very much." He
added that he practices
when he can finl the time,
"You can over do it; then
you can do too little, you
never know.''

ln last year's competi•
tlon, Beaudry won 44 of
For registration Informa- the 45 races he partion call or write Vacca al ticipated In.
the Westside Branch YMCA , Box 37170, San AnBeaudry competes with
tonio, Texas. For tele·
phone contact: (512) the South Texas Striders
433-6391 .
Track and Field Club .

EnjoyOur
FuUMeal

Special
Deal.

For Back To School An
Eye Examination Is
Suggested By
Family Optical

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

• :I Pieai■ al deUd- eMQal

* Cnamy, bot pot,1'- a ,naYJ

* Jllky Corn -

.,

FAMILY

the c,ot,

• TUtyroU

* Sweetchn,ryple
" P\Jl..t. 5 ~ E
M&A.L 1"0lt ON'I.T

$1.98

816 South Main

McAllen, Texu
687-7224
10% ul,;count to PAV Studeni.
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Seminar

lr~lfl1d

vestigative reporting ABC

red

nalism .·•

Isaacs, who has been a
ma1or force in journalism in
the U.S. for many years, 1s
not a college graduate;
however. his management
and editoraJ positions on
several of the nation's
leading newspapers, have
given him knowledge and
expertise which qualified
him for his present position.
Isaacs stressed the importance of fair and accurate reporting and oi
reporting only the news
which is beneficial to the
public.
"The Mood of America
Today." was the topic of a
dlscussion led by Humphrey Tayor. deputy chairman of Louis Harris and
Associates.
Taylor described what
Americans are currently

ll

**

energy

ronservatlo11,

as

well as hi· company's effort
and the cost involved in
locating additional fuel

Henry J . LartigtJe Jr ,
manager of 1he Public Af fairs Department Exxon
Co ,. U - .A led a presentation on the current
gasoline crunch which he
described as being "very
real'' and not a creation of
the maJor oil companies.

sources.

All of the presentations
were open to questions
from the audience . The
students and faculty
members were able to exchange ideas. compare
schools and their administrations m relation to
their mass communication
programs

Lartigue described the
breakdown of the price for

5,884 Permits Issued
As of Sept. 18. 5.884
parking permits have been
issued, according to
Gregorio Salazar, chief of
the PAU Securlty Department. Of these 164 are
"A" permits which allow
faculty and staff to park In
reserved places; 170 "8''
permits for faculty and staff
to park in reserved places
and 5550 "C" permits for
faculty. staff and students
to park in any unreserved
place .
This year the security
department issued 800
more parking permits than
last year.
The University does not
offer a parking place for
each permit; it has only
3,590 parking places;
however, that does not
cause a problem since the
students, faculty and staff
are not at school at the
same lime, said Chief
Sala:zar.

***.******

*
**

each gallon of gasoline
which cnnsumer-, purchase. Approximately 3
cents per gallon goes to the
Exxon Co. 's profit He
stressed the importance of

I'-------

thinking about: Tbe energy
cnsis, popularity of Jimmy
Carter and popular opinion about the outcome of
the 1980 presidential election .

tesponsible for a special inNews.
Vanocur has at least 14
years of experience in
political reporting. having
served as white House
Correspondent and National Political Correspondent for NBC News
He discussed the 1980
presidential race and the
potential candidates.
Vanocur's prediction on
the outcome of the 1980
presidential election: " .
if Jimmy Carter doesn't
run-Ted Kennedy "
Norman E. Isaacs, editor-in residence at the
Graduate School o{ JournaUsm at Columbia University and chairman of the
National News CounciJ,
a discussion entitled
"Responsibility 1n Jour-

t,

·we don 1 have a pdrK
ing problem." he added.
"what happens is that mos1
people don 'I like to walk
and they would want to
park In the closest parking
lot."

OFFICERS ELECTED· PAU's Social Workers Club has elected I tor,
Estt)er Palos, president; Cesar Gonzalez, vice president; Martha
Aguirre, treasurer; Jose Hernandez, parlimentarian· Delma
Singleterry, project chairman; Ismael Villarreal, public relations,
Susan Martinez, student affairs; and Velma Sanez, ISC representative, Sylvia Gonzalez, secretary; In not pictured.

.,..---'-'---:,-.~-N-JO_Y_Ttff--P-L£A-•-"'N_T_A_TM_o_s_P_H_e:"-E-AT-.-.- - - - - t

~~

NOTHING TO IT!!'!!

~onieml1

No 1 is a prof"'"°' at PAU. and )t,W opened an
account al Nanonal Bank of Commerce , Edin•
bu,g

DELICIOUS
MEXICAN
FOOD

No 2. Is a staff m~mber at PAU banks al Na
Uonal Bank ol Commerce, Edinburg, and )US
lo.ind GUI h<>w low their 1ns1allment loan rates
No 3 and No 4 are ,tud~nts al PAU bank
(you gue-d 11) Na!tonal Bank ol Commerce/,
Edinburg. and Me thinking about the ~c,al NBG
tud.mt checking accounts and $1udent l°"n pro•
i,-am

2909 W. Highway 83 324 E. Cano
McAllen, Texas
Edinburg, Texas
383-6501
687- 7502

WE D LIKE TO PUT A SMJLf ON YOUR FACE
WH'I' NOT 1,IVE US A CALL OR DROP RY'

'THf. MONF.V MANAGER'S BANK"
P O BOX b60

(5121

lcdonbu<g T._., 78539

1-11171

**

eei0 2000
13oee"' DISCOTHEQUE

Use a tittle

cents

when YQU order your
next Ken'S p!Zza.

catts

NDAY

=

tobe

exact.
----------

1--I
I

I
i
I

ken's

With this coupon buy one pizza and get the next smaller
size for only 99~ (with
equal number of toppings

:.:~:th other promotions.
EXPIRES ocToaEA 1a, 1979

Pizza

COUNTRY WESTERN

All Drinks $1.00
MUGS ON THE HOUSE

I
I

WEDNESDAY = 1.0. NITE

Bring Your Pan American 1.0

I

l
:

Drink FREE Till 10:30
THURSDAY

=

----------------------------

FRIDAY
MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682-5581

~

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
10-05 E. HWY. 83 2489 BOCA CHICA

787-8534

Till 10:30 ! !

TUESDAY = ROCK NITE

I

546-1614

:~._, ,.*.,._.*___.. *__*____*____*__*_.._..*,...*.......*_.. . . *. . .*____*___*__*____*_,,__,____,,,,,,.

roo

=

SATURDAY

COUNTRY WESTERN
"Bring Your Horse Drink FREE!

HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

=

FULL HOUSE NITE

SUNDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
No Cover

FacultySenateQuestions Validity Of Evaluations
y Leticia Diaz
The only thing on the

agenda for a special
meeting of the Faculty
Senate Monday
at 3
p m
in the Buslness
Auditorium will be the
faculty evaulntlons and
their validity.
Sept 26 the> Senate
met and disscussed the
results of the student
evalual!on of faculty on
Sept 26 Resulting horn
that meeting was a questioning of the validity of the
results , the feeling the

evaluation form was a
According to Dr. Carl
meaningless Instrument, Grantz, chairman of the
and questioned the ad- Senate, some parts oJ the
visability of making mean- evaluations are ques
ingless results available for lionable "Some faculty
publication.
members 'dislike' certain
parts of the evaluations
There was a motion that They are discontent with
the Senate go on record as the questions on the
recommending the dissolu- sheets," Dr. Grantz.
tion of the entire faculty
"ll a poll was to be conevaluations system After
ducted,
and the question
discussion , It was moved
that the motion be tabled belng asked was, 'Are you
and·h1s special meeting be In favor of some kind of
conducted to deliberate on evaluation,' the majority
would say yes . And If anthe matter.

other poll was taken asking
'Are you unhappy with the
present evaluations, ' the
majority would once again
be ves / '
The Monday meeting
was set to discuss faculty

evaluations process . "The
evaluations could go
el th er way," said Dr.
Grantz. "Ellher It would be
decided at the meeting by
the Senate to reexamine
the evaluations or abolish
them."
"The worst thing that

fall to conduct evalua
tions." Cande Ontiveros
S11,1dent
Government
presld nt sa,d , " We
agreed for the first
semester to conduct volun •
tary evaluations." The Student Government requested releases fro, alJ
faculty members on volun•
tary basis' . Only four faculSince last semester, Stu~ ty members returned the
denl Govemment has at- release giving pemussion
tempted to provide evaula- for this. to be published.
tlons for student · use prior

could happen to them, " he
sald, ''is a motion to sus·
pend them entirely ." U
Senate requests suspen
s1on ,
approval
of the administration
would be needed . Then
the question would go to
the board of regents for a
deeision .

lo registration .

"We've attempted In the
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Majority Of Voters
Favor BeerReferendum
Approximately 73 percent tion In favo of the issue
The student association
voted on the beer tssue again will conduct a survey
referendum, conducted which wlll attempt to InOct. 2 and 3, were in favor volve a minimum of 2,400
ol the resbicted sale or PAU students.
According to Cande Onalcoholic: beverages on
campus, said Cande On• tiveros, Student Governtlveros, Student Govern- ment president, "Wll want
ment president.
to make sure It's what
Twenty-five percent of students really want ·•
Harry Quin has volunthe student were opposed
to the lssue, while 8 per- teered to have his Reporcent had no opinion. Ave ting I class conducl the
of the votes were voided.
poll.
If the re.solution is passThe e figures wUJ be of
ficlally presented to the stu- ed by the senate II wlll be
dent senate for considera- forwarded to Dean of
tion
Students, Dr. Gilberto de
The senate will decide los Santos and Student Acwhether to pass a resolu- tivities Director Tony Vela.
of the 614 students who

for their recommendation.
If the issue Is given the
go-ahead by them, U will
be presented to the PAU
board of regents for their
off lctal opinion .
Af ler reviewing the Issue
the Edinburg Planning and
Zoning commission will
give its opinion on the
issue to the Edinburg City
commission who will than
vote on the Issue.
The final word on permitting the sale of alcoholic
beverages on campus wUl
be given by the Texas
Alcoholic Beverages Commission who sets up. the
guidelines regarding the
sale of akoholic beverages.

Car Pool Plans Confronted
With Acting Delays
The car pool plan proposed by the PAU S~dent
Government has met with
some delays.
Student Government officers and Senate member
had hoped the plan would
go Into effed by Oct. 15,
according to Larry Garch1,
Student Government vicepresident

According to Debbie
VIiiarreal.
Student
Government senator, the
proposal has been submit•
ted to Dr. Miguel Nevarez,

vice-president for student
affairs, along with some
amendments. The proposal hasn't been acted on by
Dr. Nevarez.
Villarreal said once Dr.
Nevarez acts on the proposal, it will be sent back to
the Senate. Members of
the Senate will then take a
vote on endorsement of
the proposal. According to
Villarreal, all other groundwork for the plan has been
layed with security

BLOOD DONORS • Last Thursday students were on hand to
donate blood. The event was sponsored by Rio Grande Valley Blood
Services and Residence Hall Associate.

According to Villaneal,
the Senate wants the pro•
posal to provide a service
for the students at PAU,
they should be the ones
benefltting from the proposal
Cande Ontiveros, Student Government president, saJd the money
students could be saving by
Incorporating the car pool
plan Is tremendous.
Terry Welty. Studen~
(S...CARSN 71

Homecoming Gets Off With
Reunions, Luncheons
A series of departmental
reunions and an awards
luncheon for all alumni will
be held as part of Pan
American University's Homecoming celebration,
Dec. 1-5.
Activities for the
graduates will be Initiated
by the awards luncheon on
Dec 1 tn the University
Ballroom. All alumni and
former and current faculty
are Invited. This lucheon

will glve special recognition
for classes ending In the
number nine, but all classes are Invited.
Departmental reunlons
already scheduled are:
--Band, Dec. 5, 6 p .m.
All cu"ent and former
band members are Invited
to brtng Instruments to the
Ane Arts Complex, Room
119, for a reception and
short rehe&.BaJ of musk to
be played at the game that

night. Dean Canty, chairman, 381-3471.

--College Assistance
Migrant Ptogram, Dec. 1,
6 lo 7 p m , In Office

Building F. CAMP students and staff Lucas
Hinojosa, chairman,
381-3111

--Nurses,

1,

Dec ,

1;30-3:30 p,m.,

In

the

Nursing Education Bui•

-~ONING . .

7'

CIRCUS ACT • The Circus Art Troupe performed on the circle Tuesday. Their acts consisted of Juggling, tight rope walklng 1 and towel
meditations. The act was sponsored by UCPC.
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Columbus Sailed Ocean Blue
AndDiscovered America Monday

Are We Involved At All?
lt seems to me that Mr.
Wood has "'Ised a very Im•
portant question . . . just
what ls the student's voice
in major academic decisions? To be more precise,
are we Involved at all?
No, I haven't been
asleep for the past month

and I did note the recent
beer Issue referendum ;
yet, thls is just one instance
among many In which the
student body's advice has
been sought. Didn't the
low turnout prove anything? We're not used to
being consulted .
Our local troubleshooter if right. There has
been no student input.

~x-Faculty Member
Has Mishap
Word has been received here by Harry Hall of the Pan
Am government faculty that a former government teacher
here has drowned while on a fishing trip to Lake
Michigan
Bob Mouton , who taught at Pan Am In 1%6-67 , was
on a trip from his home near Chicago with his 6-year-old
son when thelr small boat was swamped. Rescue efforts
by fishermen nearby were unsuccessful, according to
Hall's Information .
Mouton's body was recovered about four weeks after
the accident and the body of the young son still has not
been recovered.

Pan Am•• ct...lfled Ads
FREE LAS VEGAS VACATIONS and
£ASY PROFlTS •ellir,g Money back
GUARANTEED GAS SAVINGS T M T' s.tls
Itself Swt ot help own bu1111aa! Part 11mt Of

fuD umc1 GUARANTEED NO LOSS ol smaft
lnHlfMnl ($56 701

[ Of

l>..lf cloz.m un,14 C.ft

Do we want to p~y $3
per semester boUT for the
present student servlces?
' 1Maybe," "no,'' "yes," "I
want them Increased," "I
prefer none at all," ''don't
bother me now, I'm busy,"
. . . there are countless of
answers to that question ;
but the point of the matter
Is that we have not been
asked!
Here are some other
ones for you :
When will building a
new track be included in
the school's budget? Do we
want classes based on a
four-day week? Could the
drainage problem have
been solved minus the
mountains?
Insignificant questions?
Perhaps, but they do demonstrate that If one intends to spend one-sixth to
a quarter of one's life In a
certain Institution, he
should have a say on what
goes on .
Sincerely interested .

11:35-12:50 a .m.
UC 306A

10:30 a.m -11:25
a .m. Informal Bible Study and
Worship- University Chapa!
2 :30 p .m .-United Metho-

PAUSA

10:25-11:25 a .m. CASO Circle

dist Campus Ministry Student

Oct. 12

groups Council Meeting••
Campus Ministry Center.

5-9 p .m. Kappa Delta UC
Lobby

10:25-11:25 a.m . IFC UC

306

-□m7QIDl'lllllltlllalllllJIIIIIIIDUl 1
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EDITORS NOTE: -· The Pan American welcomes
Jetter from readers. Letters must be signed and .
must include the writer's address and telephone
number. Letters should not exceed 200 words. The
Pan American reserves the right to edit.
U:HUiihll ■

Oct. 14
6 :30 p .m.-8 :30 p. m. TF.KES
UC307
6:30 p.m -9 pm. APO UC
305A

1 p.m .- 1 l P, m. fFC McAllen
High School
Oct. 15

7-11 p .m , BSU BSC

h

- ! l f f l HI

,,

......._

5-8 p.m . Kappa Deli.a UC
307-307A
5 :30 p.m. Kappa Sigma UC
305
6-7 .30 p .m. PKT
MTG UC306A

WKLY

6 -9 p .m . DeJta Zeta UC 305
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Want to save money?
Well who doesn't! How
about starting with your car
maintenance and repairs?
Salvadore Capuchino,
PAU student and cafeteria
employee, is willing to
show PAU students how to
do minor and major work
on their cars.
Capuchino said he has
access to the tools needed
for maintenance on vehicles, and wUI make them
available to the students.
He will also be available to
help, advise and consult
with students on repair or
maintenance work on their
cars.
According to Capuchino, maintaining a car

5:30-7 p .m . Human Svcs

Oct. 16
Christian

10:30-11 :35 a .m . LAMBA
ALPHA EPSILON UC 305A
11 :35 a ,m - 12 ·50
PAUSA 306-306A

effects his discovery . Columbus's achievement, like
his dreams , reached out
beyond all bounds, far, far
beyond the world In which
he lived many years ago .

REUNION COMMITEE ·· Intercollegiate
Knights will be host at a banquet reunion for
members from 1960 to 1979 and members of
the f aternity wlll be honored Oct. 27 at the
Houston Room, In the Hilton Hotel. Advance
will follow. Committee members are (left to
right) Roy Rosas, honorable duke; Raul Garza, knight, Alex Fuentes, head of committee;
and George Saenz, knight.

costs a lot of money , but
with a little knowledge, a
lot of money can be saved .
Mechanics charge by the
hour . and hours add up
fast, said Capuchino. With
Capuchino's help, a student needs only to buy the
necessary parts to work on

p m.

10:35-11:45 a .m. IK's UC
306

Correction . ..
An informative trip fo.
cusing on the culture of
Mexico will be sponsored
by the Department of
Foreign languages, Department of History and
division of Inter American
Affairs from Nov . 14-18,
according to Lino Garcia
Jr. , assistant professor o'
foreign languages .

f .E.C. · McAlleo

Oct. 11

ll

MerttS!,1-

12

Council
T..,_G••

Capuchino can be contacted in the cafeteria from
5:30 a .m .-8:30 a ,m. and
on MWF, he is by the LA
building after L45 p. m.
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By Oct. 12 i;rudents
wishing to partiripate in th,:
trip should turn ,n ;::. deposit
of $50 to the Division of

10:25-11 :30 a .m . VET's Club
UC 306

Inter-American Affairs office In the Education Building.

29•30

10:30-I 1:30 a .m , Campmin

his car , and Capuchlno will
provide the tools and
know-how .

Joh Interview List...

16 A 17

4:30 -7:30 p .m. Kappa Delta
319

10:30-11 :25 a .m
Science UC 307 A

out the United States.
When Columbus sighted
land In 1492 and thought
he had found a new route
to India, he could never of
Imagined the far reaching

16

NB210

Adviser ..... . ............... . Harry Quin
St,/llk> &IIOoldc•, Jim Q,tp<•>I~, Joh~ Co....,o,, Ouchae 0...tteh, 8',flfflla
l"kin-, f,(trl/ Gafofy, Joo,m GoUndo, Jiillm~ ffutt'ld, RMdy J,Jara , Bort>oro King,
K.n,I Loaadon. Mom l..o•o..o, Nfgwl
S..Nlro Moon. ./or Nouo. Unda
Hobie. ~ 0/l>lo, (.\,ntllla Paa, A,mobe/lo Romoe, El!wo Rodtfgua. Martin
Rodrlgun, Robmo Sonclln. WU/tom &ala . John Str""II, Srld,,r Salanona,
H<rlai T - n d. Jahn WIiton, R...ty S--U.

"Fourteen hun"dred
ninety-two Columbus sailed the ocean bluP;' so the
saying of the discovery of
America goes.
The day set aside to observe and honor Christopher Columbus' discovery
is Oct. 12, Friday. Although the continents of
the new world were not
named after Columbus,
thereare cites, towns, rivers
and universities honoring
his name. Our nation's
capital, the District of Columbia, bears his name.
Columbus Day was first
celebrated in 1792 in New
York City on the 300th anniversary of the discovery.
One hundred years later
there was a national celebration followed by the Columbian Exposition in Chicago. In 1910 Boston honored Oct. 12, Massachusetts having made Columbus Day a legal holiday
that year Through the ef.
forts of the Knights of Columbis the day was observi fairly generaly thrcugh-

Cafeteria Employee Helps StudentS
Save Money On Car Maintenance

Linda Soto
McAllen

04<l<b82·!11tl

Oct. 11
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Officers Elected

(--Bronc----_)-

Representatfoes Needed

Pkdges Group With Paren/,S

All religious organizations at Pan Am~flcan University
are urged to send a representative to an organizabonal
meeting of the Religious Organization Council {ROC)
Oct 16 , during activity p nod, at the Campus Ministry
Center By Rev Jose L Palos. 383-0133

-·---Bulletins

The United Methodist Campus Ministry student
organJzatlon recently held election of officers fo, the new
academic year.
Elected were Raul Gutierrez, from Elsa, president; Imelda Tamez from Weslaco , vice-presid nt-secre
t.)ry ; and Annabel Avalos from Weslaco, treasurer. Other
members of the Council include Luis Chapa from Pharr.
Carlos Alaniz from Mission, Annie Yzquierdo from
Alamo. Arthur Michel from Edinburg, Armando Perez
from Elsa . the Council will meet today at 2:30 at the
Campus Ministry Center 1615 W Kuhn.

For the KO pledges and their parents the Delta Epsilon
chapter will have a Parent- Pledge reception Friday from 7
to 8:30 p m .. a l the University Center Lobby
The reception will acquaint the parents of the new
pledges with the sorority, its member and Its actlvltes. Attending wll! be the membe.rs, chapter e>eecutive Council
·
and Almnae Advisory Board .

Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fratem ity, has
elected officers for the fall semester. They are Dan Miller,
president, Vero nica Carranza , vice-prsident; R. P.
Guerra . Treasurer ; Griselda Rodtigue.z, recording
secretary; Frances Suarez, corresponding secreiary :
Diana Aguilar, eKecuUve director and Lupe Cortez,
master of rituals . They wtll hold office until Dec . 1979.
The Pan American University Geological Society has
recently elected Ralph P. Haskins president; Joe Mitchell
vlce-presiden~ John Dononhue. secretary and teasurer ,
The society also held a field trip Oct. 5-7. It started at
Belton Lake , went through Waco and ended on Ben-

The President Leadership Scholarship Program has
are : Michael Gomez, president; Ricardo Reyna , vice
president: Marilanda Ponce, secretary ; Julie Garza,
historian and Sonia Salinas, reporter.
PLSP has 4 7 members In Its program this year . "The
students In our program come through nominations from
Valley schools, counselors and through letters of recommendation ,'' said Dt. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of
students .

Refuge Sight For Students

ISA Elects Officers

Twelve student membe,s a nd three faculty members of
Bios League , an honorary biology society, wm be visiting
Rob and Bessie Welder WIidlife Refuge near Sinton Fri.
day and Saturday.
Welder is a 7 .800 acre refuge area that was set aside in
1954 as an experimental and research area .
The field trip was planned so that biology students can
have a chance lo view wildlife and this habitat. Research
facilities wll also be toured.

At the meeting of the lnternallonaf Student Auodatlon Oct. 2. Geor9e O'Katl of Kneyo, East Africa woa
elected presfder,t, Lilian Rodrl9ue:z of Reynosa. ulce
pre,ldent; Carmen Cairtlllo, Reynoaa, secretary; and
Chu•kumah Onu of Anambra State, Federal Republic

COMPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE

Bus.

An art exhibt will be held at the LRC from Oct . 15-24

c:9n eftage

colors and olls were employed to create the art work In
the show .
The purpose of ihe exhibit ls to compare different
media and illustrate how they can be used by two artists
with different styles to obtain distinct results. The show
consists of portraits, still lifes ad landscapes.

g.rair @omj,any

Dixie Ward, Owner

SO 19 North 10th • McAllen, Texas

Meeting Set
The Society de Alumnos Mexicanos Invites all of PAU's
Mexican students to a meeting which wiU be held Oct, 11
In LA 103 during activity period .

Car Crazy ... How much
do Americans spend on
their four-wheel chariots7
Over $150 billion a year
on motor vehicles, parts,
oil and

Classes Meet In

Remodeled
Building

t

NEW MANAGEMENT

by the BFA students Rosendo Sandoval and Rigo Garza.
Media such as pencil, pastels, pen a d ink, etching, water

The Camluor of the Great Pumpkfn i. coml,ag up
ond so are the deodllne:s for booth appllcatlom. The
forms may be picked up at the student organization
mall boxes or UC 205.
Form,1 for tradltlonal booths-, those which are tradl•
tlonally sponsored by the same organization. must be
turned in to the office by Friday. Other booth's applications must be turned In by Oct. 19.
The camh/0/, which will be held Oct. 27 at the
Uberol Arts bulldfr,g parking lot, I• sponsored by
UCPC.

422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg
383-9035

OPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK

Student, Present ArtExhibitJJ

Deadline Approaches
For UCPC Carnival

~\f::>

the confidence the club ha• rep~d In him. He also
urged members to show greotn- enthualaam toward
the cluba'actf ltle.9,_

The Pan American University Valley Symphony Orchestra, co nducted by Carl Seale , will perform Oct . 25 at
8 p . m., at the Ane Arts Auditorium . The performance
will be free of charge.
The orchestra will perform Dvora.ks' Symphony No. 5,
"From the New World, " and Concerto for Plano in E
Minor, composed by Chopin . Morley Grossman will be
featured soloist.

There will be a meeting today for media majors and
minors In Emilia Hall 100, says Leticia Diaz, spokesperson . Jdeas for the Carnival of Great Pumpkin wiU be settled and membership dues will be discussed.

,~. y,.ei."' 't

of Nigeria, treasurer.
O'Kall f'Xpressed hla gratitude to the club metnberw
for electing him and promged to do hla bat to merit

Orchestra To Perform

Media Group Meets
During Activity Period

'

The Edinburg Chamber of Commerce will hold its an
nual reception tonight et the Echo Motor Hotel from 8 10
10:30 p m . PAU's staff and administration are welcome
to a ttend .

MailCaUMade

elected new officers for the 1979-80 school year. They

&ALMA•~•

Annual Event Tonight

The Student Activities Office reminds student organizations to have someone pick up their mail . Campus organizations may have representative pick up mail at the
checkout counter In the recreation room on the second
floor of the University Center.

brook Lake .

Engineering classes are
now meeting In the newly
remodeled Physical Science building formerly the
Engineering bul1ding.
Remodeling both the
Physical Science and
Mathematics buildings cost
the University just over
$1.4 million and was completed by an extended dale
of Aug. 24.
The original completion
date of July 28 would have
allowed dasses in the Physical Science building by
the beginning of the fall
semester. Due to construction delays, the general
contractor was allowed the
time extension.
Mathematics classes
were, however, able to occupy that building by the
beginning of the semester.
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eei0 2000
13oee°' DISCOTHEQUE

BASS - THE CAMPUS
FOOTWEAR FOR LADIES
Weejuns fot college are the thlngome see the GREAT SELECTION
at SHOES SPORTIQUE.

ONDAY = COUNTRY WESTERN
All Drinks $1.00
MUGS ON THE HOUSE

2110 N. 10th St:
McAllen. Taaa
Kllnks Shopping Center

TIii 10:30 ! !

TUESDAY= ROCK NITE
WEDNESDAY

=

I.D. NITE
Bring Your Pan American 1.0.
Drink FREE TIii 10:30

_,... .
t -- ----- -·
.... --~~-:

~

~COMEDOR
. . . . . . ....,.,

------·

THURSDAY= COUNTRY WESTERN
"Bring Your Horse Drink FREE!

:DI._C.-

FRIDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
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•• ,acos
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=
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11 P AU Students Employed

~.!?!?~!i ~~?!t~,~!E?!!~?!aKh
Corp. in Dallas has employed 11 students from
Pan American University .
Eight graduates have been
employed permanently;
last summer, three students were employed in
summer internships. Oct.

18, be
Mobil
represen~tives
will
on campus
to interview interested accounting

MOBIL EMPLOYEES -Pictured are: seated (left to right) Veronica
Carranza, Rose Mary Sanchez and Isabel VIileia. Standing are Freddy Soliz, Leo Barrera, Oscar Garcia and Roy Prado. They are seven
of 11 students and graduates from Pan American University
employed at Mobil Oil Corp. at Dallas. Not pictured are Juan Sandoval, Joe Gutierrez, Albert Ramirez and Lupe Leon.

Young Democrats Back In Action
The PAU Young Democrats will hold an organlzationaJ meeting Oct. 18 at
5:30 p.m. ln UC 307
According to Leslie A.
Gower, club president, the
Young Democrats of Texas have been ln exlstance
for a long time and play a
vital role for youth by providing a forum for political
activity for young people
within the party, by applying pressure for change
and reform on the local ,
state, and nationaJ level.
and by serving as an organizational tool for entry
lnto politics.
Members of the Young
Democrats have managed

extensive voter registration
In addition to political
drives, have lobbied In activities, the Y.D.'s have a
support of various issues of civic and social side too.
national and local Interest, Civic and social activities
and have attended cam- include fund raising for
paign schools. They also charity, litter and gatbage
clean-up drives, barbehave participated in party ques, concerts, picnics and
organizations from the much more. All Interested
precinct to nationaJ levels, persons may come to the
and have run get-out-the- rneeting Oct. 18, at 5:30
vote drives as well as pro- p.m. in U.C. 307.
grams for political education. In addition, they have
public office themseJves.
Through these activities
they provide an organizational and leadership co.re
for young people in Oemocr a tl c Party politics
throughout the country.

Education School To Conduct
Reading Conference
The PAU School of
Education will have a
reading conference Nov. 2
and 3, said Mrs. Esther
Esparza. Mrs. Esparza and
Dr Irene Frazier are
representatives of the
Texas Association for the
Improvement of Reading
ITAIR), and they are In
charge of the conference.
Two speakers wiU be
visiting : Dr. Margaret Ear-

ly, professor of education
and associate dean for
academic affairs at Syracuse University; and Dr.
Dale D. Johnson, professor of education,
department of cunicuJum
and instruction, University
of Wisconsin-Madison.
About 1,000 teachers
from all over the Valley will
be in attendance. Any student interested in reading
is invited.

EnjoyOur
FullMeal

Special
Deal.

m~~~hoftheseindivlduals
holds or held responsible
jobs at Mobil. Oscar Ga rd a
and Roy Prado work In th e
Tax and Stock Departments and account for
finished oil products. Lupe
Leon and Albert Ramirez
deal with Mobil's gas products in the Gas Accounting Department. Freddy
Soliz began wotk In the
Crude Oil Department;
and since then' he has
been promoted to Mobil's
Pipeline DiVision . Veronica
Carranza, Rose Mary Sanchez and Leo Barrera were
employed in the summer
internship program.
A group of four of those
Individuals currently
employed were hired from
Pan American's 1978- 79
graduating class. Their advice to seniors on how to
succeed In securing a good
position were somewhat
similar. Some things they

Society Set:sMeeting

The first meeting for Phi
AJpha Theta of the 1979
fall semester will be conducted today in LA 113
during activity period.
Qualified persons may
become members of Phi
Alpha Theta, the International honor society In
history.
(1) Undergraduate students-(A) completion of at
least 12 semester hours of
history with an average of
3. l or better; and (Bl a
grade point average of at
least 3.0 in the best V3 of
your non-history courses.
(2) Graduate students-current enrollment In
graduate school and ln a
graduate history seminar,
In addition to the undergraduate requirements.

These qualifications do
not require a student to be
a major or minor In hJstory.
Anyone with an interest in
history is eligible, provided
they meet the aforementioned requirements.

utilizing the services of the
Placement Office to their
fullest, and to attend
Career Day and any seminars that this office offers.
Planning ahead also was
emphasized . Students
should take resumes to in-

the
companies and jobs available ~'? find the b€:st
possibilities and to avoid

wasting time Additionally,
students are encouraged
not to be afraid to leave the
Valley

Nom1·nat1·ons Underway
For 3 Piper Awards
PAU faculty members
are nominating three of
their collegues for the Piper
Professor of 1980 spansored by the Minnie
Stevens Piper Foundation.
The Faculty Senate
established the procedure
for nominations:
(1) Each faculty member
may nominate up to three
collegues in order of
preference to the Senate
Committee for considerati
0

Hh

The Senate Committee will tabulate the
nominations and compile a
list of the ten faculty
members receiving the

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

most nominations.
(3) A ballot listing the 10
nominees and a brief vita
will then be circulated to all
faculty for voting.
The three candidates
receiving the most votes
wUI be nominated to the
Piper Foundation .
Only faculty may partlclpate in the selection
process and the deadline
for returning the nominations is Oct. 15.
Dr. Mimosa Schraer,
professor and head of the
Arts and Sciences Department at PAU-Brownsville,
was named a Piper Professor last year
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Track Team On
Road To South-Texas State U.

8y Humberto Stlv11

The cross country team
from Pan American University . which does all its
competitive running outside the Rio Grande Valley, travels to Southwest
Texas State University at
San Marcos for a five-mile
race Friday ,
Coach Jimmy Skalnes
plans to take at least nine
runners . Jesse Flores, Armando Reyna , George Tijerina and Paul Vega are
from Texas: Peter Billing,
Bengt Cortz, Soren Ludin
and Jon Nilsson from
Sweden . Alejo Castillo is a
Dominican .

Unbeaten At
Home; Winless
OnRoad

LOSING TO A TIE-Phi Kapps beat the Running

•-----Rabies 12 to 12 Tuesday afternoon. The Kapps•-mt1u11_..
won due to a first down durlng the last remaining
seconds In the game.

UCPC Sponsors Pool Tournaments
The University Center Programs Council (UCPC) is
aponsoring a round of
tournaments in pool, pingpong, foosball and pinball

Oct. 18.
That same day, a local
rock group Will be entertaln Ing at the Circle .
"Thrust," a five-member
band out of McAllen, will
peform songs from the top
of the rock hu charts.
UCPC vice-president,
Joseph Amaga, says the
band has a style that rivals
that of Judas Priest, Scorpions, and AC/DC . He
added that the band
features a variation of synthesized harmonics and
shattering vocals . "Their
vocallst," says Arriaga,
"can handle everything
from bass to hiS1h tenor."
The round- of tournaments will take place In
the recreation room. on
the second floor of the
University Center. Games
and tournaments chairman, Omar Casas, says
there will be a total of eioht
pool tables available to ~rticipants . Cash prizes will
be awarded to the first, second and third place finishers in each category .

Casas says those wishing
to participate must sign up
at the Student Activities office located rn the second
floor of the UC. There will
be an entrance fee of $1.
Students must present a
validated Pan American
University I.D . card at the
time of registration .
According to Casas, opposing players wHI be
allowed to set up their own
rules just prior to game
time . Contestants will play
a round of three games.

There will be both men's
and women's categories in
pool and ping-pong .
Foosball will have two
categories t>f doubles an
singles.
The tournament will
begin during activity period
Oct. 18 and continue
through the afternoon .
There will also be a tournament that night beginning
at 7:30, for those students
who wish to participate at
night.

Women's Basketball Schedule
(Nov.---Dec. Schedule)
Nov. 13
Nov.17
Nov. 19
Nov. 27
Nov. 29
Nov. 30
Dec. 1
Dec.. 4
Dec. 6

Southwest Tan State
St. Muy'e Unlvenfty

Dec, 7

Tex.u A&l
Wharton College
George Wat Tournament
Georve Wat Tournament
George We.t Toum&m.ent
Wharton College
Tex•• A&I Tournament
Teiuu1 A&l Tournament

Dec. 8
Dec. 11

Texu A&I Tournament
Texu Lutheran Collete

Dec. 17

Tex.uA&l

Spectator Reviews
World Series

The Pan American Soccer team plays Southwest
Texas State University
Saturday at 2 p .m . , here .
Their latest tilt with
Southwest Texas resulted
in a defeat of 2 -1.
Coach Reggie Tredaway
said soccer team members
had been recovering from
minor injuries last week
during several col'Tlpeti•
tions.
The soccer team won
the opening game against
Trinity 4-1 , followed by the
Southwest game , then losing to St. Mary's 2-0 .

Last spring the Major League baseball season began
with all 26 teams hoping to end the season in the "biggy
of biggies ,'' the World Series,
After experiencing a couple of hot races ln the National
league a nd a few broken he.arts in the American League,
the Pittsburgh Pirates and the Baltimore Orioles are the
two teams whose hopes have been answered Both teams
corning off what seemed to be a relatively easy time In
their respective League championship , met the last time
In the 1971 verslon 0£ the World Serles, which Pittsburgh
won after a spectacular performance by the late greal
Plrate outfielder, Roberto Clemente. But these rwo teams
are far different from those of yesterdear. especially In the
personnel they have .
The Bucs who pack a high powered batting offense,
featuring veteran slugger Willie Stargell, got to this year's
series after winning a hot divisional race whtch went down
to the wire against a strong Montreal team in the National
League East.
The Pirates next obstacle before reaching the big one
fell when they sweeped the best of five pennant series,
three games to none. lt high lighted by an Impressive hitting perform!l,nce from Willle Stargell who hit three home
runs in leading the Bucs over a strong Cincinnati team
which played a tougher series than lt seemed .
Even though Pittsburgh relied on a strong hitting attack
to reach the series. their pitching staff, featuring curve
baller, Bert Blylevln, and ace relief man, Kent Tekulve,
did much of the work ln keeping the opposition from
crossing the home plate throughout much of the year.
They also pose a threat to the fortunes of the Baltimore
Orioles who are seeking their first World Serles Championship since 1970, which is also known as the Brooks
Robinson series after a great performance by the great
Oriole third baseman .
Baltlmore, which comes Into the series as the wlnnlngest team In the majors, had It tough tn the early part of
the season but managed to finish on top of the division by
a 13 game spread over !heir nearest threat, the Boston
Red Sox. The Birds with probably the best pitching staff in
the league featuring 20 game winner. Jim Palmer, ace
fireballer ; Dennis Martinez and Mike Flanagan, left no
doubt In everyone's mind why they are the team winning
the most games after out slugging the California Angles,
three games to one in their best of five pennant series.
Baltimore, which relies heavily on good pitching, can
also be regarded as a slugging team ; for they led the
American League In total home runs as a team , with well
over 100 free trips around the bases, No. the Orioles do
not have the Willie StargeUs or the John Towenstelns and
Al Bumbys who can also peg the ball over the fence .
!
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Golfers Tie For Fifth
In 18 Team Tourney
The Pan American Golf
t~am tied for fifth place in
the 18 team Angelo's lnterc ollegiate Invitational
Tournament in Houston
lost weekend .
Coacl'i Oton (Tony)
Guerrero Jr., said the tournament was well organized
but what did not go well
was the performance of
Guerrero's boys . "They
shot way out of line, said
Guerrero, "they are much
better golfers than that. but
sometimes the excltment
of the first tournament can
do that.'
No Bronc finished within
10 strokes of the coleaders, Mike Johnson of
Nicholls State and Ron
Horeth of Houston Baptist,
who fled at 146 strokes.
The five Broncs were
bunched within two strokes
of each other. Rober
Smith, Mark Esposito and
Kirk Smith all first 157.
Wiley Mcintire posted a
158 and Harold Frlga a

159.
Next came Louisiana
Tech at 635, New Orleans
and St. Thomas tied al
639. Southwestern Loul-

Jody Ramsey
Memorial
Awarded

Dana Roberts and Jerry
Smith, two highly competitive pitchers, have
been named 1979 winners
of Pan American University's baseball award, the
Jody Ramsey Memorial.
Although Roberts and
Smith were co-winners,
both won unanimous votes
from the coaches and the
sports information director,
the voters for the senior
Bronc baseball player who
best follows the standards
set by the late Jody
Ramsey ,
''Dana and Jerry are two
outstanding your men who
gave us all they had for the
two years they played
here--not only on the field,
but off the fteld, too," com•
mended Coach AJ Ogletree. "They are going to be
hard to replace ."
Smith and Roberts became the second and third
pitchers ever to win the
Jody Ramsey Memorial
Award. Of the first ntn~
men honored, Ron Edquist in 1976 was the only
pticher. It Is more difficult
for a pitcher to win honors
because he is not in the
lineup for every game .
Roberts pitched to a 2-0
record for the 1979 Broncs
with four vital saves, He
also hit .274 as a third
baseman and designated
bitter . He contributed three
homers and 15 RBI.
Smith pitched a no-hitter
and posted a 7-2 record in
1979, going 3-0 the ye~
before, J . L. Smith , Jerry s
fatheT also was a baseball

player being named Most
Valuable Player as pitcher
for the Texas Longhorns at
the 1953 College World
Series,
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siana 642, Texas Lutheran 643, Texas Arlington
644, Stephen F. Austin
654, Arkansas-Little Rock
670, Northwestern Louisiana 678, University of
Pan Am's 629 total tied
with Baylor and Texas
Wesleyan for fifth .
Houston Baptist took third
and 621 and McNeese
State was fourth at 623.
Dallas 691 and Trlnlty
702.
The golf team's faces
two more major tournaments this month , the
first one being In Las

Cruses. N.M.
The only problem Guerrero anticipates in thls just
is the fUghl. The team can
make It lo El Paso "but
they can't get us out of El
Paso," said Guerrero.
"Another situation is that
we are now in the Trans
American Athletic Conference and we have to
abide by the conference
rules and the minimum
number of tournaments
that we can participate in Is
eight (according to Conference rules), and we
have already played one,
we have seven to go."

SPORTS SCAN
Cross Country Schedule

Coke, KBFM Slate Tennis Tourney
The Pan American Tennis Team will host the
Coca-Cola and KBFM
Tennis Classic Oct 19-21
at Cox Stadium. All tennis
players are eligible to compete in the tournament.

their age and experience.
will take part," said Mickey
Whitlil, Pan Am tennis
coach .
Even.ls to be played lhls
fall include adult singles
and doubles, ranging from
the Open Division A's and
B's down to the novice
player . There will also be a
category for the 35, 45 and
55 and over age group.
The mixed doubles competition will be in open and
A divisions.
Junior guys an girls will
compete in singles and
doubles, 18 and under 16

KBFM, Edinburg radio
station and the Coca-Cola
Bottling Co ., of McAllen
are serving as the cosponsors of this year's
event which attracted a
large entry last year.
''We hope that all competitive tennis players in
the Valley regardless of

COCA-COLA KBFM FALL TENNIS CLASSIC
(entry blank)
NAME:

PHONE:

ADDRESS:
SINGLES

CITY:

EVENT:

DOUBLES EVENTS:

NAME OF PARTNER:

Oct. 18, University of Texas Invitational

FOOD STATION

10,000 M, Austin.

Nov. 10, NCAA District 6 Cross Counby
Championship 10,000 M, Austin.
Nov 19 NCAA National Croas Counby
Cb,amplon~hlp Lehlegh University 10,000 M,
Bethlehem, Penn.
Aussies Cancel

and under 14 and uno..i1
and 12 and under
Enlty fee is $6 spedal
awards for first and second
place. All entries will
receive an awatd.
Entry deadline is Oct.
15 Entries and entry fees
should be mailed to Coach
Bill White, Athletic Department. Pan American Universify, Edinburq, Texas
78539. Interested PAU fa culty and staff can drop
their entries at the Athletic
Department. For additional information phone
381-2232 or 381-2236.

ACROSS FROM PAN AM, NEXT TO DJ'S

THE PLACE WHERE ONE CAN GET A MEAL FOR
Come in for our daily Specials.

$1.00

Hamburgers, Tacoe, Pancakea, Huhbrown•

Due to financial problems. The Broncs' season
opener wlll not be with the AUJJtralllan Olympians, Instead, Simon Fraser University will toke
the Aussiea' No1J. 15 spot.
Gooneys Numbero Uno

DRINK All THE COFFEE YOU WANT FOR 30c

, -.__:"',."';'.',--.--..

PHONE ORDEIZS· 383-9460
OPEN MON-SA-T 8:00 TO 4:00 p m.

........ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , , . ,
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-
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•
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The Gooneys aduanced to first place In the
Women's Intramural Volleyball game8. HPE&R
Club come In second place with CAMP passing
into third and fourth was Lambda Alpha Epsilon. the Gooneys' team consist of Lizzy
Longoria, Kim Mynalt, Syfola Garcia, Rita Gonzalez, Talley Satarlr, Candy Sporcic, Tarry

Noran, Nellie Garza, Pat Aubart, Tlnky
Gl1Jllanez, Dru Del La Garza, Mellsa Cantu,
Stella Dominguez, Cathy Burns, Cyndy Tre1Jlno.

to

El~lronlQI

BOOK

Special discounts for PAU students
MOur goal la your .atlti/actlon H

Bob's Sewing Machine Center

PRICES

Sala and Service

Sewing Machine• -Vacuum Cleaners
' Bob Castillon
owner

383-7313

99¢
CHOOSE FROM OUR
SPECIAL SELECTION

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

HARDBACK/PAPERBACK

University
Book Store

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242
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HEB Executive Visits
P AU Business School
Thomas Pierce, vice
president of the H. E. Butt
Grocery Co., will be an
executive-in-residence on
the Edinburg campus of
Pan American University,
Oct. 15, 16 and 17.
This program, sponsored by the School of
Business Administration
and its Business Advisory
Council, brings distinguished business leaders to meet
with classes and individual
students and facuity members. It ls designed to
establish contact with the
realities of the busines
world and to keep university personnel up to date on
the latest business practices, policies and problems.
In charge of human resources for the Corpus
Christi based grocery retailer, Pierce is responsible
for recruiting. training,
(Cont'd from pa. I)

During his Edinburg visit, Pierce will meet with
undergraduate and graduate business classes and
will be available for student
and faculty conferences as
time permits.

Homecoming Launched

lding Auditorium for all
former nursing students,
with special recognition for
the class of 1969. Jerry
Stamper, chairman, 381-

3491.
-Lettermen, Dec. 5, 6
to 7 p .m. , at 1615 W .
Kuhn, "Border Buttermilk''
for all lettermen. James
Brooks, chairman, 3812241
·•Kindergarden Cer•
tlflcatlon and Special
Education Alumni, Dec. 1,
1:30-3:30 p .m., in Room
ED 119. Nancy Dowell,
chairman, 381-3405.
--Greek Reunion, Dec.
1. 1:30-3:30 p .m., University Center, for all
former and active members of a PAU fraternity or
sorority. Trudy Parrish,
tCOlll'd lrom PS, l)

compensation and all other
personnel matters. He
joined HEB In August
1975 after moving from
Minneapolis, Minn., where
he was employed by Super
Value, Inc . . a grocery
warehouse operation. He
Is active In a number of
professlonal organizations
including the American
Psychological Assn.. the
Industrial Relations Research Assn., and the
American Society for
Training and Development. He holds BA and
MA degrees In psychology
from the University of
Texas at Austin .

'The Counseling Center has two major purposes, according to Lupita
Cantu, coordinator of
counseling . The first ls to
assist students in constructively dealing with personal
concerns. Personal counseling is simply a private
talk between the sudent
and a counselor about
whatever the student
would like to discuss .
These discussions include personal issues such

stltution , It's our right to
make available these
evaluations. The constitution was signed by the
board of regents.
"Also, the Texas Open
Records Acts deal with
public documents, generally funded, to make records
available to the public,"
Ontiveros said.
Faculty and students In•
terested in the meeting
may attend the special
meeting Monday .

as financial difficulties,
marital problems, defining
goals. developing satisfying relationships with
others, mlnimiZ.ing stress,
increasing motivation
levels, decision making
and any other areas that
could interfere with a
students' chances to succeed academically.
The second major function of the Counseling
Center is to provide small
group experiences for stu -

Gymnastic Team Has
Opening Meeting
.
t f
Th e ope~mg
mee _or
the women s Gymnastics
team will be held at Pan
Am Oct. 27 against South•'1est Texas State Univer-.
sity . Jeanette Hawkins ,
coach of the team. said the
roster of girls eligible for

competition will be released Oct. 24 _
The rest of the calendar
will be set at the Texas
Association of lntercollegiate Athletics for
Women meeting Friday In
San Antonio . This year
Pan Am will compete
against Tarleton, SWTSU
and Central Oklahoma.
Scholarships
are
available for the spring
semester but girls interested must meet at the
team practices the fall
semester . Work out times
are 1.45-3:45 p.m., MWF
and 2:15-3:45 p .m., TT.

381-3473.
--University Theatre,
Dec. 1, Fine Arts Complex. for alumni of PAU
Theater productions, after
"South Pacific," in Room
135. Marian Monta, chairman, 381-3583. Marian
Monta said, "Please bring
programs, pictures, news
articles and related times to
donate to the theater archives. We are especially
interested in Items dated
prior lo 1972."

Those interested can reach
Hawkins by calling 3813504 or by going to her office in the old gym .

Cars-----------Government Senator and commuter spread from
,• .,.,rdf,omp II•

chairman of the rules and
policy committee, said the
senate has expressed approval of two plans, and
believes the hold-up Is the
question of a two.person
car pool plan , or a threeperson car pool plan . Weity said there is a 150 mtle

Padre Island to Rio Grande
City. Through the car pool
plan, students commuting
long djstances could save a
lot of money and energy .
The plan would benefit
many students at PAU,
and Is a good proposal,
said Welty.

dents who have a desire to
learn and practice skills
that contribute to increased
academic success and personal happiness.
These small group experiences usually center
around a particuJar theme
such as Decision Making,
Communication Skills,
Self-AwaTeness, Human
Relationships and other
areas that students at PAU
find to be lmprotant.
Presently, the Counseling Center is experiencing
a record year as student interest has made it possible
to fill 15 groups this semester. Students meet for
one hour a week over a 10
week period at times which
do not conflict with their
regular class schedules.
The Center is staffed by
three full-time counselors
and two graduate assist•
ants . It is located in Offlc{:
Building "G," south of the
L.A . Building and Is open
from 7:45 a .m . , to 4 :15.
p .m , Monday through Friday . Services are free to all
PAU students. It is not.

necessary to have an appointment, but students
may make one either in
person or by calling

381-3121.

Student
Receives
Scholarship
Mariely
CajlnaQuezada, a g.r aduate student In the Department of
Biology. has been selected
as a recipient of the Pan
American Round Table o(
Texas Florence Terry
Griswold Scholarship.
The scholarship Is fat a
woman who holds a bachelor's degree doing work
on a master's degree from
Pan American University
In the spring of 1979. She
ls currently employed as a
teaching assistant in the
Department of Biology and
is working under the advisorship of Dr. T W .
Schultz In the area of environmental toxicology.

...................
I SPOT BURGER :
•
•
•
:
•

Hamburgers . Fried Chicken
•
Fish • Shrimp • Fries • Burritos :
• Onion Rings •
•

•

Call In your order 383-9093

•

•

319 East Cano Edinburg

•

•
•
..................,

!MIT ONE COUPON PER CUST

~s

~.-,S
C

8.

6
u

3~-8361
1012 South Closner

l

RE~AURANT

.__...._~iiiioi,i"...,;....,;;....,.
OFFER GOOD

Edinburg
Dinner Special :
Sm ■U S■l ■d hom Salad 8■ r.
lud Te1 • ■ 11 you can drink,
2 Beef Taeoe, Rio and ~•n•
Guac:amol«- Salad •

12.70 with coupon.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
**only $2 189** Feb. 1--June 1,. 1980
Beginner or advanced Study Spanish in beautirul Seville, Spain. Earn 2 full
Y.ears college credit for about the same cost as asemester here.
Come expenence the Old World with us in
Spain. Fulfill your college requirements and
have the time of your life in a tropical climate.
Whether you're a beginner or advanced,
you'll learn Spanish much better than yo1.1
could in a conventional setting. Standardized
tesls prove it. Spanish isn't all you'll learn.
You'U experience the culture, make lifetime
Spa rush friends, and see this part of the world.
Our enthusiastic alumni write and tell us
their semester in Spaa.n was the }ughlight of
their college career. Call us collect. We'll give
you theu names, addresses and phone numbers
to contact for yourself.
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Center Offers Two Major Services

chairman, 787-5049.
--Choir. Dec. 4, 8: 15
p ,m , Fine Arts Auditorium . All former member~
of the University chorus
are invited to join In
presenting their Homecoming concert. Ray
Drakeley, chairman .

Senate

Student Government
representatives wUl be on
hand Monday to listen to
the Faculty Senate's
argumenls. "U the Senate
decides to dissolve the
evaluations, they have to
prove to us the evaluations
are not reliable to use." added Ontiveros.
"Even if they denounce
the evaluations," said Ontiveros, "we still have access to them under the
Student Government con-

THE PAN AMERICAN

FOR
EVERYONE

Professor Barton Siebring, former Spaniah
professor at Calvin College for 10 years will
lead the rigorous academic study .
Come with us Feb. I-June 1, 1980. Round
trip jet from Toronto, Canada, room board
and fuU tuition a.U foronl~ $2 1189. (Govemment loans and grants app y.
Li':e 1t! You'll learn more SpaniJh, and
learn 1t belle~ forabout the SltfG sxu& as sittins
in a convent1onaJ classroom.
e live in Spanish
homes.
Don't miss this opportunity, apace fl.LI.a up
fast . Call us collect at once for more detall,.
Credits wll be accepted by any college.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN, 2442 East CollJer S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49506
Call (616) 942 • 2541 collect·· A program ofTrimty Otristian College

For Back To School An
Eye Examination Is
Suggested By

FamiJy Optical

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

FAMILY

CA\L
816 South Maln

McAllen, Texu
687-7224
IO% Discount ro PAU Students
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Continuing Education Seminar Being Offered By BA
Continuing education seminars are being
offered through the School of Business Administration, according to Or. Lorenzo
Ortega, associate dean of business administration.
The program Is In response to the demand
by the adult public for courses in a variety of
areas, according to Dr. Ortega. People want
to learn how to do more with what they've
got, and the program is expanding to broader
,ueas to help people manage their lives and
help them acquire skills and knowledge in

areas of Interest to them, said Or. Oretega.
Instructors for the courses are members of
PAU's faculty and persons recruited from
outside the University,
The courses are offered at night and on
weekends In the Business building. They are
open to PAU students as well as the public.

The following is a schedule of the course
to be offered. Prospective students should
register by the first date listed.
FEES
$
$

According to Dr. Oretega, students taking
these courses are learning things that can be
applied to everyday lite, and they enjoy the
co•Jrses.

Management Seminar Conducted In Sections
A management seminar
on pesonnel practices will
be presented by Pan American University's School of
Business Administration In
cooperation with the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce today .
The

six-part - seminar.
designed for manufa':_tur-

ing and service companies'
supervisory personnel, will
meet Thursdavs from 7 to
9 p .m., through Nov . 15,
in Room 110 in the math
building.

The class will be taught
by two PAU faculty members. Dr . Leslie E. Mun-

neke, professor of manA fee of $70 per person
agement , and Douglas will be charged. and the
Bartley , associate pro- class size is limited to 40
fessor of management.
persons . Certificates of
Topics to be discussed In achievement with contlnu
the seminar include : the
Ing education units will be
role of management, perawarded to participants
sonnel procedures, regulawho successfully complete
lions and policies, dlsci- the seminar
plining employees, com munication. and motivafor further information
tion.
or registration, interested
persons may call Robert
Lopez, coordinator of
community programs, or
tions.''
Norma Ramirez, secretary.
Or. Ashworth's talk is
sponsored by the Pan at the Division of ComAmerican chapters of the
munity Programs, PAU
Texas Association of Col- School of Business Ad·
lege Teachers and the ministration. The office
American Association of telphone number Is
Uni verslty P r ofessors. 381-3366.

Board Commissioner Will Be On Campus
Or. Kenneth Ashworth
will be on campus Tuesday
ID address faculty and administration personnel dur-

ing activity period , Dr.
Ashworth Is commissioner
for the Coordinating Board

of the Texas College and

Ashworth discusses in his
book deals with the future
curriculum. Dr. Miller commented after living in a
society of "more. more,
more" colleges and universities must "train students
to live in a society of ILmlta-

University System .
Dr. Ashworth has writ•
ltn two books, including
•American Higher Education In Decline." Jn the
l,ook, published by Texas
A&M University Press In
the sp ring of this year, the
Texas native discusses map r ~roblems faced by todays colleges and univer-

.

;/

50

45

$

70

$

70

$65
$

70

UPCOMING SEMINARS
Income Tax For Small Bus,Personal Finance and Con-

to

Dr.

First-Line Supervisor Part 1
Personnel Practices
Intro , lo Recordkeeping for

Small Business
Leadership and Motivation Se-

minar
$

45

Management By Objectives

$

65

Small Business Management

$

80

Fundamentals

$40
$

80

Grantsmanship
Affirmative Action

Time Management and Stress

$

20

Motorcycle Safety Course Part

I
$

80

40
.$125
$

Introduction to Mlcrocomput•

er
Manager and lhe Computer
RPG ll Computer Science
Work Shop

. .'

'~.~

StlNDAV: MASS 10:30 ■ . m .
WEDNES DAY:
Meditation Wotkahop
7:00 p.m,
Meditation Cl••
8:00 p.m.

('-

...

Call!~IIN

Ills. . . . .

, . . .,_

Brain food.
Whataburger. QI.
We· II erve you a meal

1ha1·11 make you think
twice about eating anywhere else.
Stan off with our bigger.
better burger, sizzlin· hot
off the grilJ.
•
We'll make i1just lhe way
you like it. And then pile it
high with your combination

of' fresh lettuce,.1uicy tomatoes. 7,e ty onions an~ spicy
pickle:..
Add some piping hot
french friei.. Or ome
cri~py. golden onion rings.

And top it all off with a
frosty cold drink and a hol
frui1 pie for des.en.
And you've not only got a

full course meaJ. You·ve got
the best cour ·eon campus.

WHATABURGER

r----------------------------------7
I
Free French
Fries
I
One free
offrench
thh coupon.
order

I
I

l
I
I
I
I

frie-; with

Plt.L!J,c prc_ .. c-nr i..'\J"J'U" 111 ..:_.,tucr \ltftitn ,,nJ'cnnJ I ,mtt i1nc \.'.UUJ'ton p:r~u1i,uupa_

COUPON REOEEMA8Lf AT WHATABURGEA NUMBER 60, EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES OCTO BER 10, 1979
oner at>oU tit p~r1,~1rr.a1m1 Whi.a1ut'lt.11fJcr" ,iure, onlt ,, ,uh ,11u1c,

WHATABURGER.
~balldabi.rbdlcrbuql\-r.

10/ 8, 15,
22. 29,
11/ 5. 12
101 11 , 18,
25 , 11 1,
8. 15
10/ 20, 21

10/24, 31,
11/7, 14,
21 , 28,
12/ 5, 12
111126
/ 0 / 3, 10
11/6, 8.
13, 15, 19

12/15. 16
12/ 8
12/8, 9

Reduction

Miller,

When you need !-Orne food
for thought, come in to

11/10

sumer Economics

According to Dr. Hubert
. Miller, associate professor of in the history
department, these p ro- ,
lilems include an overall
drop in enrollment and
even a drop In the quality
af ed ucation itself.
Dr. Ashworth Is also
concerned with what he
~ls the "body-count
game ," This is where, ac-

cording

11/3

ness

sties .

•vou're not concerned
with the quality of educa~
on but with the number of
students you've got."
Or. Ashworth is also
wery much concerned with
extension services of
universities. He feels that
.xtra competition for
students results when a
satellite ca mpus of one
university is located In the
wlcinity of another . Dr.
MUler commented, "Institutions overlap and so
sandards are lowered.''
The constant centralizalron of power in education
is another major concem
of Dr Ashworth. According to Dr. Miller, he was
every much opposed to
the separation of th department of Education .
Another idea with Or.

DATE

11/ 5, 10,
19, 24. 26.
27, 12/1
10/23. 25.
30, 11/1
12/10, 12
1/12. 19,
26, 2/2, 9,
16, 23,

3/1 , 8

C

.
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Faculty Questions Students' Credibilit·i es
EDITOR'S NOTE: The en•
Ure meeting of the Faculty
Seaaate wa• recorded u lt
we• conducted. There
we.re no motion• for aolu•

tlona . There was only one
motion ad Jorn
the
meeting.

By Leticia Dlu
An hour and a half Just
wasn't sufficient time for
PAU's Faculty Senate to
completate over a controversial Issue; the results
of the student evaluations
of faculty .
A group comprised of
50 faculty members, and
seven PAU students gathered Monday In the Busi•
ness Auditorium to discuss
the matter--validlty and
uses of the facuity evaluations.

Fa c ulty
members
disputed over the matter In
hand for a prolonged period . As anticipated , the
Faculty Senate contended
for a lenghtly time con•
eluding no resolutions.
Just a motion to adjorn the
meeting.
The pros and cons of the
meeting being : "Pan Am
needs evaluations ·so that
faculty members are able
to make self Improvements ," said Dr . Jon
Amastae, assistant professor of English. ·•we
need to look at the current
evaluation forms and ask
ourselves should we continue using the one we
have now .
Problems of the evaluations brought out from the
meeting were: 1. students
don't understand the questions; 2. there Is no two-

way mechanism ; 3 . it needs modifications; 4 .
needs to be Identified
because It creates conf usion ; 6. students don't take
It seriously. and , 7. questions can't judge fairly .
According to Dr. Jerry
Polinard , physical science
head, "Since '72, evaluations have been unsatisfactory ; they weren't used to
full extend . However," he
said, "you can get something out of them. It has
opened the door to communications.••
Or. Dolores Reed, assistant professor of behavioral
science, Sanders felt the
problems entailed in the
evaluations were: What
are faculty developments?
If so, can we assume faculty are evaluative anyway?
"Students don 't have
credlentials as we do," said

one faculty member from
the floor .
"Students are more than
qualified to evaluate facul ty ," said Student Government president, Cande
Ontiveros . "Of course
some are more qualified
than others, but the majority of PAU's student are
over 18 and under the
United States Constitution,
we were given the right to
vote . That does make us
responsible citizens."
"Professors are here to
influence us, so our viewpoints count," added On•
tiveros. "They shouldn't
question our ca pa.city. we
should question theirs .
When the purpose of one's
life is to influence others,
it ls only right that the
views of the other's count.
Faculty evaluations are
means to greater learning
and should not be done
away with "
The faculty senate continued to discuss the fssue
lntensily Once the majority of the Faculty members
agreed on the exsistlng
problems of the evaluations , they came up with
nine main concerns of
these evaluations

1. Hem analysis, phras·
ing
2 Are students capable
3. Use of results
4 Use of promotion
5. Use of tenure
6. Use of development

7. Decile ratings
8. Consultation of
grades and evalutions, and,
9. Method of adminlstra•
tion
However, more solutions on the floor were raised . Some faculty members
felt the present evaluations
are Invalid and should be
suspended until more study Is done .
Result whJch are
presently being sent only to
dean, department heads,
and Instructors. should be
made accessible to students prior to registration
or at any time. "The faculty
feels that students are not
taking the evaluatJon seriously, however, If the
students can't see any
results of these evalua·
tlons, then why should
they take them seriously ,"
added Ontiveros.
The primary mission of
PAU is to educate young
adults "That simple truth
cannot be obscurred ," Ontiveros said . To accomplish
this, PAU e mploys faculty
members to teach and ad mlnlstor. The majority of
the faculty are senior stu~ents of their own respective flelds But this doesn't
say improvement 1s not
possible . It is, and faculty

evaluations can Improve a
professors performance by
allowing them to see himself as others see him .

in the past, without standard means of choosing
their professors, students
have relied on the grapevine method for selecting
instructors during registra•
tion." said Ralph Magana.
attorney general. Some
type of evaluations, this
advice could be replaced
with constructive criteria."
Dealing with the elasped
time, the Faculty Senate
motioned to adj9rn the
meeting. It was adjourned
by a 14 member count. No
other motions were made
throughout the meeting.
There was no voting
conducted on solutions .
There was nothing but
discussions on the matter
The Faculty Senate will
not make the final decision
on the exsistence OT amending of the evaluations A
committee of The Faculty
Senate will meet soon to
make certain amendments
based on the ideas discuss•
ed on the meeting
For the first time , as requested by Student Gover•
nment officials, students
we will serve on this committee to assist in final decisions .

Fun & Games Return
At 'Great Pumpkin'

SOME CAME TO ARGUE ANO SOME TO READ ·· The faculty senate
met Monday at 3 p.m ., in the Business Auditorium. Approximately
50 taculty members attended and seven students. There was
nothing resolved at this meeting

Food, drink. games and
a lot of fun wlll be in abundance when the University
center Programs (UCPC)
will again present the "Carnival of the ~ear Pum·
pkin ," Oct ·27 . This
celebration will begin at 8
p.m ., and will end at 12
midnight. The carnival will
be held at the LA parking
lot. localed on Sugar
Road, between Schunior
and Van Week St.
The traditional celebration , organized by UCPC
as one of the main projects
of the year , involves most
PAU campus organizations.
Game booths , food
booths and music are
featured at the carnival
The most welcome feature
of the carn ival ls that there
is no entrance fee and the
public may attend , accord Ing lo its organizers.
The costume competition is also an attraction al
the carnival. Two cash
prizes will be awarded lo
Individuals wearing the
best costumes . The first
prize winner will be awarded $50 and the second

prtze winner will be awarded $25.
The campus organizations who have entered
booths in the carnival will
compete for the three
booth prizes. Prizes of
$100, $50 and $25 will be
presented to the first . second and third prize win•
ners. respectively.
According to Debbie
Thomas, coordinator of
Student Activities. 1he
deadline for organizations

to enter a booth in the carnlval Is Friday. The applications may be turned In
to her at UC 205. The entry fee Is $15 for the first
booth and $10 for subse•
quent booths.
There have been approx imate I y 10 food
booths entered In the carnival and Ms Thomas anticipates at least four more .
1fhe foods to be sold in-

Ex-Chief Security Dies At Age 56
Funeral services for LeRoy the Disabled American VeV Eastin 56, who was chief terans and a veteran of World
of security at Pan Am for I 0 WM II

years befo re he retired two
Burial was at Ro elawn
years ago were held Wednesday at Kreidler Funeral Home Cemetery at Edinburg
Eastin d ied Friday a t
at McAllen .
McAllen General Hospital
Mr . Eastin , pnor to coming
to Pan American . was a depu The Pan American Security
ty sheriff m Hidalgo County Department is accepting
and wa,; later chief of p olice at monetary donations whlch
Phan for two years. chief at will be turned over the Eastin's
Edinburg 10 years
widow The donations may be
left al the Security Office In
He was a member of lhe the Aux i liary Service
Edinburg First Bapl!st Church . Bu1ldlng or mailed there
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Input Is No Hopeless Dream
Letter To The Editor:
In reference to Linda
Soto's letter to the editor
last week. I would like to
make some comforting comments to her. Linda, student input in University
policy is no hopeless
dream, thanks to our state
legislatures of the 66th session . At least someone
views us as mature adults.
And definitely this ls a
point well taken considerIng that the average age of
students here is over 24.

Of the many bllls that
passed this last session

r

l

- ~ - - - - A TOUCH OF CLASS ··· Commander Robert -=--•==-=
->r:
Close assistant professor in math rebullt a
Volkswagon into a MG-TD two-seater "The
car Is energy efficient," he said, ''and It gets
23 MPG, operating on regular gasoline."

Commander Builds
Replica MG-TD From
Put-Together-Kit.
By Cynthia Garcia

In approximately six
months, Commander
Robert A. Close, PAU
assistant math professor,
built a replica of a 1952
MG-ID from a kit. It
wasn't a miniature model
eltheT. Cmmndr. Close
constructed a red "drivable" automobile just by
following the Instructions.
According to Close, this
project was "intersting and
fun to do ." The kit was designed so that anyone may
build one. ''Supposedly
anyone can do it ... there
are very complete lnstructlons Included. An understanding of electrical
systems and metal work is

helpful ," he said.
The MG-TD, twoseater, which Close constructed, has a fiberglass
body which he built around
a 1971 Volkswagon bug
chassis. The kit cost approximately $4,200; however, with the Volkswagon
engine, the price totaled to
approximately $6,000.
An original, restored
MG currently costs approximately $10-17 thousand .
In the 1940's and 50's,
these automobiles cost
about $1475.
Close visited Aberfab
California, the facInc.
tory which manufactured
the kit, In August of 1978.
"1 visited the factory to set!
what the quality of wotk

In
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WThe kit was delivered In
October '78 and he finished It In March '79.
"I had owned several
small sports cars In my
younger year," says Close,
"then I switched to bigger
cars which are continental
classics."
MG-TC's TD's and TF's
were the machines which
started the sports car rage,
explained Close. "The servicemen brought them back after WWII."
He cited that a
misconception about the
MG was that it's Image as a
high powered sportscar.
Actually, he says, It was
built In England as a two
seater touring car designed
to be maintained with screwdrivers and pilers.
"Things have gotten more
complicated since," says
Close.
His car is energy efficient
too; it gets about 23 MPG.
"It could get more with adjustments to the engine,"
according to Close. An added feature ta this automobile is that is operates
with regular gasoline.
He describes the biggest

there were a few supporting our lntetests In policy
Input. House 8111-38 Is one

of these bills . It created a
guaranteed student loan
corp , to facilitate loans to
students, and on its board
of directors sits the first student In any such state agency
Other bills recognized
our Interests as well , such

as the special fees bill. It
seems that someone on his
pedlstal wants to burden us
with more expenses. Luck-

Uy, the many special fees
bills contain a provision
that prevents these fees
fro") being charges unless
they are approved by student referendums. a provision that Is now stand.ardlz·

ed in all new union , center,
and recreational fees .
Linda. other bills, 'considerate to students also
passed the session, and of
course, there were those
that failed l sincerely hope
you are a llttle more content, Linda . In the future, I
foresee more studen~ input
on University matters as
we galn respect among the
University communities.
Just remember once
you've got your foot In the
door, the sale is almost
made
Sincerely,

Ralph Magana
Student Gov't. Attny.

Gen.

ACTIVITIES

CALENDAR
Oct. 18, 10:25-11 :25 11 .m.
fFC-UC 306D, 10:25-11 :25 a.m.
IVCF-walkway, 10·25-11 :25
a .m Socledad de Alumnos
Mex1canos-LA 103, l0:30-11 :30
a m UCPC Steroids (clro!e),
11:35-12:50 PAUSA UC 306,
5'. 15-6:30 p.m. Young Demo
UC 307 , 7:00-8:30 p.m. NCFUC 305

P-~~~o~i.s:r:ia, Tx. 4-5
THRUST - A rock group wlll be on campus
Oct. 20. BSU Sandia, Tx. 7-lO
p.m. BIOS League McAllen .

today during actlvfty period. The group Is
sponsored by UCPC and wlll be In th circle.

Pan Am'• Ca.NIiied Ada
Oct. 21, BSU Sandia, Tit. 1-4
p,m. IFC McAllen High School,
6:30-8:30 p.m. Tau Kappa
Epsilon-UC 307, 6:30-9 p.m .
Alpha Phi Omega- UC 305A .

OVERSEAS JOBSSummn/yeu round

LOST • p<ld< of piclln• In LA du,lng Iha

A.II~-. '500--Sl.200 monthly

1um,,.,.,.. JI found , p\uM call Manu•I Luna at
383-6191 REWAAD.

Eu~1-s. Amwc.. ,.....,., ....... Ecc.
Eitp.,,..
paid . S~IIIMalng, F,... ln/o, Wtko, IJC
. ',, Box

S2-51. Co«>n1> Del Mat, CA. 9262S

f1tEE I.AS VEGAS VACATIONS _,.
EASY PIWATS Mllnt ~ Md:

v,,..

a...tllod ratt Is 20 csnb a
llllth e
minimum cl $I IOI' Md, lnoerllon, payabt. If\
edoanct. Brlng ad copy lo Th. Pon
Amorlcen /\ma1c:An , Emili.I Han !00,
Dhdline .. Friday ,,_, To ...Umatt COIi

Oct. 22, 4:30-7:30 p.m . Kappa Delta UC 319, 5-8 p.m. Kappa Delta UC 307-307A, 5:30-10
p.m, Kappa Sigma UC 305A,
6-7 :30 p.m Phi Kappa Tau wkly.

GUAllAHTUD OAS SAVINGS T lif TI $e9t
.... s.t ........... blmnaool-Pallilna•
W-.! GUAAANTEED NO LOSS
- - - (156,?0l lot ... .s-. .... Oil
Dido 612-5111 .

mtg. UC 306A. 6-9 p.m. Delta
2.eta UC 305.

LRCPresent.a Classic Film

Oct. 23, 9 am-2 pm Rodeo
Walkway, 10:30-11 :30
Lambda Alpha Epsllon LA 125,
10 :30-11: 30
Steroid,.
10:35-11 :45 IKS UC 305,
11.35 - 12 : 50 PAUSA UC
306·306A. 4-5 p.m BESO Ed.
214

Oct. 21, at 3 p .m., the
Leaming Resource Center
of Pan American Universi-

Club

Oct. 24, 11 am-1 pm BSU
Bap. Stud Center 5-10 pm IK
UC 305-305A 6:30-8:30 p.m.
Res. Hall Assoc. UC 306-306A .
Ocl . 25, 10:25-ll:25a,m. lFC
UC 306 , 10:25-11 :25 a.m .
Socledad de Alumno:s Mex LA
103, 6:30-9 p.m . Edbg Seminar.

al_.

ty will present the classic
film, A Tale Of Two Cities,
directed by Ralph Thomas.
It will be shown in the
Experimental Classroom
No. 107 on the main floor
of the Learning Resource
Center and Is free to the
public.
The film ls Charles
Dlcken's story of Sydney

count 30 lirucn and -

10

a Jina

Carton, the Irresponsible
wastrel who found a cause
greater than himself and
flnally went to the gulllotine for the love of his
Lucie. This film was the
first sound version of this
story to be produced in
England, and location
scenes for the French sequences were filmed in
Bourges and Valencay ,
resulting ln an authenticity
and faithfulness to Dickens
rare in a movfe adaptation.

ttc~:t%~~ferifa~1~!~:.M~:

Orchestra Opens Concert Season

ing to talk to you. It makes
for very frie ndiy driving.
People juSt pull up along•
side me a nd ask queslions ·" Looking back,
Close belives that his constructlng th e car was like
building a miniature model
as he buih.ilt_model airplanes,
cars or s ps.
Close's future plans?:
"l'm considering buil d ing a

The Pan American
University-ValJey Symphony Orchestra opens its
1979-80 concert season
with a pair of concerts this
month, the first in Harllngen on Oct. 23 and the
second in Edinburg Oct.
25.
The 70 member orchestra is made up of
music students at Pan

American University and
other musicians from
throughout the Valley . The
orchesta performs in severa! Valley locations each
year often including concerts in Mexico.
Featured soloist for the
October concerts is Morley
Grossman of the piano
faculty in the Department
of Music at Pan American

·w

~~iv:;~~d ~~:rsr:~n 'p~~
Am, Is working toward a
doctorate at Indiana Universily . Well known
pianists with whom he has

~~n;.~~~~ -~~--~~:..1~~-~;;~·.·:x.·::·.·.~1:..•
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EDITORS NOTE: --The Pan American welcomes
letter from readers . Letters must be signed and
must Include the writer's address and telephone
number. Letters should not exceed 200 words. The

:.;;.·:·f?.U .1~~-~~~: ~~~.?,'.~:f:.:_~.~!rw..t.:J~:.~~JJ:>::. k). ::::::::·:..·:.:.·:

stuided include Sidney
Foster, Jorge Bolet, Vronsky and Babin. Walter
Hautzig, John Ogden and
Leon Fleisher. Grossman
will perform Piano Concerto No. 1 ln E Minor by
Chopin with the symphony
on the concerts this month .
Tbe Oct. 23 concert will
be in Harlingen Municipal
Auditorium and the Oct.

~~n co~~~~:~I

t~,~~r!~
Fine Arts Auditorium.
Both concerts begin at 8
p .m . and are free of
charge.
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FinancialAidDeadline Nears

--Bronc-----

The deadline (or FltianclaL Aid applications for the
Spring term has been set for Nov, 1. Any student who
wishes to be considered for any (inancial aid program
must tum in aU the completed applications by this date .
Funds are still available under the BEOG and the
Hinson-Hazlewood Loan programs. Students applying
for workstudy will be placed on a Wailing List until after
Spring regls!Jation .
Students who are having problems with their financial
aid appllcatlons can come by the Anancial Aid Office,
University Center, 108 for assistance.

(,___ _ _Bulletins-J

Two students have been choosen as replacements to flU
the vacancies of the position of Student Senator.
Mark Carlson , junior was choosen from the School of
Business and Heathet Ortiz, senior was choosen from the
School of Science and Math . The senate position has
various requirements. Among the most important Is to
research and evaluate by programs.
There ls still one senate opening that must be filled . lf
anyone wishes to be considered , contact Cande On•
tiveros UC 314.

Local Group To Perform In UC Circle
Thrust , a local "heavy metal'' group will perform at the
UC Circle Oct. 18 during activity period. According to
Joseph Arriaga , vice-president of UCPC which Is sponsoring the performance, Thrust's music Is a variation of
Judas Priest, Scorpions and AC-DC music. The group
features "a dynamite lead guitarist and great vocatist,''
commented Arrlaga.
The band-booking committee urges local bands to con tact Mark Meeks, chairman, to set up a date to play at the
UC Circle.

Pan American University Students Interested tn enterIng the Texas Open Chess Tournament may now have
their entrance fe.es paid by UCPC.
That's the word from Omar Casas, chairman of the
UCPC Games and Tournaments committee. The committee will hold a tournament for student Oct. 22. Cash
prizes will be awarded to the top three finishers . ln addition the top five finishers will have their membership and
entry fees paid by UCPC for the Texas Open. which will
be held on campus during November.
Anyone Interested In entering the UCPC Chess tournament must sign up at the Student Activities Office, Rm.
205 of the University Center, The tournament will begin
at 10 a.m.

Alpha Kappa PBi Has Smoker
A smoker was held Oct. at Memorial Park in Edinburg
for Its prospective members, alumni, business faculty, and
active student members.
The barbecue consisted of fajitas, chicken , beans, and
potatoe salad. Beer and refreshments were also served.
Activities Included a competitive football game between
the pledges and the actives. Overall , the smoker was a big
success, said Rose Mary Sanchez, director of publlc rela•
tions.

Photo Club Elects Officers

ISAGrouos

The Pan American UnJverslty Photo Club has recently
elected officers those elected are : Humberto Valdez,
president; Kerri Logsdon. vice-president and Alma
Rabago, seCTetary-treasurer.
The club Is planning a photo field ll1p for the near
future . They will also be havlng labs In dark room techniques.
Anyone wishing for more Information should call or
leave a message for Kerri Logsdon at the womens dorm.

The International Students Association's participation
In "The Oirntval of the Great Pumpkin" will be discussed
at the next meeting to be. held Tuesday In LA 115 during
activity period.
Last year the LSA captured second place In both the
costume and booth competlttons, according to George
O'Kall, ISA president.

Carnival

Meeting Set

Nearing

La Socredad De Alumnos Mexicanos Invites all the
Mexican students on campus are welcomed to our
meeting today at the LA 103, during activity period.

tamales, burritos,
popcorn and snowcones.

Phi Kaps lnimte Members

The game booths which
have been entered are :
mude slide, dunking
booth, Mickey Mouse
show, a spook house,
long-neck ringer, horror
films booth, and hayride .

Phl Kappa Theta Fraternity held their active Initiation
Sunday Sept. 30 at the University Chapel. Going active
from Donna were Mike Menchaca, Michael Adame and
Jaime Flores, From Edinburg: Rick Chavana, Amie de la
Fuente, Ernie Escareno, Jaime Huerta, Erasmo Valdez.
Joe Falcon , Eddie Zamora, Mario Romero, Joe Munoz,
Javier Granado and Paul Fitzpatrick who turned active
Oscar Gorena is the brother from Mercedes, and Richard
Valdez from RaymondviUe.
Dr . Ray Welch look part In the ritual as advisor and
honorary Phi Kap.
The fraternity now has 21 active members.

Other booths include a
whipped cream pie booth,
artistic photography ,
dating booth for guys,
bingo, dart-a-date, kissing
booth and baJloon throw

JOSIE

In case of inclement
weather, the event will be
moved to Nov. 3.

Vaccines for the A-Texas, A-Brazil, and 8-Hong Kong
flu are In according to Mrs. Dora Castillo, coordinator of
student health services.
Fee for students to receive inJections lS $1 and $2 for
faculty . The health cen1er ls open from 7 a .m. - 4 p .m.
Monday thru Friday.

SNEA Gathers
The Student National Education Association will be
having a general meeting to dlscusss plans for the Great
Pumpkin Carnival and TSTA District I Conventlon.
It will be held on Oct. 23. during activity period In the
Education BuUdiog 119, according to Sanla Arrlga,
SNEA reproter.
We invite all those students involved In education , such
as Phystcal Education. Music, Art, Business Education.
Bilingual Education . Elementary Ed . Secondary Ed. ,
Spanish and English .

Enrollment Increases
The number of students enrolled in the English as the
second language program has been totaled to Include
110 students, according to Ms. Ferne Dreyer, assistant
professor of English. The program, she said.ls designed to
Increase the English proficiency of foreign students.
According to her, there are three different courses m
the program, English 1405 and 1406, both of which are
three credit hour courses, and Community Service,
which is a non•ared!t course.
Accordlng to Ms. Dreyer , the progam bas been very
successful. It has helped man foreign students attain the
required English profldency of a college student, since
the program began in 1972,
"Most of the students in this program come ftom Mex•
lco, since It is the country closest lo the University, but this
year there are three Swedish and one Iranian student ln
the program ," said Ms. Dreyer.

* . ******
****
**
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RE THE STYLE IS PRECISE AND CASUAL

Eea&-91132

exact.

MARV

MEN AND WOMEN HAIR STYLING

A local radio station wOJ

The UCPC Films committee will show short
movies featuring a combination horro~ and cartoon dip.

Vaccines A re In

JOSIE'S STYLE & BARBER SHOP

A local band, "Moses
Rose," will be set up on the
premises to provide Uve
music . According to
Joseph Arriaga, UCPC
vice-president, the band Is
"well rounded out.'' They
play everything from rock
to country music .

on the carnival grounds to
provide entertainment.

The Pre-medical Blo•medlcal honor society of PAU wlll
bave a meeting during activity period Oct. 23 In the
Science Building Rm. 216. Alf members and Interested
persons are urged to attend .

-----

booth.

also set up a remote booth

Young Democrals are holding their organizational
meeting today, 18 at 5:30 pm in University Center Room
307 All Interested person are entitled and Invited to at•
tend Refresh ments will follow afterwards

Pre-Meds Groups

GED tests scheduled for the month of October are as
follows : Oct. 12, 19, and 26.
Testing takes place in the UC Lobby . Students should
report to UC 116 at 8 a .m. Testing time Is from 8 am-45
pm. If you need anymore Information call the Department of Career Planning Placement and Testing.
381-2473.

FeesPaidBg UCPCJi'or Tournament

elude

Democrats Set Meeting

GED Test Scheduled

One Vacancy Left

(Coot'd ,..,_ pt. t)
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With this coupon buy one plzza and get the next smaller
siZe 1or only 99~ (with

equal numbero1 toppings

I

II

! ~~:~th other promotions.
, I
1 EXP1Res NoveMeeR 1, 1919
Pizza :
l-------------~----~-------

FOOD STATION
ACROSS FROM PAN AM. NEXT TO DJ'S

THE PLACE WHERE ONE CAN GET A ME.AL FOR
$1.00
Come In for our dally Specials.

MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682·5581

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
1005 E. HWY. 83 2489 BOCA CHICA

787-8534

546-1614

Hamburgers, Tacos. Pancakes. Hu.hbrowna

DRINK ALL THE COFFEE YOU WANT FOR 30c
PHONE ORDEiS : 383-9460
OPEN MON-SA-T 8:00 TO 4 :00 p.m.
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Justice Group To Take
Field Trip To Mexico

MEMBERS INITIATED· Intercollegiate Knights or Camelot initiate
Incoming Pages for 1979 fall semester. The installation ritual was
held Sept. 15, at the Pan American University Chapel. Page
members are {left to right); Daniel Luera, Jerry Cedas, Eddie Araya,
Efrain de Leon, Lupe Rivera, Arturo Cobos, Joe Salinas, Noe
Gomez, HerocHo Castillo, Sergio Cardenas, George Vela, Ciro
Gomez, Rolando Soto, Rene Flores, Rick Villescas and Jesse Gon•

zalez.

1·

DepartJDent HasArt Contest
The Communications
Department Is accepting
entries ln an art logo contest, the winner of which
will receive a $50 scholarship from th1i university.
The winning art logo wiU
be used ln depart_mental
promotion materials and
should be representative of
the speech, drama and_

mass communications
fields, according to Dr.
Marian Monta, head of tne
Communications Depart-

ment.
Deadline for entries Is
Nov. 13, and all logos
entered In the comest
should be at least four by

five Inches In size, drawn
on white poster board with
lndia Ink.
The winning logo will
become the property of the
Communications Department and all others will be
returned to the owners,
Or. Mon ta said. Entries

should be submitted to Dt.
Manta's office. Room 205
of Southwick Hall. The
contest is open to all Pan
Am students.
Further Information can
be obtained by calling Dr.
Manta's office. The phone
number Is 381-3584.

Light Installation Continues
The installation of 21
area lights throughout the
Pan Am campus has started Wednesday, according
to Gregorio Salazar, police
chief.
It Is not known when this
operation will end, but the
Central Power & Light Co.
CP&L has started the labor
of instalUng area lights
throughout the "dark"
areas on the campus,

Regents authortz.ed the
installation hoping these
lights will keep these
"dark" spots from becoming hazardous.
The "dark" spots Include: H parking lot (which
has no area lights at all),
between the dormitories
and LA bullding and above
the walkways across Sugar
Road (thought lo be most
Important) .

t3oee"'

with US news correspon•
dents and investigative
reporters from Mexico City
newspapers The session ls
to discuss their approaches
to reporting crime In Mex•
ico
Friday the group moves
on to San Mfguel de Al•
lende to spend the entire
day visiting the historic
landmarks m this beautiful
old city That night the
group will have a banquet
a1 their hotel capping the
weeks activities.
Nov. 10 the group re•
turns to Edinburg arriving
at the PAU campus approximately 8 p.m
The tour will cost each
person $175. Becaus1! it is
an academic. program.
PAU students will have
priority over · other Interested groups.
More information and a
more detailed Itinerary are
available at the Office of
Inter-American Affalrs in
the old library building or
the Criminal Justice Department, phone number
381-3566 In Emilia HaU
room 200.

phllospophical approaches
to justice administration ,
From City Hall the group
will visit another prison In
that town to study prtson
management.
Nov. 6, the tour departs
San Luis Potosi for Mexico
City, stopping at the Hlll of
the Bells where maxmillian
was executed, then on to
San Juan del Rio to visit
the famous gem shops.
Arrival Tuesday evening, m Mexico City will
allow the members of the
group time for leisure andsightseeing.
Wednesday and Thursday. the group will be In
Mexico City. Firs! stop is
the world famous Museum
of Anthropology . emphasis at the museum will be
on pre-columbian law,
crime and law inforcement.
Nov . 8, the group will
visit a federal penitentiary
to study the different approaches by state and federal authorities In prison
management.
Thursday afternoon, wlll
have a workshop planned

The Crfmlnal Justice
department will host an
unusual and unique bi-cultural field trip to Mexico,
Nov . 4-10. Unusual and
unique because. with other
things, the tour will visit Inside mexlcan federal and
state penitentiaries, a feat
previously impossible by a
tour of this type .
Interested persons are
urged to contact the office
of Inter-American Affalrs,
381-2131, or go to the office in the 0ld library
building room 113.
The tour begins Nov. 4,
leaving the PAU campus
for Ciudad Victoria. There
the group will visit the
maximum security model
prison. Penitencjaria Del
Estado-Centro de Readaptadon Social. The prison
administration will host a
tour of the prison and hold
a workshop wlth prison
personnel and inmates for
the group.
From the model prison,
the group will travel to a
Chichimeca Indian village
to observe a backcountry
system of justice and
lifestyle . Sunday evening
the tour will move on to.
San Luis Potosi.
On Monday morning,
the group wlU study and
observe law enforcement
and crime prevention in
that city. After lunch they
move on to the State CapItal and City Hall for a
seminar with Mexican crl,
mlnal defense attorneys,
prosecutors and peno\og.
ists ~discus1 Mexican

MIT ONE COUPON PER CU

,

383-8361
1012 South CI09ner
Edinburg
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REST'AURANT D t - Special:
.,_...,.,._..,"...,....,....,. Small Salad fro,. Salad Bar.
1£ed Tea• ell ,ou can drink,
2 ll«ef Tacoe, RI_,. and Buna
Guacamole Sabel •

OFFER GOOD

12. 70 wtth coupon.

eei0 2000

DISCOTHEQUE

Four Day Tour Sights Areas In Mexico
An expected 30 to 35
students will make a 4--day
tour to cities in Mexico,
says Uno Garcia, spanish
professor. and director of
the tour.
There will be a
chartered, air-conditioned
bus, hotel accommodations, plus activities that will
last through the whole trip.
Some of the cities and
sights they plan to see are
San Luis Potosi, Cludad
Victoria, plus villages such
as Chichimeca VIiiage.
They will also see San
Mtguel Allende, a 40-year
old Spanish Colonial city,
some natural geographic
sceneries art galleries, and

. .fi,b.l
SUNDAY: MASS 10:30 a.m.
WEDNESDAY:
Medlt.alJon Work■hop
7:00 p.m.

Medlt.tloll

CIH■

8:00 p.m.

they will also tour the city
of Guanajuato, the village
of Delores Hidalgo, plus an
Indian territory named

person can also leave $50
dollars deposit to Yolanda
Ramirez, whose office Is at
room 113 In the old library

OTO-MIA. The trip will
end In San Miguel Allende
with a banquet and dance.

buildlng . The total amount
of money should be paid in
full by Nov . l .

The bus will be scheduled to leave the morning of
Nov. 15, and will arrive
late afternoon to Edinburg
on Nov. 18. The fee is
$100 per person. Personal
checks will be taken. A

The purpose for this trip
says Garcia is a "a blcultural field study of Mexko
and special studies that include the Spanish language and it's history."
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ln-terview

PeaceCorpsAwardsPAUGrant

Schedule

The following compania wiU have representatives at
Pan Am to Interview prospective students for possible Job
openings. The companies will be here during the week of
Oct. 18-25. Interested students should go by the Office of
Career Planning, Placement and Testing at the university
center on the first floor.

Oct. 18
Oct 18
Oct. 18

Comptroller of public
accounts
Mobile Oil Corp.
Ernest and Whinney

Oct 19

IBM.

Oct 23

Thom McAn

Oct 23

Joske's of Texas

Oct. 23

Exxon

Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting ,
Comp. Sci.,
Business Math,
Finance
Management,
Marketing,
Business
Business,
Management ,

Uberal Arts
Non-tech
Marketing,
Business

&24

Library Houses
Assorted Adventures
Students in search of
adventure, fun and lntellectual stimili need only
to visit the third floor
of the Leaming Resource
Center. As the Valley's official government depository, Pan Ameican's Ubrary
receives and houses a
weaJth of current governmental studies, officlaJ
documents, Senate hearings and the President's
daily lntelllgence summaries.
According to John Piety, Aquisltion and Systems
hbrarlan. this wonderland
exists on campus for the
student's benefit as well as
for the public at large. Furthermore, the Invaluable
collection, compiled by the
ClO, GAO, and FBI triggers a thirst for additional
government research .
The collection, primarily
on microfiche makes location of the material fast and
easy . Students wishing to

find a certain subject can
do so through the "Mon•
thly Catalogue of Govern•
ment Publications."
The reports cover topics
which range from "Job
Training Programs Need
More Effectlve Manage•
ment" to an "Inquiry Into
the Federal Employee
P,uktng Polley."

Sister Schaefer
Recipient Of
Piper Award
The Pan American
regrets an error made in
the Oct. 11 Issue in citing a
Piper Professor Award recipient as Dr. Mimosa
Schraer.
Sister M. Geralda
Schaefer, associate professor of mathematics, was
the person who received
this award last year.

Who'sWho Nomination
Deadline Approaching
Nominations for Who's
Who Among Students In
American Universities and
colleges must be submitted
to Dr. Gilberto de los Santos, dean of students, by
Oct. 19.
Student nominations will
be evaluated based on
SC

h

O •

larship ability, participation
and leadership In academic
and extracurricular activities, citizenshlp and service to PAU and potentiaJ
for future achievement,
Service to the community
wUI also be considered.
Who's Who nominations
may be submitted by in:
,

dividuals, departments and
student organizations. Applicants should have at
least a 3.0 grade point
average and at least 60
completed semester hours
as of fall, 1979. PAU
graduate students also are
eligible.
A letter of recommendation is required with each
nomination, preferable
from a department head or
student organization president.
All applications will be
considered by the Fa•
culty-Student Who's Who
Screening Committee.
Pana9onlc

nlvernl

Neco

E1tttronla

Special discounts for PAU students
"Our goal i. your 1all•factlo11"

Bob's Sewing Machine Center
Salea and Service

Sewing Machine• Vacuum Cleaners
Bob Castillon
owner
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Last
week
Pan
American was officially of•
fered a grant from the
Peace Corps to establish
an office here on campus
for at least one academic
year . The grant may be
renewed depending upon
the success of the office.
The office opened Oct. 15
in Office Building J .

volunteer and Pan American University instructor,
"Is that the office at Pan
American is the only one In
the Valley area, and In
fact, the only one south of
Austin_. "
At th.l. time Pan Am ls

still taking applications for
the position of Peace
Corps Coordinator. All ap•
plicants must be a returned
Peace Corps volunteer or
VISTA volunteer and they
must also be enrolled in

Pan American. The Job

runs thru the academic
year at a Graduate Assistant's level, 15-20 hours a
week. Contact Mrs. Dreyer
LA 224, 3813428, or Dr
Gilberto de Ins Santos.
Dean of Student'), UC
102, 381-2471.

"The Peace Corps-helping people help them·
selves" is a famillar slogan
to most people. For Valley
citizens, it is merely a
slogan sometimes heard
and seen on network television seeking recruitment.
The Peace Corps, a
federally funded government agency, was established in 1961 during the
Kennedy Administration.
It's goal is to promote
world peace and friendship , The Corps helps people help themselves by
sharing knowledge of skills
and talents.
Volunteers must be
American citizens, at least
18 years old. Volunteers
are screened and selection
Is based on merit. Among

PAU BUSINESS SCHOOL RECEIVES GRANT - The School of
Business Administration at Pan American University has received a
$1,000 grant from the Mobil OIi Corporation through Its Mobil Foundation. Dr. Robert N. McMlchael, right, dean of the school, accepted the award In behalf of PAU from Leon L Rudd, left,
employee relations advisor for the Mobil Oil corporation, Houston.
(PAU Photo)

the desired characteristics
Include skill, ability to learn
a foreign language, attitude and maturity.
Selected volunteers are
given an eight week train•
lng course that Includes extensive language preparation, area history and culture studies, health Instruction, physical training and
professlonal skills preparation useful to the recipient
country
Since the Peace Corps
was first established,
70,000 volunteers have
served abroad in over 70
countries.
''What is especially eKciting ," said Mrs. Ferne
Dreyer, ex-Peace Corps

~-.·

·.~.~:i·

Mobil Corporation Awards Business School
Mobil Oil Corporation
has awarded a $1,000
grant through Its Mobil
Foundation to the School
of Business Administration
at Pan American University.
Dr
Robert
N.
McMlchael, dean of the
school , accepted the
award from Leon L. Rudd ,
employee relations advisor
for the MobU Oil Corporation in Houston .
Dr McMichael said half
of the money is to be used
without restriction by the
school's accounting department, and the remainder

will support two $250 student scholarships for the
1979-80 school year. SeJection of students for these

scholarships will be made
by the business school
faculty in the near future .
he said .
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Hamburger 99c
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Registration Date
Extended For Tilt
The entry deadline for
the Coca-Cola and KBFM
Fall Tennis Classic has
been extended to 5 p.m .,
Wednesday.
''We extended the
deadline because of the
amount of Interest shown
in this tournament, which
is open to all tennis
player's," said Coach
Mickey White of Pan American University.
Pan American Is host to

the tournament which wlll
be held this Friday through
Sunday at the Orville I.
Cox T ennls Stadium and
other courts on the PAU
campus.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1979

Bronc Season
Opens Nov. 15.
Pointing toward their
earliest basketball opener
in 12 years, the Pan Amerlcan University Broncs
started Monday with three
veteran players and 10
newcomers.
Coach Bill White has
scheduled an International
game lo launch the season
Nov . 15 in Edinburg

against Simon Fraser
University of British Columbia , Canada . Simon
Fraser then will play the
Texas Longhorns in Austin
two night later .
The Canadian game replaces an earlier contest
that was scheduled between the Broncs and the
Australian Olympians on

1979-80 BASKETBALL ROSTER, PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Number & Player

Pos.

10 TONY MCDANIEL ...... G
11 DONALD KNIGHT ...... F

Ht. WI. Class
6-1 180
6-5 172

Exper.

High School

Home Town

Fr.
Sr.

HS
Llr.-1

West Tech ..... Cleveland, Ohio
Sidney Lanie Montogomery, Ala

12 BILLY BAILEY . . . ..... G 6-2 170 Sr.
14 THAD WILKINSON ..... G 6-1 180 Fr.
24 RUBEN COLE •.. . .... F-G
6-4 185 Jr.
32 MICHAEL CARROLL ... G 5-11 168 Jr.
34 DONNIE THOMPSON . G-F 6-4 190 Sr.
35 KENNETH GREEN . , .. C-F 6-8 207 Jr,
41 PERCY BROWN ........ F 6-4 190 Jr.
42 PAUL GEORGE .. ...... F 6-7 190 Jr,
44 CURTIS GLASPER . .... , F
6-5 205 Jr.
50 TIM McGRATH , .. , .... C 6-7 210 Jr.
51 ALAN MARTIN . - .. •.. - . F 6-6 180 Fr.

Llr.-1
HS
JC
JC

McColh.1m . . . San Anto~lo, Te,c.
King . . . . . . Corpus Cht1stl, Tex.
Rufus King .... Milwaukee, Wis.
Dunbar ,., .... Fort Worth, Tex.
Hobbs , .... , ... . Hobbs, N.M.
West Fulton . . .... Atlanta, Ga.
Central . .... . . Waterloo, Iowa
Rosenwald. . . New Roads, La.
LaBelle . . . . .... LaBelle, Fla.
Benedictine .... Savannah, Ga.
McCollum . , .. San Antonio, Tex.

Ltr.-1

JC
Enbies can be mailed
JC
Tuesday if they arrive by 5
JC
p.m. Wednesday or deliv~
JC
ered at the Department or
JC
phoned In. For further in HS
formation phone 3812221.
COACH: BIii White. ASSISTANT COACHES: Kelly Bass, John McDowell. TRAINER: Dave Binder. 6-1 Thad WUkinson.

Soccer

Team Vs.
TexasAil
The Pan American soccer team will risk an
undefeated homefleld
record today at 4 p . m. Old
rival Texas A&! ls the competition .
Pan Am owns a 2-2-1
record after a forfeit victory
over Southwest Texas State and a 3-3 tie at Trinity
University In San Antonio .
Two years ago, when the
Broncs finished 8-1 -1 with
their best soccer record in
history, their lone loss
came at home to Texas

A&J .
That loss to A&J kept
Pan Am out of the 1977
soccer playoffs. This year
the Broncs will compete in
the Trans America Conference Soccer Toumament.

Brain food.
When you need some food
for thought. come in to

CCTeamOn
TheRoadAt
UOfTexas
Fresh from a smashing
vi.c tory in a dual meet least
time out, the Pan Ameri•
can University cross country team will run in Central
Texas again Thursday
when the Broncs compete
in ·the University of Texas
Invitational.
Twelve to 14 Texas colleges wlrl be featured in the
10,000 meter test.
Last Friday. Pan Am
took Southwest Texas
State in San Marcos 16 to
40. The all Texas Bronc
runners swept the first four
places. Armando Reyes
won the five mile event.
followed by Jesse Flores,
George Jimenez and Paul
Vega .

Nov . 24 , The Aussies
canceUed their 30 game U.
S thour due lo financial
problems.
As it stands know, the
Broncs will have a 15 day
wait between their first and
second game. Their first
college foe will be Nevada•
--Las Vegas on Nov . 30.
Just one regular starter,
Billy Balley a 6-2 guard,
returns .. Two 6-4 lettermen, OonaJd Knigt)t and
Donnie Thompson, also
are back. All three are
seniors.
J
ar:~~te s~~enre~~ln~/;~
from junior colleges. They
are 6-8 Kei,neth Green,
6-7 Paul George, 6-7 Tim
McGrath, 6-5 Curtis
Glasper, 6-4 Ruben Cole,
6--4 Percy Brown and 5-11
Michael Carroll .
The Three freshman on
the roster 6-6 Alan Martin,
6-1 Tony McDaniel and

Whataburger,

We'll serve you a meal
that'll make you think
twice about eating anywhere else.
Start off with our bigger,
better burger. sizzltn' hot

r-

II

lettuce.Juicy tomu10es, L.esty onions an~ spicy
pickles.
Add some piping hot
french fne~. Or ·omc
crispy, golden onion rings.

And lop it all offwirh a
frosty cold drink and a hot

off the grill.

fruit pie for de!>sen .

We'll make itjust the way
you like it. And then pile it
high with your combination

full course meal. You've got

And you've not only got a
the besr course on campu .•

WHATABURGffl

-------------------------------7

Free French Fries

I

One free

I

!

11f fresh

REb~~~:attA'?~~~TA;u~dEA NUM 8EA60'.'eo1NBURG

10

COUP0~

. w11. h t h.1, coupon.
order of french f ne,
1

1

I

I

·I,

OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 24, 1979

I

!I

!
I

WHATABURGfR..
Webuildabiggt!rbdlerburgcr.

!
I
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New Mexico Tilt
Target For Golfers
Pan American's Golf
team, which finished a
strong second in New Mexico State's Invitational a
year ago, will try again
Oct. 17-20 against some of
the best collegiate golf
teams in the west
Coach Oton (Tony)
Guerrero will be taking six
members from the team to

the Las Cruces Tournament sponsored by the
New Mexico State In their
turf, but New Mexico came
back to win Pan Am's own
tournament in Brownsville
later in lhe vear.
"The tournament will be
a 54 hole format," said
Guerrero, "the best of five
holes will be the tourney
chamo."

Intramural Basketball
Wed. , Oct. 24

6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m
8:00 p.m,
9:00 p.m.

Thurs., Oct. 25

Wiley McIntire, who birdied five holes the final day
in 1978 to spark the Pan
Am charge into second
place, returns to spark the
Broncs contingent again .
The six golf members
participating in the Las
Cruces Tournament are
McIntire, Roberto Arena,
Kirk Smith, Harold Friga,
Scott Hofer and Mark
Esposito.

Tues., Oct. 30

Wed., Oct. 31

5
2
12
18

p,m,

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

p.m .

p.m.

11
17
18
17

6:00
7:00
8:00
9:00

p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.

1
1
16
7

p.m.

6:00 p.m.

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

(Woman)
(Women)

4
1
9

15

VS

10
16

vs
vs

13
14

vs
vs
vs
vs

3
6

(Women.)
(Women)

15
12

Second place winners
of Women's leagues
(3rd & 4th)
First place winners of
Women's leagues
(Championship)
17 vs 19
16 vs 13

7:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m .
9:00 p.m.

Optiol) Deadline Nov.1
Basketball fans who
bought season tickets at
Pan American University
last season possess a renewal option until Nov. 1.
The reserved seats maybe
sold to someone else if the
tickets are not renewed by ·

McDowell's Girls •·· The Girl's Basketball
tea~ prepare for tournaments slated to
......__ _ begin Nov. 13. The first two will be home
games both beginning at 7 p.m. Southmost
Texas St,ate will be the opponent Nov. 13 and
St. Mary s University one week later.

the deadline.
A waiting list is aJready
being kept for the PAU
season. However, fans
who want season tickets
can probably get them, because a certain percentage
always fail to renew . Per-

_J

383-9012
EDINBURG

•nt

111

FM 99

FREE

PRESENTS
p.m.

MAC

PEACE GORPS/VISTA REPS HERE:
OCT. 29 & 30
SENIORS/GRADS: Sign Up NOW
for Placement Officer
Interview•, 116 Unlvenlty
Center

HEALTH
GIVIDUATES

INFORMATION BOOTH:
UNIVERSITY CENTER

PEACE COAPSMSTA
EnjoyOur
Full Meal
Special
Deal.

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center
Double LP & Tape $15.98 LI•t for $12.99
(OCTOBER 21 THRU NOVEMBER 3)
■11111111111111 I

383-8611

Action Speaks Louder
than Words

•11•1111-llllfflUlllllllllllllltllNUI

KRIX

320 S. 10th McAllen, Texas

112.99

AFS

If

520 E, UNIVERSITY

$12.99

N HWY. 281

PH A C. 45'2•1 383·6822

phone for an appojntment

'fLE.ETWOOD

--

TELE FORA,

FTD,

HAJRSTYLI!''1G

& f:lEXT FROM 9-11

Season ticket prices are
$45 for 15 home games
and a cushioned chair.

'EDINBURG. TEXAS 78539

~-•4

T~IS S(.}NDA .

2224.

1320 N. CLOSNER

the up coming season In this scrimage held
Oct. 11-12 against Southmost. Pan Am won
both games played against the opponent 8-0
and 13-0.

~

Kelly Bass at the . PAU
Athletic Department, 381·

JI/kn J~Aal
!y Belly Inc.

In the Swing •·· Pan Am Broncs prepare tor

AND

sons Interested in joining
the waitinq list can phone

428-6242

II Jlllllllilllll!lhlll

11111-

*

2 p ..... o6 ddlcl .... chkken

* Creamy, bot potatoell Ill i,:-y

* JvJc:y c:on, -

* Tutyn,D
•

the cob

S - t c:bnTy pie

A~SCOIJaslt
■ EAL l'Olt Oln:r

$1.98
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Campus Olfers 1980
Census Intern Program

Recordkeeping Seminar Set
Pan Amencan Unlversl•
ty's School of Business Admlnistratlon in cooperation
with the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce will
sponsor a two-day seminar
entitled "Introduction to
Recordkeeplng for SmaJI
Buslnessh on Oct 20 and

21 .

The class w111 meet on
Saturddy and Sunday from
9 a.m., to 5 pm ., In room
118 in the Business Administration building.
This is an Introductory
course designed for the
businessman with little or
no background in recor•
dkeeplng. The course will

cover ways to Increase pro!its through the use of proper accounting techniques
and how to develop and
control Investments. The
participants will learn about
the purposes and uses of
financial statements, tax
implications, how lo
slmpUfy recordkeeplng,
and the Importance of
labor records for legal requirements.
·
The class will be laugh!
by Charles Yundt, assistant
professor of accounting of
PAU's School of Business
Administration. Yundt has
extensive teaching experience and graduated
with a 8.A. In manage-

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 11, 1979

men! and an M.B.A. in accounting from the Unlversity of Chicago.
A fee of $65 wtll be
charged, and certificates of
achievement with contlnuA 1980 census "Student
log eduation units will be Jntern Program" is being
awarded to participants ~ffered by the Sociology
who successfully complete
the seminar.
department for the 1980
spring semester, according
Further Information or to Or. David Alvirez, dean
registration may be obtain•
ed by calling Robert Lopez, of the School of Social
coordinator of community Sciences The new course
programs, or Miss Norma will be offered as Sociology
Ramirez, secretary. at the
PAU School of Business 4387 by Professor Esteban
Administration, room 122. Aorez and Alvirez.
the office telephone
The course will be ofnumber is 381-3366.
fered to all PAU students
preferably of sophomore
classification and above.

Sorority Plans Cerentonies
The Rio Grande Valley
Alumnae Association
along with the Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa
Delta Sorority will have
their commemorative ceremony of their Founder's
Day Oct. 20.
A lunchon will be held at
Harold's Country Kitchen
in Donna, Texas at 12:30
p.m. A slide show on the
Sorority's 43rd Biennial
Convention which was
held this past summer wOI
he shown by Norte Gonmlez, chapter president.
any Alumnae interested in
attending should call
Julianne Radosevich
--464-3527 01 Carol Hud•
sonpillar -· 383- 7120 by
October 18th
Kappa Delta Sorority
was founded at Longwood
College.
Farmville,
Virginia, on
Oct. 23,
1897. One of its fow
Founders was Julia Tyler
Wilson, granddaughter of
John Tyler, the 10th Presi·
dent of the United States.
The sorority now has 119
college chapters and one
colony, 408 alumnae associations with a total
membership of over
90,000.

Virginia. Kappa Delta gives

Sl2,500 annually toward
the supporl of the hopsltal
andalso ~kes conbibutlons for special projects or
equpment.
In addition ot the support of the Crippled
Children's Hosptial, Kappa

Delta Sorority •presents
four annual cash awards at
the Annual Meeting of the
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. Kappa Delta has comtrlbuted
more than $116,000 to
further
orthopaedic
research.

Colds Are Biggest
Item On Campus

PRICE

Anywhere bdween 30 ond 50 1tudenta a day uq/f
the •tudent health senilcea office, according to Mrs.
Doro Costlllo, health sttllfcea coordinator. Colda are
the biggest Item, •he said. and the treatment of ear Irritations and Infection, la 0160 common. She added,
•we olao see a lot of •kin problems."
''We d<> haue a few unusuola, too," •he said. One
male stu,1ent had a heart problem and q/ter the condition did not Improve within ofew minutes, he was •ent
to the emergency room. According to Mrs. Castillo,
he was kept in the lntensrue care unit ouern1ght for
obaeruatlon and releo•ed the following morning.
Another ..unusual" lnoofued a student who had a
severe allergic reaction after eating Ma dfJ/erenr lclnd of
chips." She was highly uncomfortable and wos having
dlJflculty breathing until she waa given an Injection.
Within minutes, the reaction has been reversed.
StudenttJ wishing to get their flu vaccine may Inquire
at the office. Emilia Hall J JO. Their •upply of the uacdne ahould arrlue Oct 19.

• Watches
• Diamonds

• Fine Jewelry
• Gilt.a For All
Edinburf
('~ YOU !01:NTI
THESE ffiUR PEOPl
WITH THE SMILES ON THE.IR FACES?

NOTHING TO IT"1!!

Cl116iOll"UIM'N'f'Nllli•da.-ifOtt
~ CMICMGnOUt

1otCAal, a.hiNt S•nd Mo# •nd 11nd
Mt

bV'f

C:U,tlM''lt . ,

M

No 1 1, a p,ofessor al PAU, i,nd 1ust opened an
accouni al N11llonal &nlc ol Commatce , Edin

., to .. ,.,,

,_,-.. CMIIM•~ Hcw,a ~ CW8-8
-St ~ o . M p_. '$.90'2

burg

No 2 1> a ;J<1tf member .11 PAU. b.mks al Na honal Blink of Commerc • Edinburg and IU5
loulld out how low the.Ir lnSfallrn,ml !oan rale:,
nre

Nn cl and No 4 Me students al PAU. bank a,
lvau guessed ,t) Na110nal Bank of Commerce:
Ed1nhurg. and ere llllnk,ng abou1
>l)eelal N~
srud nt ~liecktng accounts end rudent loan pro•
gram

Build your own T-shirt

'™"

Dlacount fo, gruup orders
differenr $lyles ol T-shirts

WE O LIKE TO PUT A SMll.£ ON YOUR FACE.

about 600 to 800 people
taking census here In the
Valley; however, PAU would like to have the elite

This course will offer
students the opportunity to
get some flrst-hand ex-

enumerators.
Students wtll earn about
$4 to $4.50 an hour. Dr.
Alvirez added students
wishing to acquire applications for the course may
pick them up In hls offIce at

perience in Interviewing
and also how to get and
utilize the census In future
years.
After completing the
course, the students will be
~ured of a job with the
U.S. Bureau of the Census
enumerating the census as
well as getting and retaJn•
lnp enumerations.

LA 238A.
This census wUI be malled to every famlly In the
U.S., and those who do
not mall them back will be
Interviewed by those students taking the cour,e.
The rate of
will be on
the basis· of completed
questionnaires.

pay

MPLETE BEAUTY SERVICE

nomic status, etc., to a
young person.
"That's why we're going

(9,.

efiage

9fa~r @omj,an!J

Dixie Word, Owner
5019 North 10th - McAllen, Texas

answers:• added Alvirez .
Qualifications
for
students wanting to enroll
in this course are:

1. Students must be able
to work approximately 30
hours between April l and
May 15, 1980 (including
evenings and weekends).

M11111■._.i.lillll

TEACHERS LEARN I
REPS ON CAMPUS: OCT 29 & 30

0

SENIORS/GRADS: Stgn Up
NOW for Placement Office

2. St1,1dents must be able
to provide their own
transportation.

3 Students must have
completed 24 semester
hours prior to January,
1980

Interview•, 116 Unlvenlty
Center

Math and Science

IN THE

PEACE CORPS

n>0·

FRED
Seafood
Fresh Cooked Seafood
-TOGONEVER BEEN FROZEN

WHY M If GIVE US A CALL OR DROP BY,

and

THC MONEY MANAGER'S BANK"

lOO's transfer to choose from

administered by the U.S.
Bureau of Census.
5 . Students must be able
to walk and climb slairs.

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF

110 N. 12th

tt'KI$

census may be reluctant to
answer personal questions
such as, race, sec, eco-

l he Job Is part of a nationwide census taken
every 10 years There are

to need people who are
willing to take charge, ask
questions. and get some

Since lts founding, Kappa Della has been active In
phUanthropic activilles.
The sorority has contributed over $550,000 for
the care and aid of patients
in the Crippled Chlldren 's
Hopsital In Richmond,
STEREO CLEARANCE HOUSE
"AS LOWEST STEREO

The reason for this, explained Dr. Alvirez, Is that
ti-le people conducting this

4. Students must have
completed or complete a
job-related written test

110 W. Freddy Gonzalez Dr.

N■Uon.wl

bnll of

Commnu-

fOltNeUJIC.. fl"'I.AS

P O 80)( 66()

Edinburg T.,,.., 7ll!\:i9

t!.121 JiU 11111

( Formerly Becky's Fried Chicken)
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Halloween Highlights At
P AU's 'Great Pumpkin'
Pan American UniversiThirty -four dif ty organizations are busy ferent booth appllcatlons
preparing their booths for have now been turned
the upcomlng .. Great Pum- over to Debbie Thomas ,
pkin'' carnival to be held coordinator of studen1 ac-

Sarurday
The camival will be held
from 8 p .m. to midnight on
the parking lot of the
Liberal Arts building, on
Sugar Road between
Schunior and Van Week
Streets
This yearly ce ebration is

organlled and presented
by the University Center
Programs Councll, and involve~ most campus
organil.ations. There will
be game booths, food

booths and music. There is
no entrance fee, and the
general public may attend.

Hvities.

Different booths Include:
a ballon throw. klsslng
booth, dart a date, long
neck ringers, a bingo, hay

ride, spooky house, a fortune teller, ca_ke walk,
Mexican food and dance,
sponge throw. and many.
many more . There will be
a local radio s1atlon providing music and entertainment for the people at the
carnival.
Two cash prizes wilJ be

awarded

to

indivldudfs
wearing the best costumes.

The campus organizations
also compete for _prizes for
their booths, !ind the
UCPC will award cash
prizes to the most original
ones.
A local band. "Moses
Rose" , will provide live
music. and a loca.1 radio
station wil.l have a remote
booth on the carnival
grounds to provide entertainment. According to

Joseph Arriaga, UCPC
vice-president, the band Is
"well rounded out.'' They
play everything from rock
to country music
A local radio station wilJ
also set up a remote booth
on the carnival grounds to
provide entertainment.
The UCPC films
committee plans lo show
short movies featuring a
combination horror and
cartoon clip. In case of In•
clement weather, the event
will be moved to Nov 3.

Two Graphic
Seminars Set
Two corporate graphics
seminars will be conducted
Oct 26 by three graphic
designers from the IBM
Corpora hon, according to
James Humphrey, PAU
aduerUslng art lm,tructor.

Tht! seminars are being
sponsored by the PAU Art
Department, and wllJ be
conducted in Fine Arts
Building 228

PUMPKIN CARNIVAL AT PAU -Some of the
ghosts, witches and goblins who will appear
during the ''Carnival of the Great Pumpkin"
are shown practicing their scary acts at Pan
American University. Kneeling al left Is
Sonia Saenz, Debbie Thomas, center; and
Mame la Guerra at right. Standing Is Joaquin
Fregoso. The carnival wlll be held from 8
p.m ., to midnight Saturday n the Libera! Arts
parking lot on Sugar Road in Edinburg.

Ken While. John F
Anderson and T.C . Bluhm, IBM graphic artists,
will begin the first seminar
at 9 a m • and the second
seminar at 11 a .m ,
Reservations must be
made through the Art
Department to attend
either seminar

The three artists will be
available for portfolio critiques by appointment only.
They will review the portfolios after the seminars.

Men Out-Numbered In Enrollment
Enrollment of women is
now higher than that of
men m Pan American Universi y, but no one really
knows why. considering
the variables Involved in
an area as unique as the
Valley _
Ten years ago the proportion in enrollment was
2,449 men to 2.163 women . This approximate
ratio continued until the

fall of 1975 when women
outnumbered men 4, 123
to 4,112--with steady Increases until this fall show
ed an enrollment of 5,361
women and 4,238 men.
David Zuniga, assistant
to the dean of admissions,
ventured a guess that male
enrollment may have dro
pped with the draft, since
many young men went to
college to stay out of the
armed services during he
Vietnam war

On the other hand, Sgt.
Tracy Hawkins . McAllen
army recruiter. said college
never kept young men
from serving but merely
guaranteed a dela,y .
Stlll another reason is offered by Mrs Helen Snider. registrar Mrs Snider
believes the raised consciousness level of women
as a result of the battle to
pass the Equal Rights Amendment could be another
racier

LEFT HANGING. PAU student was left hanging from the walkway
Wednesday In his attempts to recover a ping-pong ball?

Computer Registration Will
ContinueForSpringSemester
Pan American University Is again going to have

computerized registration
for its student ln the spring
semester
BIil Morris of the Administration building said
this was going to be the
fourth spring semester that
PAU would have this method of registration .
"We tried this method of
registration for the falt
semester but we had some
problems because many
tudents changed their
schedules, or dropped a
class, or Just simply decided not to come to college,
added Morris.
Anticipated dates for
priority registration w,11 be
the week of Dec. 3-7 Stu•
dents wUI go to their major
deparlments and meel
with a counseloT to discuss
the classes he wants there
he will submit a request
form. that in turn will be
submitted into the computer.
Students will get their
schedule packages In the

4, their schedule wlll be
voided and the student will
have problems registering
Two major rea ons for
Pan Am to have this form
of registration is to help the

student gel some counselIng and to allow the office
of Administrations to adJust tentative schedules
based on the demands of
the studentc;

mail during the Christmas
holidays. Students should
be sure that the address
they have down at the registrars office will be the
addreS$ they are going lo
receive mall during the
Christmas holidays Billing
date for the priority regisla•
tion will be Jan. 2-4. If
students don't pay their
schedule bill by noon Jan .

MUSIC EVERYONE · Thrust, a hard rock
group performed Oct. 18 in the clrcle. They
were sponsored by UCPC.
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Bugle Blows While Observing Flag
LETTER

TO

THE on a bicycle was coming

EDITOR:

One Monday afternoon
as I was leaving my office
in the Physical Science
Building to walk to my car
parked in front of the Administration Building. I
passed the flag pole where
a security officer was
preparing to take down the
flags for the day A student

ftom the opposite directlon
and as he passed, I heard
him say something to the
officer which sound to me
like, "Are you playing at
retrieving the flag?" I was
amused at this odd remark
and kept walking. Suddently a bugle sounded
and I turni?d back to see
that the student had tclken

his horn from the case In
hLS bicycle basket and was
playil')g " Retreat' ' while the
officer continued ro lower
the flags. I stood and wat ched this ceremony to the
finish and thought it such a
shame that the campus In
that area was almost deserted with no one to witness
this, to me, moving ex-

perience
I would like to sav 'thank
you' lo the young man
With the horn and the officer for this serendip1tious
experience.

Pan Am's Claulfled Ada
LOST • pac~ ol P"'lu""' m LA dUt1tlll 1he
sum me• II rou11d, pie•"" call Monu•I Luno a,
383·&191 RE.WARD

f1tEE I.AS \/£GAS VACATIONS and
EASY PROFITS oe.lU11g Mon~ bM:lt
GUARANTEED GAS SAVINGS TM TI Seat
llollSwtorlwlpownbutlnall"-1-•
Q - \ GUARANTEED NO LOSS cl .....ii
- n t tlS6.70) far hd doun ClnN Call
Old< 682-5111

'

Carpool Wnm•d '" Hatlln9"r1 M .W F
Call 423•9221 C•ll Ev,nmg> Ml< fm St•w

WWWMMw,IIIIIIIIHffll

OV£RS£AS JOBS· umm,.riY""' ,ouf\d
Eu,.,p!t, S Amelka, AufttaJla, Asia. Etc
All F"..rds S5l!O-$ l ,200 month~ t!CP'IIIMS
p•iJ Sl<ih ... cmg, Fru lnlo-W~ IJC. 8""
S2 'i>l . Corono Del Mor CA !n625

Cl•~•l"d r•<•

11 20 «nb • line wllh •
minimum ot 11 lor e.,cl\1noertl0n . J>'IV•bl,i In
advanca Bring ad copy to Th P•n
AmcrlC4n Am01/can. Emlna Hall 100
Doadhn• is Fl'lday not,n To "'timale ,.,.,
(<>uni 30 l•iltKI and
loo lln<

•,.au•

10:30 a.m Informal Bible Study and Worship.
University Chapel

October 26, 6: 30
p.m.-9:00 p.m. BSU Edinburg Seminar, 9:30
pm -6: 00 a . m . BSU
McAllen 127.
9:30 p .m. Night Owl
Celebration, Skateland,
McAllen .
October 27, L0:30
p .m Sociedad De Alum nos Mexicanos - LA Park
Lot, 8:00 p.m.-12:00
p.m UCPC LA Park. Lot ,
9:30 p m .- 6.00 p . m.
(26th) BSU McAllen, 8:00
am -5:00 p .m, IK's UC
305-305A & 306-306A ,
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Roclrfgurr, Rot,,,rr<> &nohtL Wil/lp"' s.... i.. John tr<1~g ,S,,ld~ Soltmooo,
H,lm Tourn,.nd John W/llar, , Rudy """"

J,.~•

The r~n Am~nc,m ,, ,1 pohhu1111" ,1 l',m AmcriLon t Jnn·n"1.
Puhhc..,111m,. Emlh,1 H.,11 l!~I FJ nhur~ l,·A,1• >1,;w h "rt1hll\l1
1.'d caLh Thur-.lo) c xu:rl il1-11111,: 1·A,m1111,1n,,n, ,inJ hullda1•, nn,kr
the D11•1,11m nl ~1t1<lc111 Att,ur, , r lr M1k,· N.-·,IJ<Z, ,.~. rr.,,101:111
.mJ HJ,n lJolll, ...11·"~' v.. w, rrc,.,n11.J .ll~ Lhn,<) ,.j th,· Wlll<f
anJ Ju 11111 Jwn·ss,,nh rdk ·1 th.,,, "' 1hc Ulll\\'r,111 .ulnutli"j,1 •
tlon S1.1h,n1r1,,,n rn~l \;, n1Jll 1,. 1.1 1·,,11 Of ~J ·u ,I ,c111~,1,•r
Conlrlhu11" r, . .,nJ kuu, '" 1f1t· 1·J1tm ,h11ulJ he ,uhn111td •he bi •
·•1 1

The following companies will have representatives at
Pan Am during the week of Oct 26-Nov . l The company representallves will be here lo Interview prospective
graduates for possible 10b openings. Interested students
should go by the Office of Career Planning Placement
and Testing on the first floor of the Unlver.ity Center
Oct 21>

Oc1 26

Edith Hatfield
Physical Science Building
Room 123
381-3521

Those who subscribe now will recieve reserved
seats for ''South Pacific," "The Shadow Box ." "The
Birthday Party," two shows by the famous New
York Acting Company, therevivalof this summer's
show ''Vanities" and a production of "Don Juan in
Hell." Each subscription carries with it two bonus
tickets so that subscribers may bring guests to any
show except the Acting Company .
"This amounts to a total of $30 worth of tickets
for the cost of a subscription.'' according to Doug
Cummins, theatre manager .
The upcoming schedule Includes a performance
of Jack Heifner's "Vimities" to be shown In the LRC
Media Theatre on Nov . 9 - 10. Since the show is
tunning only two nights, subscribers are urged to
call early to reserve spaces
"South Pacific," the famous Rodgers and Hammerstein musical, will be performed Nov . 28 - Dec.
1, in the Fine Arts Auditorium . "Subscribers will
have excellent reserved seats in their ticket package
for this show. Also, many subscribers have already
called lo make addilional reservations for this show
i:n order to use their bonus tickets to treat their
friends ," said Cummins, director of the musical
"Don Juan In Hell'' will play in the Studio

(>..t

3(1

Un1t1'd En~,gv Reosui<~• Int
Cv,,<1~1 Slol•s G,1S Corpcira1100
Gemg• Wash1"9ton L4w Schovl
ACTION Pi,~c~ Corp-; VISTA
La ,Joya I ~ l)
Conoro Otl

Ocl iO

ACTION P<',1t~ Corps VJST A

0;1

Cornell Um"er<,ty
E~xon 011
D~ll11~ I S.D

.m

Nov I
Nuv 1

Accoun11119 •
Auountlng
All M~1ors
AH Md1or~
El~m ""'l
Secondary
Busl""~
All Ma1or5
All Maji,rs

Arcou111tng
[1cm

~••d

Si'condarv
Nov I

Mob,! 011

lntlud,ng
Mark,mng

Theatre the week immediately following the close
of ''South Pacific." Smee this is also an extra show,
subscribers are asked to reserve early and use their
envelopes for admission Regular seats for "The
Shadow Box" and "The Birthday Party,'' perfonnrng Feb. 27 . Mach 1. and April 9 - 19 respectively,
are included in the package, as are tickets to the
Acting Company's "Starting Here, Starting Now ,"
and "Nightclub Cantata ."
Also in the planning stage is a week-long festival
of plays. acting recitals, films and videotapes for the
spring semester. The plays will be produced,
dfrected and acted excluslvely by students, while
the films and videotapes will be classics out of the
University Theatre library. These wiU Include productions done at PAU as well as famous motion
pictures. The festival will be avanable to subscribets
only and will not be open to lhe general public.
Anyone Interested in subscribing should call
381-3581. Those with specific questions should
ask to be transferred to the box office. The box
office is open from 8 a .m .. to 4 p .m ., weekdays "

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR~•111HU1tnumi1t_,

October 25, 10:25
a.m .-11:25 a.m . lFC UC
306, 6:30 p .m. 9:00 p.m .
BSU Edinburg Seminar,
10.25 a.m .- 11.25 a .m .
Sociedad De Alumnos
Mexicanos LA 103. 10:35
a.m.-11:35 a .m . El SOL
UC
305A,
10 . 30
a.m -11.30 a.m . PAU
Cheerleaders Circle, 10·25
a.m.-11.25 a.m PLSP
UC 307.

t"" 1"',...,,.,., ~

Interview List ...

Ort 2b
Ori 29

Theatre Plans Season Presentations
The inclusion of two extra shows in this semester's Pan American University Theatre season
package makes the subscription to the theatre an
entertainment bargain. Subscriptions are still
available, according to Ricky Salinas, box office
manager.
Salinas said, "White there are no seats available
on Thursdays, and llmited seating on Wednesday,
we ate willing lo accomodate new subscribers for
the rest of the season on Frfday and Saturday
nights at our mid-week price level. Subscriptions for
the remainder of the theatre season are available
for $15 to senior citizens and PAU faculty, staff and
students. Subscriptions are available to the public
for $20.''
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October 28, 6:30
p.m. ·8:30 p.m. TEKE's
UC 307. 6:30 p .m -9:00
p m, APO UC 305A, I 00
p.m .- 4 :0 0 p m. IFC
McAllen
October

p .m .-8:00

29, 5:00
p .m . Kappa

Delta UC 307 & 307 A ,
5:30 p .m -10:00 p.m _
Kappa Sigma UC 305A,
6:00 p.m.- 7:30 p.m. PKT
UC 306A , 6:00 p .m .-9:00
p m. Delta Zeta UC 305,
5 30 p.m -7:00 pm.
Human Svcs NB 210.
4 .30 p.m.-7:30 p m . Kap•
pa Delta UC 319
October 30. 10.25
a m.-11 ·25 p .m Vet's
Club UC 306. 7 :00
p m 9:30 p m
BSU
ATBSC ,
10.30
a m.- 11.30 a,m -APO UC
307. 10:35 a.m.-11 :35
a.m Lambda Alpha Epsilon UC 305A. 5 :30
p ,m -9.00 p m Ladies of
Camelot UC 305 & A,
10:25 a.m 11 :25 am .
Christian Science UC
307A. 11:35 a.m -12:50
p.m PAUSA UC 306 &
306A. 10·35 a.m -11.00
a m. Club Espanol LA
240, 10:30 a.m Lambda
Alpha Epsilon LA 125,
10:30 a.m 1:00 pm.
Alpha Kappa Psi-Circle.
October

30. 11 00
pm
BSU
Bap/Student/Cntr. 5:00
p m.-10:00 p .m IK's UC
305 & 305A, 11:0
a m . 1 00 p m
Alpha
Kappa Psi-Circle, 6 ;30
p.m .- 8 :30 p .m Res Hall
Assoc , UC 306 & 306A .

a . m .- 1 ·00

2 30 p m , Christian
Diakonia Program . Cam pus Ministry Center

STEROIDS ... a band whose music Is a variation of England's "New
Wave" music, will perform at the UC circle. Nov. 1 during activity
period.

UCPC Brings ~teroids'
"Steroids, a musical
group whose members are
aU PAU students, will perform here Nov l at the
UC circle during activity
period.
Matt Chez, Joni Lov
vorn. Joseph Arriaga and
Edwin Vidaurri are the four
stud.el'lts who compose the
group whose music Arriaga describes as "as. variation of 'new wave humor
rock "' They are all local
people with musical experience and most of them
are working toward a
music degrees.
The farthest south that
this type of rock has performed is South Padre
Island
where
the
"S k u n ks"
and
I he
''Spiders ·• who are both
from Austrn, appeared
Punk rock 1s described

as "rebellious, thunderous
and fast shattering music "
This type. is in full swing in
New York and ii orgmaled
in England
The sonqs which are
performed by the group
are made up by Vidaurri
and Chez .
Their musical creations
have such titles as "Test
Tube Baby ., The whole
philo~ophy of the group
and the music they play 1s,
"I Don't Care ." They even
perform a song by this
name, according lo Arriaga
The costumes worn by
the group are army
fatigues , army boots and
black T -shirts with sliver
squares on the left chest
area
Vidaurri orginated the

idea of starting a punk rock
band in the Valley, an idea
which has been very profitable for some of these
groups in Austin . according to Arriaga
The name "Steroids"
weas adopted because the
group was looking for a
name with -oid in it, "so we
came upon "Steroid" after
the ''Voidoids" and
''Zoids," punk bands from
New York ,
Arriaga says that their
stage performance is prone
lo displays of vmlent and
spastic tempers.
According to him, if
others r guest their ap•
pearance. they will probably "forcibly consider the
requests "
Th.e group's appearance
lS sponsored by UCPC
oand booking committee
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Instructor Here Taught For State Peniteniary
By Anna Martinez
George Mclemore, currendy a speech communications Instructor al PAU, was
an Instructor at Western Pennsylvania State Penlten1iary until a few months ago . He
taught group dynamics ,
theorles of persuasion and
public speaking to prision Inmates .
Mclemore first became involved with the program at
the prison while he was doing
his doctoral work at the
Unlverslty of Pittsburgh. Dur-

lng the first year of hi.9 twoyear stay there, he discovered
that the University conducted
a program at the penitentiary
which granted degrees.
He became Interested In
leaching at the correctional Institution because of the opportunity II offered to teach In a
unique situation. In addition
to this, he commented, "I
have become Increasingly Interested ln punishment by the
State ." This interest includes
such ideas as prison reform
and the distinctions between
punishment and rehabilitation
by prisons.

Campus Ministry Looking
For Committed Helpers
Are you Interested in
learning how to visit tbe
sick, the shut-ins and the
elderly? If you are, then
you might be interested in
becoming part of the Chris·
tian Dlakonla Program
sponsored by the United
Methodist Campus Mlnlslry but open to any interested person .
The program offers
some orientation and trainfng on visitation and
focuses on actual visitations over a period of
several weks with some
supervision and exchange
and reflection sessions.
The program is designed to
help persons learn some
basic skills in communicating love and concern lo others through

visitation .
Those Interested must
be willing to commit
themselves to the program
for a six-week period involving about ·two hours a
week. The word "Oiakonia" is the Greek word for
service. For more information, call Rev. Jose Palos
at 383-0133, or come to
thE: Campus Ministry
Center Oct. 30 at 2:30
p.m .

Before he began teaching al
1he prison , Mclemore underwent certain security
clearances. These lnclyded
such things as fingerprinting
and security checks.
Although he had classes
outside of the prison as well,
Mclemore taught at the
penitentiary from September
1978 to July 1979 Western
Pennsylvania State Penlt.e ntary is a maxlmum security
prison, and according to
Mclemore , the prison
population totals about 2,000
Inmates which is 90 'J)ercent
Blacks and 10 percent Whites.
The ratio of blacks to whites
was slightly higher In the
classroom, however. 95 percent of McLemore's classes
was black. Many of the black
Inmates had become Muslims
and had even adopted Muslim
names, he explained. The
cultural and social differences
of the black Muslims presented somewhat of a problem for him since he
sometimes reached into his
white Anglo-Saxon, protestant background for examples
and descriptions during his

classes.
Because of the unique student composition, acordlng to
McLemore, there was ''active
and dynamic class interaction"
due to the verbal aggres-

siveness of the students. "I
found It very stimulating, .. he
commented and added,
"They kepi me honest." He
explained that any statement
that he made which was Inconsistent to anything else
that he said was Immediately
recognized by his students.
He pointed out that in
regular classrooms, students
are often hesitant about asking
the Instructors any questions
much less challenging the
material. In the prison, as
Mclemore said, ''The¥, didn't
have anything to lose. '
Mclemore commented,
''Overall, It was a very positive
experience. I found ... and I'm
saying it without any exaggeration , that taken as a
whole, the students that I had
in my classes for that year at
the prison were the most Intelligent, most active, most
dynamic set of students I've
ever had In 12 years of
teaching on the high school
and university level."
He pointed out that the
students In his classes did not
represent a cross-section of
the Inmate population. Their
education level was somewhat
higher than the average Inmate since they had to first
gain admittance to the University of Pittsburgh. Several,
said Mclemore, already had
degrees.
But, not only •&1as the ex-

Eighteen people from
Pan Am passed their state
board nurse exam last July. Out of the 23 taking the
test all but five passed.

LMA'~l

t

Y'-"' .

422 ) /2 E. Unlverslty

Edinburg

383-9035

11IE PLACE WHERE ONE CAN GET A MEAL FDR
Sl.00
Come m for our dally Specials

Hamburgers, Tacoa, Pancake., HHhbrowna
DRINK All THE COFFEE YOU WANT FOR 30c
PHONE ORDEllS: 383-9460
OPEN MON-SA-T 8.00 TO 4 :00 p .m .

SILK-SCREENED IN GREEN
BRONC AND SEAL
GREAT FOR
GIFTS

Students were from the
graduating class of May
1979 here at Pan Am and
all who passed graduated
with an Associate Degree
In Nursing.

r .~..~~t't'

FOOD STATION
ACROSS FROM PAN AM, NEXT TO DJ'S

BIG 11 1/2 OZ.
CAPACITY

Nursing Exam

The exam was held In
Austin which has been the
designated place for the
exam for many years.

The reason for thJ.S was that
the warden felt that the Inmates would use it to plot
prison breakouts and to conspire against prison authority.
Mclemore stated, "Whether
or not that's true, I'm not in a
position to know ."
Another sobering idea
whlch he encountered was
that"even though I came and
went , they never left ." He
stressed that he wishf'.s not to
romanticize prisons "One can
never romanticize prisons
after this experience." He added "These are men who
brol<e the law."
Mclemore commented,
"Many people have an interest and curiosity concerning
prisons. I think I was fortunate
to be In a situation where I
was able to find out for myself
what it's really like."

: I .

Majority
Passed

When asked about this
year compared to last year,
Julian Castlllo, director of
Health Related Professions
at Pan Am said, "This year
was a definite improvement from last year. Last
year the percentage of
people passing the exam
was around 60 percent
and this year It rose to
78 percent."

~rience positive one but it
was simultaneously a very
sobering ek.perlence. "I acquired a more accurate, more
vMd understanding of what It
means to be In prison, " he
said .
The most Intimidating
aspect of the experience was
In dealing With the guards. According to Mclemore, there
was a direct dash of values.
The guards felt lhey were
there to punish while the
teachers were there for
rehabilitative purposes .
"Guards were antagonistic
toward me ." He added ,
"They were not aggressively
unhelpful, but It was clear
their attitude was negative."
Although the program had
been In existence for several
years, no foreign languages
were taught until this summer.

THE BRONC
GRABBER IS A
COFFEE MUG, DESK
CADDY, BEER GLASS,
AND MORE . . .
ORDER YOURS
TODAY!

--·- --------------- ..... -----------------------..-.----CLIP OUT ANO MAIL TO MORA I WADE, P.O. BOX 1348, EDINBURG, TX 78539

Yes, I'll Grab A Bronc Grabber!
Please Send To:

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP
STATE

QTY

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

SINGLE QllAIIIER
SET OF Slll IN

MAILER

TOTAL

D Enclosed Is my check or money order for the total ordered
bank card

D Charge to my

PRICE

SIGNATURE

VISA ACCOUNT NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATE EXPIRES _ _ _ __
MASTER CHARGE ACCOUNT NO.
DATE EXPIRES - - - - MASTER CHARGE BANK NO. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER. PLEASE ALLOW 3-4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY, SORRY, NO PHONE ORDERS, PLEASE.
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SNEA To Sponsor New
Mickey Mouse Show Booth

---Bronc----l~---Bulletins-J

SNEA will sponsor a " New Mlcke.y Mouse Show"
booth at the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin . There will be
a wide variety of acts in the show for the chlldren from
S.10 p .m . Al 10 p .m ., they will have a show for adults.
The children's show wlll feature such songs ~ "Rain•
bow Connection ." The adults' show will Include a "Per•
slan Dance."
"Kids are the main reason that we are putting on 'The
New Mickey Mouse Show," said Santa Arriaga, SNEA
reporter "We want all the kids to be able to enjoy the carnival Just as much as the adults will."
All these acts will be performed by very talented PAU
students, according to Santa.
Admission wllll be 50 cents.

Night Owl Celebration To Be Held

Professor Elected To Represent Texas

A Night Owl Celebration has been planned for Friday
and Saturday. The night-long event will begin at about
9:30 p.m. Friday ' with everyone lntere.sted meeting at
Skate.land In McAllen (Pecan and McColl Road) . The
celebration promises to be both fun and edifying with
various activities pfanned.
There will be skating, bowling, a talent show 1 snacks,
singing, Bible study, prayer, a morning watch and
breakfast In a restaurant. The total cost for the whole
night-long event will be $5. Those Interested In more In·
formation or In making reservntlons may call Rev. Jose L.
Palos at 383-0133 or Raul Gutierrez at 262-4479

College Republicans To Meet

Dr_ J . L . Pollnard, professor and head of Pan
American University's Department of PollHcaJ Science,
has been elected to represent Tex.as in the executive committee of the Southwest Association of Pre-Law Advisors.
The election took place recently at the association's annual meeting in San Antonio. The Southwest Association
ls responsible for the five-state region of Arkansas, Lout•
siana, Mississippi, Oklahoma and Texas.
Dr. Pollnard Is the faculty sponsor of PAU's Pre-Law
Society.

Sociedad Tendra Junta

College Republica0$ will meet Oct. 30 during activity
period In Business Building 111, according to Mike Pile,
chairman of the board. All students are Invited. Pictures
of old member,; will be taken.

Director To Visit Campus

La Sode.dad deAlumnos Mexlcanos lnvlta a los estudlentes meXlcanos en la unlversldad a que aslst.an a su
Jwu,ahoraen el LA 103 de 10:25 a.m., a 11:30 a.m.

KD's Prepare Halloween Treats

Dr. Fred Klaus, professor of biology East ie.>1as State
University, serving as regional director of the National
Blologlcal Honor Society Beta-Beta-Beta (Tri-Beta) will
be on campus Friday . He will inspect the campus, inter•
vtew students, faculty and administrators, to prepare a
recommendation regarding Installing a chapter here.
An Informal meeting for all interested persons wilt be
held at 9:35-10:45 e.m., in Dr. Ernest Baca's office, SB
110. There are currently 26 chapters of this society In
Texas with the latest being Installed al UT Austin and
Texas A&M. For more Information contad Dr. Terry C .
Allison or Rhonda Usauckls, 381-3161 .

Medical Society To Meet

Pan American has adopted a Kappa Delta sorority
philanthropic project for Halloween by making treats for
children at the Crippled Children's Hospital In Richmond,
Va.
Members also visited and sang with the people at the
Retama Manor at Edinburg. Each month Kappa Deltas
have a local and national philanthropic project.

Fund raising projects will be the topic of discussion at a
meetlng of the Pan American University Medical Technology Society Friday according to Diana Villarreal,
president.
The meeting will be In the Nursing Building 216. "All
students and members are Invited to attend," said Villarreal.

PAPA To Plan Carnival Booth

Vets' Organization Officers Elected

The Pan American Press Association will meet during
activity period today In Emilia HaU 100 ac;cordlng to
The Pan Am Veterans
E!Jseo Rodriguez, club member.
organization has elected Larry
To plan for the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin. All ma•
Watts as president for the fall
jors and minors in mass communications are eligible to attend .
___..,._ _._,...,..._,......_,llllfllllllll!ll""111f'!!!!!!l!!l!llllllill4

"Teaching Option," an
article published In the FaU
1979 issue of Tex.as Busl·
ness Educator magazine,
was written by Dr. Elizabtth W. Gratz and Mrs.
Janice Willeford of the Pan
American University facu'l-

The pledges of Alpha Kappa P I are sponsoring
dunking booth at the Carnival of the Great Pumpkin
Saturday from 8 p.m., to midnight. Several professors
have volunteered their time to be Saturday night performers .
VoJunteers include Dr Don Fritz from the English
Department, Dr. Sammy Sides, Qr_ Terry Allison and
Donald Lyles from the Biology Department. From the
School of Business, Doug Bartley, Roi,,ce Brough,
Charles Lackey, and Charles Yundt, Mike Crews, Leslie
Munneke, Or. Vern Vincent and Dr Lester Rydl will be
targets.

Student government ls currently selling discount tickets
lo the Cinema Theatre In McAllen, according to Larry
Garcia , vice-president. Each ticket costs $2, and can be
bought at student government office In the UC, third
floor .

Alpha Kappa Psi, PAU's Professional Business Fraternity, wll1Jlave a fajlta plate lunch Oct. 30 at the University
Center c,r~ between 10:30 a .m ., and 1 p .m .
The plate lunch will consist of fajitas, beans, potatoe
salad and bread. Donatlon Is $2 per plate.

..-..;~~:....:.=.-=-=O:..::UPON PEA CU
I
,

AKP To Sponsor Dunking Booth

Theatre Tickets Sold At Discount

AKP To Sponsor Fajlta Lunch

Professors, Works
To Be Published
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38.3-8361
1012 South Closner
Edinburg

..

RESTAU
Dlnnn Special:
.__iioiiiii,...__,i,iiiii;;..;,
.. Sin.ti
Salad from Sm.d Bu.

ked Tea• all 11ou can drtnk,
2 Beef TaCN, Rice and Beane.
Gu.acamole Salad .

El«rronfa

Special discounts for PAU studenta

semester, Margie Ortega, vice
president; Gary Lomprez,
treasurer; and Salvidor
Capuchino, sergeant at arms.
The next meeting wlll be
Tuesday at Activity Period In
UC 206. On the agenda Is a
discussion of a new meeting
time, discussion of Memorial
Day actlvilles and Information
on veterans' fund cut-off
dates.

"Our goal i. your .atl•foctlon"

Bob's Sewing Machine Center
Sales and Serofce

Sewing Machine.a Vacuum Cleaner.
383-7313

Bob Distlllon
owner

OFFER GOOD ·9 2. 7 0 wtth coupon.
THUR OCTOBER 31, 1979

'8oee°'

ty.

The article describes Instructional games, completed by PAU business
education students during
their professional preparation at Pan Am. In citing
students' creativity and
originality, the authors of-

eei0 2000

DISCOTHEQUE

c9n Ghage r;;Jfair @o•npany
Dixie Ward, Owner.

5019 North 10th • McAllen, Texas

fer examples that teachers
In the field may use as options to teach or reinforce
Information in a variety of
business subjects.

NDAY

= COUNTRY WESTERN
All Drinks $1.00

ASSOCIATION FOR RlTARDF.O CITllr~~

keep on

DANCING.

Ti II 10:30 !!

TUESDAY = ROCK NITE
HALLOWEEN DANCE
with
THE COUNTRY ROLAND BAND

k eep OD

bl lhe

WEDNESDAY

t,ICALLE"I CIVIC CENTER

C ARING
l
,.,..

MUGS ON THE HOUSE

October 31
12:00 P.M.

=

I.D. NITE
Bring Your Pan American 1.0.

8:00 -

Drink FREE Till 10:30

$10. In advance
112. al lhe dOOf

PRIZES fOR BEST COSTUMES • A
COLOR T.V. Will BE RAFFLED

WITH PURCHASE OF TICKET,
FOR TICKETS OR FURntEA INFOA,
MATION CALL THE ARC REGIONAL
OFFICE AT -.e182JISN."'4

TICKETS MAY BE OBTAINED AT
HUMAN SERVICES. HUMAN
ORGANIZATION OFFICE, 331, STU·
DENT ACTIVITY CENTER
OR
FROM MARRIVEL NAVARRO
OR
CARMEN GONZALEZ
JST ~RIOD ON TT

THURSDAY= COUNTRY WESTERN
1 'Bring Your Horse Drink FREE!
FRIDAY

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

SATURDAY = FULL HOUSE NITE

SUNDAY - HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
No Cover

Thefts Decreased
The theft of hubcaps

Ironically, the thefts are
not committed by students
but by people trying to
make easy money. "Their
favorlty targets are spoke
and Ford hubcaps," said

but try to get a description
and a licence plate number, then report it to the
campus police. Another
way to prevent stolen hubcaps Is to place a lock on
them .
Most of the hubcaps are
eventually recovered. The
best way to insure recovery
of your hubcaps ls to have
them engraved . This will
enable you to Identify
them. Engraving equipment Is available through
the Traffic and Security office located In the Physical
Plant building. To report
any suspicious activity, or

Chief Salaz.ar.

for more Information, call

Security police advised
anyone who spots a theft
In progress should not

the Traff!c and Secutity office at 381-2435. This
number is a 24-hour

from the Pan American

University campus has
dropped off considerably
since last semester.
"The theft of hubcaps
has slowed down because
of student asslstanc~"said
Traffic and Security Chief
Greg Salazar. Thefts are
down from about 20 last
year to only two this

semester.

aproach the perpetrators_ number.
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' Tax For Small Business' Seminar Set
A one-day management
seminar entitled " Income
Tax for Small Business"
will be held Nov . 3 , at Pan
American University.

The class is being spon sored by the School of
Business Administration In

cooperation with the Edinburg Chamber of commerce, and will meet In
Business Administration
building 111.

Toplcs to be discussed in
the morning session includes : individual taxes,
gross income, capital gains
and losses, dividends and
interest, business and personal deductions, depT-eciation , Investment credit,
bad debts and deductions
for adjui;ted gross income.
The afternoon session

will feature: partnerships ,
Information tax returns ,
corporations, social securl-

Organizations Late
In Returning Forms
Oct. 5 was the deadline for all the dubs and organizations to tum In all their necessary forms to the University
Authorities.
All clubs and organizations who have not tumed these
forms In should tum them In as soon as possible to the UC
205 so they may enjoy the privileges of a recognized
organizations.

New Course Offered With Creative Approach
Have you ever wanted or needed to take a course tha-t
would guarantee a solld foundation in comparative
medkal terminology in both Sranish and Enwtsh?
Jullan ""Castillo, director o the Oivl"s!onof Flea.Ith
Related Ptofessions, has announced that starting Nov.
6th, the Division wiJI offer "An Introduction to Comparative Medical Terminology: A Creative, Bl-lingual Approach.'' The Engllsh-Spanlst) comparative medical terminology course will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
night in ihe Nursing Education Building, Room 214-216,
on Nov. 6 - Dec. 20.
The new course was created and wrltten for the Division of Health Related Professions by Carolina C.
Slaughter, a medical translator and free-lance writer, who
Is also scheduled ,as the course Instructor. Each of the
three hour classes has been carefully structured to compliment and coordinate with medical material currently beIng taught In the various departments of the Division.
Following are some of the provocative programs to be
Included In the first medical terminology course that dares
to ask the questi.o n: "Can Medkal Terminology ever really compete with "Monday Night Football" or "Saturday
Night Live?"
1. Spanish Sex Is a Four-Letter word! (El Sexo) .
2. The REAL Story behlnd the Birds and th.e B es! Or,
When ls a Bee Not a Be~? (When it's a Spanish V .)
3 . "'B1-Hngual Medical Terminology" · Cognotes?
Clones? or Identical Twins? - Only the Hlstorl.cal Lif'.lnUlst

EnjoyOur
Full Meal
Special

Knows for Sure!
4 . ESP! Or, the REAL Secret Behind the Sneaky "S"
Syndr9me! An Intimate and revealing expose of the truth
behind the strange letter E that haunts the left side of
every Spanish SI
5 . And, an exciting visit to the natural habitats of the
Great Spanish Homed-Hache , to discover first hand If
this reportedly mute member of the Great-H Family of
Consonants is truly mute, and perhaps even a bit horny.
Ms. Sla1.1ghter, who will teach the Innovative n~
course, brings a unique background to both her writing
and 'her- teaching. ln addition to her experience as a
medical translator, Slaughter also has both academic and
practical experience in mass communications and "entertainment." She Is perhaps best remembered locally for
her work with Doctor Sylvia Dominguez of Pan American
University's Spanish Language Department, with whom
she shares two local "firsts," of which they are both justly
proud .

taxes,

unemployment

units will be awarded to
participants who successfully complete the
seminar.
For further information
or registration call Robert
Lopez , coordinator of

A fee of $50 per person
will be charged , and certificates of achievement

community programs, or
Miss Norma Ramirez,
secretary , at the division of
community programs,
PAU school of business administration , 122. The office telephone number is

with continuing education

381-3366.

Chicago.

----'II

Me111 At'D WOMEN HAIR STYLING

II

~VHERE THE STYLE IS PRECISE AND CASUAL

JOSIE

1 F'HONE68&-9932
1

I

MARY

McALL.El'l , TEXAS

------~--------------~

During the late 1960's and early 1970's she was also
one of the flrst to create, produce and leach matetials
especially designed to mee1 the needs of the Spanish•
speaking migrant worker. In addition to her work In the
fields of both vocational and pre-vocational studies, she
also created and taught the-first complete course designed
to teach both literate and Jlllterate Spanish-speaking
migrant workers how to use the ubltc library.

~

For Back To School An
Eye Examination Is
Suggeste'd By

AND

320 S. 10th McAllen, Texas

Deal.

f amlly Optical

PRESENTS
THIS SUNDAY FROM 9-11 p.m.

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

* 2 ...._ ol delk'-9 cllidw:o
* Creamy. bot
* JuJcy ewn-tbe cob

FAMILY

paui-& ,.._.,

CA\L

*'DIIAJ'n,11.
*Sw.tehenypie
l\"-lU. 6 Coutsz

.....,_..,,.Ollfl.r

$1.98
NEED CREDIT?

816 South Main
McAllen, Texu
687-7224

SEND FOR

THE CREDIT GAME
"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how
to make the $300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."

SOLVE ALL
THESE

• Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
• Erase bad debt records
• Skip bills without ruining credit
• Receive loans within weeks of beginning th is program
• Information on updated credit laws and legislation
• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts

CREDIT

PROBLEMS
with
THE CREDIT GAME

Send Check or
Money Order to

ty

taxes and Insurance .
The class will be taught
by Charles Yundt, assistant
professor of accounting at
PAU . He has extensive
teaching experience and
has a B.A. in management
and an M.B.A . in accounting from the University of

WALL STREET PUBLISHING CO.

303 5TH AVE .
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016

r----------ONLY- $5:95---------·

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

(N. Y. resideots add 8% Sales Tax)

Enclosed is$ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ for - - -- - Books
Name
Address - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - -- - -State _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ __ _
City
Allow 3 weeks for delivery .
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Dave Herring Named
New Promo Director

SPfDRTS
'

Bill
White,
Pan
American University
athletic director. has named Dave Herring as the
new promotions director of
Pan Am's athletic department.

Hemng, who replaces
Charles Redd, will continue to expand the program of promotions for all
Bronc sports events.
HeninQ, who replaces

Charles Redd, will conUnue to expand the program of promotions for all
Bronc sports events.
Herring ls also general
manager of the Utica Blue
Jays. a farm club of Toronto Blue Jays of the American League Al 22. he
became one of the youngest general managers In
organized basebalJ. Hts
Utica team competed In
the Class A New York--

Pennsylvania Lea~1ue.
Herring believes that his
two years of professlonal
baseball experience will be
an asset in attempting Lo
generate excitement and
interest in the Pan American University sports pro.
gram and the school Itself.
''Pan American University has consistently fielded
winning teams In basketball, baseball and tennis, to
name a few," said Herring.
"and with this base, I hope
to build upon the entertainment and interest PAU
second and Danny Anaya sports generates within the
placed third .
entire Rio Grande Valley."
Herring and h
wife
in foosball •while Nestor
Garza and Raul Garza Cheryl will be living In
came In second and third Edinburg, and both are
place, respectively.
looking forward to their
Johnson placed first In stay in the Valley. "The
pinball followed by Santos Valley has so much to offer
Ramirez, second and . from both a professional
and personal standpoint.
Reynaldo Banda, third .
Salinas placed ftrst In and we're both looking forping-pong followed by Fer- ward to meeting the peonando Garcia and Hector ple and adjusting to the life
Hernandez In second and styles here In the Magic
Valley."
third place.

UCPC Champ
In the foosbaJI, plnball,
ping-pong and pool table
toumamenl, sponsored by
the University Center Program Council, held Oct.
11.
Arturo Marquez,
Christopher S. Johnson,
Rolando SaUnas and Eddie
Rodriguez were the top
winners,

Tilts Slated

For Girls'

HCNM ._. - l>an Am's soccer team experienced
their first home game loss Oct. 18 Texas A&I with
a scote of 4-2. Wednesday, Reggie Tredaway, soccer coach traveled to compete ln Kingsville to play
A&I again.

first place
competition
Rodriguez placed first
while Ronnie Saenz took
Marquez won

Jn

pool,

. ..

BasketTeam

"

In preparation for their

first geme Nov. 13, Pan
American's Girls' Basketball team has been practicing for nearly a month and
a half
Southwest Texas State
University is Pan Am's lnliended flrst victim here at 7
p .m John McDowell,
head girls' basketball
coach , does not anticipate
very many problems . "I
really don't know what
they have and they don't
know what J have," pointed out Coach McDowell
refemng to their opponent
There are some tough
tournaments, said Coach
McDowell, like the Texas
A&I tournament, which
featwes In-state and outof-state teams and mixes
up the competition.
''The George West tournament is very good," said
Coach McDowell, "they
get the better teams from
the state of Texas to come
there , It Is going to be difficult, but the problems are
going to be limited."

Brain food.

Build your own T-shirt
DIKOllDt

for group orders

different style5 of T-shirts
and

JOO', transfer to choose- from

When you need ome food
for thought. come in lo

offrc h hmuce,Ju1cy 1oma1oe .zesty onion an~ picy

Wh taburger.
We·t1 serve you a meal
11'1 1·11 make you think
twice about eating anywhere else.
tan off with our bigge.r.
better burger. izzltn' hot
ff I he grill.
We'll make HJust the way
yt,u like it. nd lhen pile it
high with your combina1ion

pickles.
Add some piping hOL
french frie . Or some
cri py. golden onion rings.
Ami top i1 all off ,1h a
frosty cold drink and a hot

frt1i1 pie for de ert
And you've not only got a
full course meal. You·ve gol
the best course on campus.

687-8071

WHATABURGER®

Lo Ploitl Moll McAllen, Tes

r----------------------------------7

CHUI\ H FOR NEW AGE. PEOPLE
S11ndf1,11

Wtdl\Hdoyo

7 00 11m

S.1otd•~
oti,VW-hoja

Sitt••
Addf,s• 11 l »•• S.°""""ev
MtA.
,.,.
p..,_, Man,"!!<"' Fam,~ Col.nHI
~I 681,-1854-. JIMX) Am 2 00 pm ~"'
oolt n•
ond tol,,J\dor ...,,e Un1tv.
P o a,,~ 3867 M<1,n,. re

..,,i..,.,

I

II

S....a 10::?0am

M•d1u111on Wo1k,hop
~i.ph~°" C1Ms 8 00 pn,

II

I
I
I

Free French Fries

ne free

order offrcnch fne, w11h th•~ oupon.

Ple•\t pre,,n, ~m.11)1.in tu -:a.,h,c-r 111 hitl"l t•rJc::nl'IJ I 1m11 1,nc ~oopht1 ~r ,•u,u1mcr

COUPON RED!EMABLE AT WHATABURGER NUMBER 60. EDINBURG
OFFER EXPIRES OCTOBER 31, 1979

WHATABURGER.
~buiklabiggcrbeUerburger.

lI
I

II

'll

!I
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Bass' VoUevball Team
Nearly Finishes Out Season
With only two trl•
matches left, Pan Ame•
rican's volleyball team ls
sustaining a 12-10 position
down ftom 12-9 last week.
PAU played San Anto•
nio College there for the
best three-out-of-five mat•
ches. SAC won the first
two, 15-5 and 15-6. PAU
came back ln with 15-11
and 15-5. However, SAC
returned lo win the tourna•
ment In the last game with
a score of 15-8. This tilt
brough the girl's score
record down from to 12-9

to 12-10.
"We've

some
good ball," said Coach
Bass, "we've had a lot of
injuries this year that have
hurt us really bad . At one
point, we were 10-5 but
we had a couple of injuries
that hurt us bad-a couple
of our hitters, and we lost
four straight at that point
At that point we were in
good position. but right
now we're going to have to
scramble to get 011r record
"We're

played

plaving

pretty

Recreation Club
Holds Roundup
The Roundup, sponsored by the Health ,
Physical Educatjon and
Recreation Club, was held
succ.essfully Oct. 11 m the
PE Complex.
According to Steve
Peratone, president of the
club, · The Roundup had
been In preparation since
the summer months. The
Roundup consisted of dancing entertainment, games
between the club members
and board members of the
club. In the way of food,
hot dogs, beans. potatoes
chips, cake and other
"festivity goods" were served .
Following dinner, dance
performances were offered
by the dance classes of the
PE department. One
danoe routine was directed
bv Ms. Rhonda Johnson
and the other bv Dr. Am Illa

Up.''

good right now, but I was
looking for a llttJe more
consistency and the record a little more higher al
this point, but there is not
much you can do about n•
juries "
Coach Bass emphasized
that he has a good hustling
team and they work as
hard as any team he hu
been around ,
The volleyball team Is on
the road today ln San An•
tonio to play St. Mary's
University.

W

•
Sports Scan
.

Thomas. Due to the Increase popularity of the
two sections of the tap and
jazz performance, the class
will be offered In the spring.

The Roundup was held
to get all members together
and encourage interested
partles to Join the club. As
of now. the club has 150
members enrolled .
People interested on
joining the Pan Am PE
Club can join anytime during the yeer.
Peratone can be contacted at 383-4810 for information of the club. For
Information on the dance
group. Ms. Johnson can
be contacted In the
Physical Education Department at 381-3506 or
381-3501 The dancers
are available for bookings
for performances.

AZZ UP YOUR LIFE - Ms. Rhonda Johnson•s_J
ance group performed at the Recreation Club
oundup Oct. 10. Two sections of tap and Jazz performance will be ottered In the spring. The group
is also available for booking of performances.

HEP will be playlng flag football against

KRIO this afternoon at 6 p.m. behind the old
gym on the east end 01 the campus. There

will be no admission charge and everybody
Is welcome .

NURSES AID!
REPS ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK:
MONDAY & TUESDAY

SENIORS/GRADS: Si~n up NOW for
Placement Office Interviews • 116
University Center
INFO BOOTH: UNIVERSITY CENTER

PEACE CORPS/VISTA.
lllllllfflntlllllllftllllllllllllUIIIIIIHMlltlllallllllllllllllllllllffltlfflttlllllllllllll

WE SALUTE THE GREAT PUMPKIN

THE
FIRST STATE

BANK

WE SAL~REAT PUMPKIN

&
TRUST CO.

Porie,r,~!
:y-..
e,¥'C.u.l p,-,1,u ..
• t.-4
kA'1:
,4

•

e ~,u
110 N. 12th

e

,

#:)

~ y.,.. ~ ..£7te,,,,t~.
Edinburt
3&1-2432

f
f

f EdJnburg

Fish Sandwich 99c

Mexican Plate 99c
Banana Spllt 99c
Ott

g-1 .i p.

~ rir.., •n NOi

co.., • ..

°""

Ct

t

11ng

l:w uwd In

Q\Hma Glli\,

Welcomes
n

'"°" w.th •n .o.rhef

OFFER GOOD

THUR NOVEMBER 1, 1979

Edinburg
383-7542
1220 East University

and
Students
to

voorn

FREE

PLACEMENT
people

Pregnancy Test

Auromoblle SalMraan
Waltre:q / W•Jten
LUN
Office Clerk

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING

Treasure Hills Womens
Center

428- 2 2

University
STUDENTS PLEASE
RENEW I.D. FOR NO
SERVICE CHARGE ON

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Rank Teller. (e•~rtencecl)

AdJu,cer

Aceo.untant

BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION
ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Pan American

Cook CoUector
We tia11e p11r1-ume Jobs avatl.ibl for Pan Amenoan
5tuden1~

FIRST STATE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
OF EDINBURG
100 East Cano
Edinburg.Texas 78539
MEM.BER FDIC
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Orientation Inventory

The 1979 Fall Pledges of
Theta Omicron Chapter of
Delta Zeta Sorority at Pan
American University received their Big Sisters Oct.
13. during a c-andlellght
ceremony given In their
honor during a Big Sis-Lil'
Sis beach weekend retreat
The girls stayed at The Tiki
on South Padre Island .
Each pledge chose an
active member lo act as a
llfetime big sister. The
followlng pledges chose
the following active Delta
Zetas as their Big Sisters:
Rosie Alaniz to Yvonne
Rodriguez; Michele Blase
to Aleida Lugo; Gloria
Garcia to Nelinda Guerrero; Elsa Gonzalez to
Genel Gonzalez; Leslie
Griffith to Sylvana Cuellar;
Chris Guerra to Laura
Ogletree; Shawn Hansen
to Sylvia Zamora; Norma

Mackey to Shannon Har~aves; ~yra Marcus to
Raren Walker; Nanette
Nassiff to Diana Garcia,
Julie Parrish to Shannon
Hargraves; Vickey Sanchez to Diana Cuevas,
Julie Smith to Laura
Ogletree; Sylvia Reyna to
Trudy Parrish; Donna
Vereker to Sylvana
Cuellar; and Yvette Young
to Beth Stucke.
After the presentation
ceremony the pledges then
received Qifts. from their
new Delta Zeta big sisters.

a
' _
test that dealt with self actualization among an individual, was conductd by
Dr. Charles Parkinson .
Since then it has been used
in the Pan American sys-

tem. It is a test which deals
in analyzing an Individual
with the Idea that a person
who Is m~re fully functioni_ng and live.s a more enriched life than does the

"psycologic lly health ,.
y.
The test was conducted
among ~eneral students
from the Valley, out of the
Valley, along with teachen.

type and deals on how yoi:
leel and react lo personal
and interpersona behavior.
Parkinson feels that
there Is no reason to sus-

F~tureAdded ToLRC

usuaUv at a junior or high
A new teature, the
school level plus PE majors
at Pan Am. The resu.tt was Browsing Collection, has
been added to the library
approximately a t~d of and includes recently
student teachers and tea- published books, accorchers of health were al a diog to Miss Virginia
low normal non- elf ac- Haynie, head catalog
librarian. The collection
·tuallzation capacity. The has been in existence for a
test consists of two-s ded year, and has approximately 110 ooks.

UCPC Presents 'Casino Royale'
UCPC Films Committee Sellers, Woody Allen and
will present two showings David Niven. The script
of "Casino Royale" on was written by Ian FlemNov. 1. Showings will be at ing.
the Media Theatre at 3.and
7 p.m
The plot is Just too much
for one Ja_mes Bond. Con"Casino" stars Petet

valid test. Some people
feel it Is a boring thini:t and
Is hard to define, but-I feel
it 1s a measure of psychological health "

Though the Browsing
sequently. N-ven, Sellers, CoUection is common at
Allen, and Cooper-are all other universities. It is
relatively new at Pan
007
American. The books are
Admission to either received from the comshowing will be $1 for PAU pany fully cataloged. Uttle
or ~o processing needed
students

to prepare the book for
shelving. The cards are
enclosed in dear plastic,
with the word "Browsing"
in the upper right hand
comer in green. This lets
students know that the
books are located on the
north wall of the fourth
Ooor of the library.

If the student requires
any assistance, there Is an
aide at the front of the
room . Books can also be
checked out for a twoweek period. Mlss Haynie
added that there are fiction
and non-flcUon books
available

INTERNATIONALLY
FRENCH
and
SPEAKING! SPANISH
REPS ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK:
MONDAY & TUESOA Y

BA S - THE CAMPUS
FOOTWEAR FOR LADIES

SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up NOW for
Placement Office Interviews " 116

WeeJuns for college are lhe thlng-

University Center

ome see the GREAT SELECTION

INFO BOOTH UNI_I/ERSITY CENTER

at SHOES SPORTI U

2110 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Tnaa
KJlnks Shopping Center

******************
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Use a little

Jf

*

caltS

)f

* w1ten ~ orcter your
next ICen'S pJZ1,1.

MONDAYS ... STUDENT NIGHT. . ROCK NIGHT

ALL PAN AM STUDENTS WITH I D DRINK THEIR DRINKS
FOR Sl 00 TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
INOCOVER)

TUESDAYS . .. RESTA NIGHT . ..
TWO FOR ONE NIGHT
BUY A DRINK OR MUG AND
GET ONE FREE TIL 12 MIDNIGHT
INO COVER)

tobe

exact.

r--1

I
l
I

WEDNESDAYS . . LADIES NIGHT ..
ALL UNESCORTED LADIES DRINK FREE FROM
7 30 TIL 9 30
(NO COVER)

-------------- I

ken:7.s
•

With this coupon buy one pizza and gel the next smaller
size for only 99~ (with
equal number of toppings
or less)
Void with other promotions.
~

II ExP1Res NovEMaeR a.

Pizza

I
1

I

I
I

1979
I _________________________
I1

MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682-5581

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
1005 E. HWY. 83 2489 BOCA CHICA

787-8534

************

546-1614

THURSDAYS ... MACHO NIGHT ..
FREE MUGS FOR All MEN
THEN. A MENS POOL TOURNAMENT
(NO COVER)

FRIDAYS .. . SPECIAi.. LADIES NIGHT ...
NO COVER CHARGE FOR UNESCORTED LADIES ANO
FREE DRINKS FROM 7 30 TIL 9.3()
THEN, A HAPPY HOUR SPECIAL TIL 12 MIDNIGHT

SATURDAYS ... DISCO WEEKEND AT D.J.'S ...
SUNDAYS ... KJCKER NIGHT ... MUG SPECIAL
DRINK YOUR MUGS ALL NIGHT FOR
soc EACH
tATTENTION ALL FRATEANJTlES. SORORJTlES AND ORGANIZATIONS
SPECIAL PRJCcS AND RESERVED SECTION AVAILABLE
CALL 38I ,SL02 FOR lNFORMATIONJ

